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Foreword
For almost two decades, beginning with a far-sighted Ford administration decision, the
United States has been alone among the major nuclear powers in recognizing that recovering
plutonium from civilian power plant spent firel does not make economic sense and, moreover, that
it presents grave proliferation dangers (plutonium from civilian reactors can be used to make
nuclear weapons). In 1982, the United States codified into law a prohibition against the use of
plutonium of civilian reactor origin for military purposes. In 1988, the United States stopped
producing plutonium in military nuclear reactors, and dl plans for plutonium separation for
military purposes were formally stopped in 1992. The military aspect of U.S. policy was driven
by the official recognition that the United States was "awash in plutonium" (in the words of then
Energy Secretary John S. Herrington) and by concerns about the safety of deteriorating
production facilities.
These plutonium policies make the United States the only leading nuclear power that has
actually renounced plutonium separation for either civilian or military purposes. As a result, the
United States is in a unique position of leadership to address the dangers arising from continued
reprocessing and accumulation of weapons-usable fissile material, whether they are of civilian or
military provenance. Other declared nuclear weapons powers continue to separate plutonium for
civilian or military purposes or both. Moreover, a number of countries that are not declared
nuclear weapons states are accumulating separated civilian plutonium: Japan, Germany,Belgium,
the Netherlands, Italy, Switzerland, and India are among them. Israel presumably continues to
accumulate military plutonium. Several other countries are expressing interest in either acquiring
civilian plutonium stocks by purchasing reprocessing services or in building reprocessing plants
themselves.
A policy on such a crucial issue should not be put at risk without careful consideration for
all the non-proliferation and other issues involved. Moreover, as many studies, including those
done by the Institute for Energy and Environmental Research have stressed, most reprocessing
technologies, including ail operating plants, pose special environmental dangers arising from the
production of low-level, transuranic, and especially liquid high-level radioactive wastes. Every
increase in the already large and problematic inventory of high-level wastes, which is stored in
tanks at DOE facilities, results in some increase in the risk of fires and explosions. This is, in
many ways, already the most serious safety problem in the nucIear weapons complex.
Over the past few years, and especially during 1995, portions of the Department of Energy
and some of its contractors have advocated various forms of reprocessing as the solution to the
environmental problem of managing irradiated fuel and target rods in the nuclear weapons
complex. Such pressures could result in a drifi back to reprocessing in the United States that
would not be classified as either military or civilian in purpose, but that would nonetheless pose

similar proliferation and environmental dangers. Thus,instead of moving to the next logical step
in its non-proliferation policy, that of permanently shutting down dl reprocessing plants and
decommissioning them, the United States appears to be moving in the opposite direction. This
dangerous drift is occurring without adequate national debate about its proliferation,
environmental, and economic consequences,
DOE and its contractors seem to be like the proverbial carpenter with only a hammer for a
tool -- in this case the hammer is reprocessing. When DOE fist proposed reprocessing as a
technology for environmental management (in the late 1980s), IEER did a major study of the
documents justifying the decision in collaboration with the Hanford Education Action League. In
that case, Westinghouse and DOE proposed to reprocess spent fuel from the N-reactor at
W o r d , which was then (and is still) stored underwater in pools called the K-basins. Our work
showed that Westinghouse and DOE had rushed to the unwarranted conc?usionthat reprocessing
was the most environmentally appropriate technology to address the problem of managing this
spent hel. We further concluded that dry storage of the spent fitel was more environmentally
sound and probably less expensive. That was in 1990. Since that time DOE has agreed that dry
storage is in fact the more appropriate choice for Hanford spent fuel. But now, proposals for
reprocessing other spent fuel are mushrooming,as spending on weapons declines.
At the end of the Cold War,the problem of vast stocks of weapons-usable material and of
potential black markets in them are among the mast serious and urgent proliferation threats.
These issues were highlighted (once again) in August in hearings held by the European
Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, chaired by Senator Richard Lugar.
The United States simply cannot afford to abandon its leadership role on reprocessing for the sake
of a hasty approach to managing spent he4 an approach that has the decided odor of pork-barrel
spending for nuclear contractors. The next few years will be critical in determining the long-term
future production and distribution of separated weapons-usable fissile materials, and decisions
related to this issue need to be more carefully considered.
In order to assess the technical and policy soundness of recent claims that reprocessing
ought be pursued as an environmental management technology, IEER undertook a review of all
four DOE Environmental Impact Statements relevant to this subject. The review was carried out
by Noah Sachs, the outreach coordinator of the plutonium project and the author of this report.
The report grew out of a trip Noah and I made to Idaho in June 1995 to discuss DOE's proposal
to ship spent fuel to the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). Local groups were
concerned that DOE's plan to regionalize spent fuel in a few locations in the United States may be
a spur to reprocessing the spent fiel. It became clear that DOE may be drifting into a reversal of
U.S. progress on reprocessing under pressure from its own sites.
E E R and the author are responsible for the contents of the report. I conducted a close
review of the report and helped shape its recommendations in close collaboration with the author.
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Risky Relapse into Reprocessing
SUMMARY, m m G S , AM)RECOMMENDA'IIONS

In the late 1980s and early 1990%the Department of Energy halted reprocessing' at its thtee
d t a q reprocessing locations: Hanford, Washingto& the Savannah River Site, South Carolha, and the
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. The end of the Cold War, a large plutonium stockpile, and
safev issues related to the reprocessing plants all contributed to this decision. The cessation of
reprocessing left many nuclear materials in limbo spent fuel originally slated for reprocessing
remained in storage pools, and fissile material-containing solutions were leR inside reprocessing plants
at the Savannah River Site.
The solutions and some DOE spent fuel now pose environmental and safety problems because of
accident risks and the possibility of increased radiation exposure to workers. Much of DOE'S inventory
of approximateIy 2,700 metric tons of spent &el was not intended to be stored for long periods, and
same spent fud is corroding and releasing radioactive materid into cooling pool water,
Over the past two years, the Department ofEnergy has issued four major Environmental Impact
Statements PIS'S) and a number of other documents relating to spent fuel and nuclear material
management. This report is a close evaluation of the following documents:

-

Final F-C-n
PlutunfumS o l u t f EIS,
~ December 1994
Outlines options fbr stabilizing plutonium-containing solutions stored in the F-Canyonreprocessing
plant at the Savannah River Site.
Final Interim Management of Nuclear Materials EIS, October 1995
Discusses options for stabiring seven types of nuclear materials at the Savannah fiver Site and for
obtaining three types of "progrmmatic" materials deemed necessary for scientific research and
DOE programs.
Drafi Foreign Research Reactor Spent Fuel HS,March 1995
Outlines alternatives for managing spent fuel &om foreign research reactors. DOE is considering
storage in the United States, reprocessing in the United States, reprocessing abroad, or some hybrid
as the p r h r y management aIternatives.

--

' Repmasing is the separation of spnt nuclw fuel into its constituent pa~&mainly plutonium andlor uranium and
lighter elements that are the product of nuclear hssiw in reactors.

Final Spent Nuclear FueVIdaho National Engineering Laboratoiy US,April 1995
DOE's overall spent fuel management plan, the SNFANEL EIS focuses d
y on where spent fuel
should be shipped to fbr interim storage. It also discusses possible stabilization techniques for DOE
spent fuel, including reprocessing.

Propowl far the Demonstration of EZectrorne~Z1urgi~ZPr0~e~itg
Several documents issued by DOE and Argonne National Laboratory in 1994 and I995 describe this
new kind of reprocessing technology whose testing is now delayed pending compIetion of an
EnvironmentaI Assessment.
Although in 1992 DOE halted reprocessing and decided to permanently phase it out, these
documents and others indicate that DOE is looking to reprocessing as a method of spent fuel and
nuclear material management, possibly over the Iong-term. DOE betieves that extracting fissile material
from spent fuel and converting it to a solid form can reduce safety risks fiom interim storage. It also
believes that the products of reprocessing may be easier and cheaper to dispose of in a geologic
repository than some un-reprocessed spent fuel. DOE'S current reprocessing proposals c a t e r around
the Savannah River Site in South Carolina,but it is also investigating new reprocessing technologies,
such as electrometallurgical processing, and it has considered constructing a new reprocessing plant in
the United States. In addition, DOE is considering the use of one or more foreign reprocessingfacilities
to ease the waste management burden in the United States.
The repromsing proposals at present apply to under 10% (by mass) of DOE's total spent fuel
inventory, but DOE has not put any form of upper bound on the amount of spent fuel that may be
reprocessed in the future.' Reprocessing could occur for as long as twelve years pursuant to the EIS's
and even longer if additional spent fuel is found in the future to be corroding or if DOE implements
several possible "futuremissions" for the reprocessing plants at the Savannah River Site. Over 4,000
kilograms of weapowusable uranium and over 400 kilograms of weapons-usable pIutonium couId be
extracted under current reprocessing proposals.

Until recently, Wanford N-reactor spent nuclear fuel, which accounts for wex 75% of the DOE spent fuel inventory, was
being cansidered for elcctrometall@cal p m i n g .

Principal Findings
1. There is no option for managingDOE spent fuel that is without risks, but reprocessing would be
especialIy detrimental to U.S. non-proliferation interests and to sound environmental management

of the nuclear weapons complex.
2. DOE has failed to adequately assess the non-proliferation and environmental issues surrounding
reprocessing, and DOE appears to be drifting back toward reprocessing without a clear-sighted

analysis of its drawbacks and risks.
3. DOE reprocessing policy is being made in piece-meal fashion in separate documents prepared by
separate offices, and the overall impression is of policy incoherence.

4. Although DOE decided in 1992 to phase out reprocessing, reprocessing remains an open-ended
project because DOE has not put any end-point on the amount of spent fuel that may be reprocessed
or on the he-period in which reprocessing would take place. DOE has clearly stepped back fiom
that 1992 decision.
5 . Restarting reprocessing, even if for environmental management purposes, would undermine current

and future U.S. non-proliferation efforts, including efforts to convince Russia and other countries to
halt reprocessing. It may dso be the first step toward a return of civilian reprocessing in the United
States.

6. There are positive signs in the DOE documents that some DOE oficids are'questioning the
assumptions behind reprocessing and are working toward a spent fuel management program based on

alternative technologies.

7. DOE has not adequately examined its experience with N-reactor spent fuel at Hanford for the
environmental and cost lessons it holds for current spent fuel management policy.
8. Interim dry storage of spent fuel, possibly preceded by short-term improvements in wet storage, is the
best alternative to reprocessing fiom the points of view of safety, environmental protection, and
non-proliferation.

Discussion of Principal Findings
W e the challenge of spent fuel management is formidable and complq the Department of
back toward reprocessing as a soIution without an adequate analysis ofits
Energy appears to be
consequences or alternatives. Because reprocessing was what was done with most DOE spent fuel
during the Cold War, parts of the DOE bureaucracy are resistant to considering other options,
especially since many DOE and contractor personnel built their careers on the operation of reprocessing
facilities. Maintaining a steady flow of money for some of the sites where reprocessing occurred in the
past is an important political factor behind reprocessing, as is the strong belief in many quarters that
plutonium is an energy asset rather than an economic liability, despite many independent studies to the
contrary.
Reprocessing involves serious environmental and safety liabilities that have not been given due
consideration by DOE. U. S. military reprocessing plants were never intended for environmental
management, and in fact reprocessing was the leading cause of environmental contamination among all
stages in the nuclear weapons production process. The reprocessing plants at the Savannah River Site
that DOE is considering operating for up to twelve years or longer are already over forty years old.
One of the most significant flaws in DOE'S analysis is that the ETS's do not discuss the increased
risks of fires or explosions in high-level waste tanks that couId result from generation of liquid highlevel waste in reprocessing options. At the same time, DOE exaggerates the amount of high-level waste
that would be generated in non-reprocessing options such as dry storage. DOEShaphazard approach
to waste management issues is exemplified by the fact that some of its waste generation figures in the
SNFANEL EIS came from a report that stated that "...there is little documented basis or caI.culations to
support the data presented."3
DOE data show that reprocessing solid spent fuel at the Savannah River Site pursuant to the
Interim Management EIS will increase high-Ievel waste at the Site by about three million gallons (about
9% of the high-level wastes currently stored at the SRS).' The plutonium extracted through
reprocessing will become an additional waste burden for DOE,but again there is very little discussion of
its disposition. Stored plutonium already poses serious environmental prob1ems at many sites within the
nuclear weapons complex. The last thing the United States should want to do as it struggles with the
question of disposing of plutonium from dismantled nuclear warheads and other sources is to extract
more plutonium through further reprocessing.
Further, while DOE'S own data show simcant negative h d t h effects from reprocessing, DOE
does not give sufficient weight to this factor in its decision-making. The estimated incremental radiation
dose to the popufation within fifty miles of the S a v d River Site is four to five d o n times greater

Westingbouse 1994, p. 8
DOE 1995b, pp. 2-55 to 2-58

from reprocessing than from interim storage, and DOE has estimated that one worker will die from
cancer if it implements reprocessing at the Savannah River site.'
DOE has also provided a misleading discussion of the possible advantages of reprocessirig f i r
final waste disposal DOE believes that the v i f i e d high-level waste thatwill result fiom reprocessing
will be easier and cheaper to dispose of in a geologic repository than some un-reprocessedDOE spent
fuet DOE's repository program has had a troubled history, however, and DOE spent fuel will not be
put into a repository for two decades at the very earliest. DOE is investigatingthe suitability of Yucca
Mountain in Nevada for a repository, but there is a chance that it will not be suitable, and the waste
acceptance criteria, the rules that will govern what types of materials can go into a repository and in
what form, have not been issued. A three-volume preliminary investigation by Sandis National
Laboratories concluded that ",.,mosf hisions on [spent fuel] W m e n t or conditioning should wait
[bold italics in original] It may very well turn out that
until a repm'to~type and site are
reprocessing in the near-future for the purpose of long-term cost savings or to avoid technical
uncertainties will be a waste of money and counter-productive on environmentd grounda. DOE cost
estimates for ten year periods, let alone the forty year period within which DOE believes repository
emplacement could be compIeted, are highly speculative.
The best alternative to reprocessing is to store spent fuel for an interim period in dry storage
f'acilities. DOE's own data show that interim storage poses fir fewer safety, environment& and health
risks than reprocessing and interim storage would allow DOE to conduct research on engineered
barriers and non-separative processing options. In addition, interim storage wodd d o w DOE to gain
more information about a repository before making spent fuel s t d i i t i o n decisions. Keeping
corroding spent fuel in m n t storage fbcilities while new ones are built does cany risks, but
reprocessing involves much grater risks. Further,current wet storage could be improved in some cases
by putting the spent fuel in sealed containers,as was done at W o r d fbr some spent fuel well over a
decade ago.
Perhaps the greatest flaw in DOE's current reprocessing poEcy is its open-ended nature,
especidy given the fact that DOE decided in 1992 to phaseout reprocessing operations. As long as
DOE views reprocessing as a sound method for managing spent fuel, reprocessing will continue to be
justified as the solution when additionaI types of spent fuel are found to be corroding or unstable in the
future, and funds will not be devoted in a serious way to developing alternatives. In a November IS,
1995 Ietter, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board recommended that both reprocessing plants at
the Savannah River Site be kept open indekitely, stating that "the Department of Energy will always
need to have avaiIable a capabiity for chemical processing of spent nuclear fuel..."7 This is just one
example of the commitment to reprocessing in some quarters.

DOE 1995% Volume 1, Appendix C, pp. 5 4 1 to 5 4 3
Sandia N a t i d hhatories 1995, p. ES-37
Gonway 1995

'

A recent DOE study recommended against re-starting one of the reprocessing pIants at the
Savannah River Site and proposed consolidating operations in the other. While this is a positive
development, DOE is also considering several possible "future missions" for reprocessing at the
S a v d River Site that could involve reprocessing through 2012 in the single reprocessing plant.
Because spent fuel management is such a long-term projeet, the current signs of a favorable attitude
toward reprocessing provide a very real possibility that the United States will still be reprocessing in a
decade or more from now. This is a remarkable retreat from DOE's 1992 position of phasing
reprocessing out.
One positive development is DOE'S decision not to reprocess N-reactor spent fuel at Hanford,
which forms the bulk of the spent fuel inventory, There is no indication, however, that DOE has taken
the lessons from Hanford and applied them to its larger reprocessing policy. Over five years ago, DOE
proposed reprocessing the over 2000 metric tons of N-reactor spent fuel in Hanford's PUREX plant,
using many of the samejustifications it uses today. A 1990 study by IEER concluded that reprocessing
was probably among the most expensive spent fuel management options and that it would increase the
risk of a fire or explosion in the Hanford waste tanks. A U.S. General Accounting Office report also
concluded that DOE had not shown that reprocessing was necessary. Despite DOE's sound eventual
decision to store the fuel instead, DOE's current arguments for reprocessing other types of spent fuel
exhibit many of the same analytical mistakes as the PUREX proposal and similarly underestimate the
advantages of dry storage.
Some officials within DOE have been questioning the rationale fbr reprocessing and are
bqginning to raise non-proliferation concerns, and some of the inconsistencies among the EIS's may be
related to the relative influence of those who support reprocessing compared to those who place a
fundamental value on implementing U.S.non-proliferation policy. The Foreign Research Reactor EIS is
the best of the recent documents in its more carefid consideration of non-proliferation issues, and it
discusses some of the environmental liabilities of reprocessing as well.
The non-proliferation drawbacks of reprocessing are numerous. The U.S.is the only declared
nuclear weapon state not currently reprocessing for military or civilian purposes. As such it is in an
extraordinary position to work to stem the proliferation dangers fiom reprocessing in other countries.
Long-term reprocessing in the United States, even if for environmental management purposes, would
undermine U.S. credibility in this area by creating the perception of a doub1s~tandard.
Shutting down all reprocessing in North Korea and curtailing military reprocessing in India and
Russia have been key U.S. non-proliferation goals over the past several years. The connection between
U.S.reprocessing and stopping reprocessing abroad was made by President Bush in 1992 when he
officialIyhalted U,S.military reprocessing. He said his decision was part of a "set of principles to guide
our non-proliferation efforts in the years ahead," and the White House added that his decision was

"intended to encourage countries in regions of tension such as the Middle East and South Asia to take
similar actions."'
U.S. plans for several years of reprocessing in former rniIitary plants could have negative
consequences for negotiations on the international treaty fbr a cut-off of militay fisside material
production and for negotiations on the 1994 U.S .-Russian agreement ending military fissile material
production. Moreover, reprocessing would undermine U. S. credibility to halt civilian reprocessing in
countries such as Britain, Frtnce, India, Russia, and Japan. President Clinton stated in 1993 that the
U.S. abstention from reprocessing is important for not encouraging civilian plutonium programs abroad.
Finally, reprocessing would undermine the U.S. position to hdt nascent reprocessing programs in
countries such as China, Ukraine, and Pakistan.
Most of the DOE documents evaluated in this report do not assess the impact of reprocessing on
U.S. non-proliferation efforts. Moreover, DOE has not made a comprehensive commitment to blenddown any extracted highly enriched uranium (EEU) into non-weapons-usable Iow enriched uranium and
to put any extracted plutonium under International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards. Despite rr
CIinton a m s t r a t i o n policy to "submit excess fissile material not needed for our d e t e m t to the
IAEk" only one EIS mentions the policy and commits to doing so. The other EIS's are much more
vague about the fate of extracted fissile material, and one document indicates that extracted HEU wouId
be stored as HEU for m interim period rather than blended-down.
The negative non-prolrferation consequences of reprocessing, combined with its environmental
drawbacks, lend support to the argument for taking a more prudent, cautious approach to spent fuel
management based on interim dry storage of spent hd.Unfortunately, DOE has failed to properly
consider the benefits and feasibility of this option.

Other Findings
1 . DOE terminology is obfrrcating and obscures the sheer number of reprucessingpr~posa2~
it is

considering. DOE terms such as "processing", "conditioning", and "treatment" may all refer to
reprocessing, that is, the separation of plutonium andlor uranium fiom spent fuel, but the actual
proposal being described is not immediately apparent from these terns. The option in the S N F m
EIS of constructing a new reprocessing plant at Hanford (a major development in U.S.non-proliferation
policy) is referred to as Process Q, an opaque term to say the least. Misleading terminology is a poor
foundation for coherent policy, and it may be a purposefir1 effort to hide reprocessing programs behind
unfamiliar names.

Sfatement by the President and Fact Sheet on Nonprrl~erationInitiative, White House Office of the Press Secretary,
July 13,1992.

2. The materials thui can most jusf~jiablybe reprocessed are the $size material-containing soltrtions
in the reprocessing plants at the Savunnah River Site. These solutions do pose serious accident risks,
and if the reprocessing plants are ever to be shut down and dismantled the solutions must be removed.

For solid spent fuel at the Savmah River Site, DOE should reconsider the option of monitoring and
improving current storage conditions while at the same time constructing a dry storage facility.
3. Despiie the Natjonui Academy of Sciences' conclusion that plutonium is an economic liability, some
parts of DOE continue to view plu foniumand possibly spent fuel as resources. The SNFlMEL EIS
refers to reprocessing as a method of "resource recovery," and the Record of Decision for the F-Canyon
EIS states that "[ilt would not be appropriate...to characterize the stabilized plutonium as waste," with
no further explanation.9 DOE has not yet declared that its spent nuclear fuel is a waste product. It is
apparent that the view of plutonium as a valuable asset still lingers within DOE and that DOE has not
adjusted its plutonium policy to reflect post-Cold War circumstmces.
4. The Naiionnl A d m y of Sciences has alsofound problems with DOE 's spent nuclearfuel

management policy. In a recent study on electrometallurgicd processing, the NAS asserted that it had
difficulty assessing the technology in comparison to other options, including direct disposal of spent
fuel, because it "was unable to determine that DOE has developed a broad comprehensive strategy
covering interim management and ultimate disposition" of DOE spent fuel and nuclear materials. The
NAS also asserted that the absence of criteria for repository emplacement "precludes a full comparative
analysis of the alternatives" of interim storage and reprocessing.'0

5 . Elec~ometallurgicaIprocessing is not an appropriate waste management technology, a d its
continued development keeps the door open to a return of civilian reprucemSSIng
in the United States.
Argonne NationaI Laboratory has touted the potential applications of the technology to commercial
nuclear power plant spent fuel, and the technology has been tested with a small amount of commercial
spent fuel. In addition, DOE plans to apply it to commercial spent fuel under future research and
development efforts. Reprocessing commercial spent fuel would reverse long-standing U. S. practice
and undermine U.S. authority to discourage commercial reprocessing in other countries.
6. Reprocessing small mounts of spenf fuel or nuclear material purmant to one EIS with a short timeframeraises the incentives to use the reprocessingplanisfor larger mounts of spentfuel or nuclear
material over the long-term. It is a ripple effect that could result in eventually reprocessing all of the
aluminum-clad spent fuel in the United States, once it is consolidated at the Savannah River Site under
DOE'S preferred aItemative in the SNFLINEL EIS.
-.

* DOE 19944 p. 14
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7. me potential implemeniatlon of reprocessing m q be &ven by political andpork-barrel
consf&ratiom. Senators Strom Thurmond and Frank Murkowski, key committee chairmen with
oversight responsibility for DOE and energy policy, continue to look hvombly on reprocessing for
spent fuel management. Senator Thurmond has advocated reprocessing research reactor and

commercial spent fuel at the Savannah River Site in his state, as well as "legislative mandates that
reprocessing, once begun, not be interrupted."" An internal DOE memo proposed constructing a new
reprocessing plant at the SRS in an effort to create "economic benefits" and convince South Carolina to
drop a lawsuit against DOE. Given the politics of reprocessing and the pork-barrel nature of some of
the projects, it may be very difficult to end reprocessing operations once they are initiated.

Recommendations
1. me Department of Energy should undertake a comprehensive revim of current reprocessing
propomis and re-evaluate a@ storage optionsfor solid spent fuel bawd on more realistic &a for cost
and waste generation. In proceeding to address the environmental legacy of M y years of nuclear
weapons production, the Department of Energy needs to clarify its intentions, goals, and methods

regarding reprocessing and make these transparent to the public.
2. Given Ihe vast uncertain@regarding a repository, it would be pmdenf to store spenifueIfor an
interim period until there is more informaiion abmi the form and type offiel t?mt can be put in a
repository. A period of interim storage would also allow DOE to develop canisters and engineered
barriers that could safely contain diverse types of spent fuel, as well as new technologies that could
prepare spent he1 for disposal without separating the fissile material. As long as DOE views
reprocessing as a sound method of spent he1 management, there will be little incentive to fully fund
these essential R&D activities.
3. DOE should announcefirm dafesfor Hecommissiop1ing and dismantling ils reprocessingplants.
This announcement would strengthen U.S. non-proliferation efforts and would eliminate the current

open-ended nature of reprocessing operations. The date for decommissioning should allow enough time
to remove fissile-material containing soIutions from the reprocessing plants at the Savannah River Site
but should not be more than one or two years away.

" Letter to SenatorFrank Murkowski, June 29,1995

4. A thorough non-pto~~erution
attabxis that recognizes intemtio~lproIiferafion
rishfrom US.
reproce.ing should be inciuded in any Jirhrre EiS's containing repr~~essi~ngproparals.
Such an

analysis should also be integrated into DOE'S internal discussions and decision-makiag regarding spent

fuel management.
5, Weqwm-umb2e material extracted through reprocwing operations should be placed &r IAEA
DOE should also consider
qf.egum&, and DOE should make a policy declaration to that
inviting internatiod monitors to observe the reprocessing procedures. The plutonium that will be
extracted, dong with plutonium in DOE'S current stockpile deemed surplus to military requirements,
shouid be declared a liability.
6. DOE should abamhn development of electrornefalw@calpr~~~*ng
and other m reprocess~~ng
~echnologies.Instead, DOE should focus its spent fuel R&D efforts on developing new types of
canisters and engineered barriers that might make diverse forms of spent fuel compatible with repository
disposal. Such an investigation should not assume that Yucca Mountain will necessarily be the
repository location. On the contrary, it should investigate compatibilitywith various rock types.
7, DOE should use the term "reprocess~rtg"
for all technologies andpropwZs involving s e w i o n of
uranium orpltrtonium@om p n t f i e I . This would eliminate ambiguities surrounding use of the term
"processing"or other terms, allowing the public to better evaluate the proposals DOE is considering.

Introduction
For over forty years, the Department of Energy and its predecessor agencies operated
reprocessing plants1to extract fissile material for nuclear weapons and other military purposes.
These plants extracted approximately 96 metric tons of plutonium from spent nuclear fuel and
irradiated target rods and at the same time generated mormous mounts of highly radioactive
waste.2 Military reprocessing occurred at three sites: Hanford, Washington; the Savannah Iiiver
Site, South Carolina; and the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. The Department of Energy
began to curtail military reprocessing in the late 1980s as the Cold War drew to a close, and some
time before or during 1992 DOE ceased reprocessing spent fud for nuclear weapons purposes.
The cessation of operation of DOE reprocessing plants in the late 1980s and early 1990s
left spent fuel that had been slated for reprocessing, as welI as other nuclear materials, in limbo.
Over 2,100 metric tons3 of spent fuel was left underwater in cooling pools, and some solutions
containing fissile materid were left inside the reprocessing plants at the Savannah River Site.
Most DOE spent fuel and the fissile material-containing solutions were not intended to be leR in
storage for extended periods, and they now pose some environmental problems and safety risks.
For example, some DOE spent fuel is corroding and releasing radioactive material into cooIing
pool water, and some of the facilities now storing spent fuel are not believed to be stable in the
event of seismic activity. The main safety risks from the spent fuel and solutions is increased
radiation doses to workers and the potential that an accident involving the solutions or corroding
spent fuel would have larger consequences than if they were put into a more stable form.
The Department of Energy is engaged in developing plans to manage its inventory of
approximately 2,700 metric tons of spent &el for an interim period and to dispose of it in a
geologic repository dong with a much larger amount of spent fie1 fiom commercial nuclear
power reactors. DOE's Office of Spent Fuel Management, which is under the Ofice of
Environmental Management 0,
is largely responsible for this program. EM is also developing
plans to address environmental and safety issues stemming fiom the solutions in the reprocessing
plants and various fissile-material containing scraps and residues. The problem of managing these
materials is just one component of the overall environmental management task that DOE faces,

Repmessing is the -tion
of spent n u d w b l into its constituent
mainly plutonium andlor uranium
and lighter elements that are the product of nudear fission in reactors.
Over 103 metric tons of plutonium was produced in reactors. However, 7.4 metric tons remains in imdhted
spent fuel and has not been extracted
A metric ton is 1,000 kilograms. Throughout this repoq the term "metric tonn of spent fuel is used as a shorthand for a more technical masmment called metric ton of heavy metal (MTHM), which is DOE's fraditional
mmmment of spent fuel mass. MNMrefem only to the mass of plutonium, uranium, and thorium in the spent
fuel. The actual mass of spent firel is always larpr than the mass of its hmvy m d s .

which also includes decontaminating weapon production facilities, disposing of wastes, improving
storage of plutonium, converting high-level liquid waste into solid forms, and many other tasks.
DOE has categorized its spent kel into 53 different types depending on uranium
enrichment level,' cladding material,' and fuel t y p 6 Some spent fuel, such as naval spent fuel, is
considered "high integrity" and can be stored for decades. Other spent fuel is less stable and is
chemically reactive andor corroding. Early in her tenure, Secretary ofEnergy Hazel O'Leary
made spent fitel management a high priority, and in November 1993 DOE released its Spent Fuel
Working Group Report which identsed spent fuel '~InerabBties,"or conditions that may lead to
radiation exposure or environmental contamination, within the nuclear weapons complex.
Subsequently, DOE released three Plan of Action reports on resolving spent fuel vulnerabilities.'
As Brian Costner of the Energy Research Foundation and Beatrice Brailsford of the Snake
River Alliance pointed out at a 1 995 conference, "DOE is moving toward being able to clearly
and fairly describe what comprises its SNF program. This is a vital first step, and despite other
criticisms of DOE'S actions regarding SNF...the value of this effon should be recognized."'
Over 98 percent of DOE spent fuel is at three sites, and over 75 percent of it is from a
single source, Hanford's N-reactor.

DOE Spent FueI Inventory in Metric Tons, 1995

SOURCE: SNFm3EL EIS,Summary, p. 8
NOTE: According to DOE, approximately 95 metric tons of spent fuel will be added to the inventory by 2035 from
foreign research reactors, naval reactors, domestic research reactors, and other sources.
Uranium enrichment refers to the percentage of the fissile uranium isotope U-235 in the fuel. Natural uranium
contains roughly 0.7% U-235and 99.3% U-238. The ratio of U-235 to U-238can be increased in a uranium
enrichment plant. Most commercial nuclear power reactors use uranium enriched to 3%4% uranium-235. The
fuel for most naval and some rescarch reactors contains weapons-usable highly enriched uranium (HEU) enriched
to 90% or more in U-235,
Cladding material refers to the type of material out of which the tube that cuntains the fuel pellets is made.
Cladding materials include aluminum, zirconium, stainless steel, and othcrs.
DOE 1994d, p. 3 1. Fuel type refers to the chemical form of the fuel pellets. Types include uranium oxide,
uranium carbide, mixed uranium plutonium oxide (MOXj, uranium zirconium hydride, and uranium metal.
The reports wcrc r c l c a d in February, April, and Octobcr 1994.
Costner and Brailsford 1995

'

Over the past year, the Department of Energy has released several documents and
environmental impact statements (EIS's) that indicate that it is considering restarting
reprocessing - this time not for military purposes, but for the purpose of addressing
environmental and safety problems stemming fiom some DOE spent fuel. DOE's aim in
reprocessing is to remove the fissile materid @om spent fuel and convert it to a sorid form to
reduce safety risks from continued storage of spent fuel. DOE also believes that the products of
reprocessing may be easier and Iess costly to dispose of in a permanent geoIogic repository than
some types of un-reprocessed spent fuel. In addition to re-starting existing reprocessing plants,
DOE is investigating several:new types of reprocessing technologies, and it has considered
constructing a new reprocessing plant in the United States and utilizing reprocessing faciiities in
foreign countries.
Four recent EIS's dating to spent fuel and nuclear matefials management contain
proposals involving reprocessing:

Final F-Canyon PIutoniurn Solutions EIS,December 1994
Final Interim Management of Nuclear Materials EIS,October I995
Draft Foreign Research Reactor Spent Fuel EIS, March 1995
Final Spent Nuclear Fuellldaho NationaI Engineering Laboratory EIS, April 1995
Additionally, DOE and Argome National Laboratory have issued several documents that
outline a proposal to demonstrate electrometallurgicalprocessing, a new kind of reprocessing
technology.
The various reprocessing propods at present apply to under 10% of the spent fuel in the
DOE inventory, but much larger quantities of spent fuel, as well as other nudear materials, could
be reprocessed in the future. DOE has not put my kind of upper bound on the amount of spent
fud that may be reprocessed over the next few decades before repository emplacement. The
reprocessing proposals center around the two reprocessing plants, F-Canyon and ~ - ~ a n ~ato n , ~
DOE's Savannah River Site in South Carolina, though a recent DOE study concluded that DOE
reprocessing missions could be accomplished using F-Canyon only.'' Reprocessing of DOE spent
fuel may also occur at the INEL in Idaho and at foreign reprocessing facilities. Reprocessing
could occur for twelve years or longer pursuant to the various EIS's and documents, and over
4,000 kilograms of weapons-usable uranium1' and over 400 Hograms of weapons-usable

Reprocessing plants are sometimes called canyons because thq are long, narrow structures.
DOE 1995f
' I The Foreign R e m h Reactor EIS considers reprocessing 18.2 out of a total of 19.2 metric tons of foreign
research reactor fuel and states that the total contains 4,600 kilograms of HEU. Mark-16 and -22 fuels, which are
highly enriched, contain several hundred kilograms of uranium.
'O

could be extracted fiom spent fuel under the most likely reprocessing scenarios. DUE
has pledged not to use fissile materials that may be extracted through reprocessing in nuclear
weapons, but it has provided few details about the destination and possible uses of these
materials.
While recognizing the complexity of DOE'S spent fuel management task and the
associated environmental and Mety issues, this report argues that restarting reprocessing would
be detrimental both to sound environmenta1 practice at DOE faciiities and to U.S,nonproliferation interests. AIthough it is now being proposed as rt tool for environmentd
management, reprocessing has been one of the leading causes of enviromentd contamhtion
from nuclear weapons production in the United States and in other countries. The reprocessing
plants that DOE may re-start at the Savannah River Site are aging structures that are over forty
years old. Reprocessing will involve substantial waste generation, an increase in the risk of an
accident in reprocessing waste tanks, and the extraction of materials whose ultimate disposition is
a formidable task in itself. DOE data show that reprocessing creates more radioactive waste and
more risks to workers and nearby communities than storing spent he1 for an interim period until
its ultimate disposition can be decided. The spent fuel management program is a complex one
involving dozens of variables, and there are large uncertainties regarding the proposed repository
for spent fuel at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. Given these uncertainties, it makes sense to take an
approach based on interim storage of spent fuel designed to allow development of options for
h a l disposal.
This report draws a distinction between solid spent fuel and the fissile material-containing
solutions that were left in the reprocessing plants when the plants were shut down. Ifthe
reprocessing plants are to be permanently decornissioned and closed, the solutions need to be
taken out. Pumps, separations modules, and conversion lines may all have to be operated in order
to pass the solutions through the system. This may involve separating fissife material fiom fission
products and converting the fissile material to a metal or oxide form, but there are no other good
options for the safe closure of the plants. Solid spent fuel stored in pools, on the other hand, daes
not pose the same magnitude of safety risks and can be monitored for a longer period until it can
be moved to dry storage.
The present international arena is vastly different fiom the poIitical circumstances under
which reprocessing occurred in the past. The United States is the only declared nuclear weapon
state that is not cumntly reprocessing for either military or civilian purposes.l3 As such it has the
400 kilograms is a rough estimate. It is based on DOE figures that show 300 kilograms of plutonium in
irradiated materials at the Savannah River Site (Gnunbly 1994). Most of these matads are p h e d to be
reprocessed In addition, Argonne National hbaratory has said tbat 200 kilograms of plutonium are contained in
the WR-I1 spent fuel planned to be dectrometallurgidIyproaessed WcFarlane and Linhrry, p. 3). About 4,000
kilograms of pfubnium would be extract& if Hanford N-reactor fuel were repracessed (Grumbly 1994).
l3 Civilian reprocessing refers to repmasing spent fuef from commercial nuclm power reactors. The plutonium
UxiWed into new fuel for nuclear raton.
and uranium extracted thwugh ciKilioa reprocess@ i s
IZ

credibility to work to halt reprocessing in other countries and especially in Russia, where
reprocessing and fissile material accumulation pose increasing proliferation risks. The Bush
administration halted reprocessing in part to improve the international non-proliferation regime.
The Clinton administration has stated that it does not want to encourage the commercial
plutonium programs of other countries (which pose proliferation risks) and that the United States'
abstention from reprocessing is important to achieve this goal. Reversing current practice, even if
for environmental management purposes, would legitimize reprocessing and undermine U.S. nonproliferation efforts.
What is especially disturbing about DOE reprocessing policy is that it is a retreat from its
own 1992 policy to phase out reprocessing at the Savannah River Site and INEL. While the 1992
policy envisioned some limited reprocessing in order to shut down reprocessing facilities in a safe
manner and stabilize materials at the two sites, current plans appear to involve much longer-term
reprocessing. DOE is considering several new "future missions" for one or both of the Savannah
River Site reprocessing facilities, missions that may involve nuclear materials that are not
currently at the SRS. DOE'S interest in reprocessing means that funds will not be devoted in a
serious way to investigating alternatives to reprocessing, since spent fuel projects tend to compete
with each other for funds.
Given the drawbacks of reprocessing, why is DOE considering it so strongly as a waste
management tool? DOE appears to be drifting back toward reprocessing without sufficient
analysis of its consequences, alternatives to reprocessing, and the current non-proliferation
climate. Because reprocessing was what was done with most DOE spent fuel throughout the
Cold War,parts of the DOE bureaucracy seem resistant to seriously considering other options for
spent fuel management. There are also obvious institutional interests in continuing to operate
andlor keep operational reprocessing plants upon which thousands of jobs depend.
Various branches of DOE have issued dozens of documents relating to spent fuel
management, and there has been poor coordination among them. This has not only lent to the
prevailing confirsion of DOE spent fuel management policy, but it has also served as a vehicle for
advancing reprocessing proposals. Some DOE documents are better than others in terms of
pointing out some of the liabilities of reprocessing, and the differences appear to result from
internal DOE debates over the environmental and non-proliferation consequences of reprocessing.
This review of reprocessing and alternatives to it is divided into three main sections. The
first section provides background information on the history of reprocessing in the United States,
both military and civilian, and the Clinton administration's policy on reprocessing and fissile
materials. The second section examines the non-proliferation and environmental consequences of
reprocessing. It assesses the validity of DOE'S main arguments in favor of reprocessing and
discusses some alternatives. The third section is the bulk of the report and examines each of the
EIS's and the e1ectrometaIlurgical processing proposal in detail, pointing out areas of flawed
analysis and the inconsistencies among the documents.

POLICY BACKGROUND
History of U.S. Military Reprocessing

The United States obtained plutonium for its nuclear arsenal 6om five reprocessing plants
at Hanford, Washington and two reprocessing plants at the Savannah River Site in South
Carolina. Hanford began operating in 1944 during the Manhattan Project, and the Savannah
River Site in 1952. A variety of reprocessing techniques were used at Hanford, the most common
and recent being the PUREX, or Plutonium W u m Extraction process. PUREX involves
dissolution of spent fuel in acid and separation of plutonium and uranium fiom other components
by the addition of an organic chemical such as tributylphosphate. PUREX was the process
adopted at the Savannah River Site. During the Cold War, most plutonium separated at these
reprocessing plants was used to make the pits, or cores, of nuclear weapons, and most separatsd
uranium was recycled into new fuel for plutonium production reactors. The Chemical Processing
Plant at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) recovered enriched uranium from the
spent fuel of naval and research reactors. This enriched uranium was recycled into fuel for the
Savannah River Site plutonium production reactors.l4
The United States operated at least one reprocessing plant in every year between 1944 and
at least the late 1980s.'~Plutonium extraction declined after the mid-sixties as plutonium was
recycled from retired nuclear weapons, and it rose slightly in the earIy eighties due to an arms
buildup under the Reagan administration.I6DOE has stated that 90.6 metric tons of weaponsgrade plutonium and 12.9 metric tons of fuel-grade plutonium, which can aIso be used in
weapons, has been produced in U.S. military reactors." The vast majority of this plutonium has
been extracted fiom spent he1 in reprocessing plants. DOE has reprocessed more than 100,000
metric tons of spent fuel.''
All operating plutonium production reactors in the United States were shut down h 1988.
Improved U.3.-Soviet relations, a large plutonium stockpile, the prospect of a START agreement
with the Soviet Union, and aging facilities all contributed to this decision. Reprocessing was
suspended at the Savannah River Site in March 1992 to address a safety concern regarding
sunival of the ventilation system in the F- and H-Canyonsduring a potential mhquake.
In April 1992, Secretary of Energy James Watkins authorized phasing out reprocessing
operations at the Savannah River Site and MEL.~' The phaseout plan included converting
enriched uranium solutions in SRS's H-Canyonto a more stable form and "processing existing
l4

Cochran et a1 1987, pp. 37-38

''Though reprocessing was oficially halt& at h c Savannah River Sitc and INEL in 1992, it is not known when

reprocessing plants at these sites actually ceased extracting plutonium andlor uranium from spent fuel.
l6 Albright, Berkhout, and Walker 1993, pp. 3 1-33
" DOE 1994, p. 42
DOE 1995e, p. 7
l9 CIaytor 1992

''

inventories of duminum-clad h e 1 at SRS as well as fuel receipts while W i t i o n is being
c~nducted."~~
The phaseout decision was an important and symbolic one that demonstrated an
intent to transition fiom INEL's and the Savannah River Site's historical reprocessing roles in the
weapons production process. The policy provided inappropriate estimates for the scale of
reprocessing needed for stabiition (projected to take five or six years), yet current DOE p h
may involve reprocessing for an even longer time period. That is, current policy is In many w q s
a repeatfrom the important groundwork ihal wm laid in 1992.
After the phaseout order was given, DOE decided (under pressure from environmental
groups) to issue environmental impact statements on these reprocessing activities at the SRS, and
the reprocessing canyons at the Savannah River Site did not operate fiom March 1992 until
February 1995 pending completion ofthe ~ 1 ~ ' s . ' Reprocessing
'
at W o r d had ended in March
1990."
On July 13, 1992, President Bush formally announced an end to U.S. fissilemateria1
production for military purposes. President Bush explained that his decision was part of a "set of
principles to guide our non-proliferation efforts in the years ahead," and a White House "fact
sheet on nonproliferation initiative" indicated that d i n g plutonium and HEU production was
"intended to encourage countries in regions oftension such as the Middle East and South Asia to
take similar actions."~The Bush administration recognized that officially halting military
reprocessing and fissile material production in the United States would have a beneficial influence
on the nuclear policies of other countries,

History of U,S. Civilian Plutonium Programs
Apart h r n extracting plutonium for its nucIear weapons, the United States also partially
constructed an infrastructure for civilian plutonium use. In the 1940s and 19503, uranium supplies
were projected to be scarce, and recovering plutonium h r n the spent fuel of nuclear reactors
through civilian reprocessing appeared to be a way to provide a large and continuous supply of
fissile material for commercial nuclear reactors.
Three commercial reprocessing pIants were built in the United States at West Valley, New
York; Morris, Illinois; and Barnwell, South Carolina. The West Valley plant was the only one to
operate. Between 1966 and 1972 West Valley separated 2058 kilograms of plutonium fiom 676
metric tons of spent fuel, mainly %om the N-reactor at Httaford. The Morris plant suffered
technical difficulties even before it was commercially commissioned and was declared inoperable
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The --line at SRS began in Jarmary I993 to process plutonium-238 for NASA missions.
IPPNW and IEER 1992, p. 32
Statement by the President and Fact Sheet on NonprollJrafionInnflfative.White House OfIice of the Press
Secretary, July 13,1992,
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in 1974. The Barnwe11 plant was the subject of a licensing battle in the mid-seventies, and the
project was put on hold when President Carter decided in 1977 to indefinitely defer all civiIian

reprocessing activities in the United
President Reagan reversed his predecessor's policy and the Barnwell project lingered on
through the early eighties, but the plant finally closed in December 1983.zThe Reagan
administration refused to subsidize the operation of the Barnwell plant indefinitely, and private
industry could not or did not want to take up reprocessing on a commercial basis. A commercial
facility for Mricating mixed plutonium-durn oxide fuel was also built at B m e l l , but never
operafed.
Technical, regulatory, non-proliferation, and economic considerations a11 contributed to
the failure ofcivilian reprocessing in the United States. Uranium turned out to be more abundant
than projected, and the waste management, safety, and materials accounting standards that had to
be met drove up the costs of the plants (large costs did not inhibit operation of the U.S. military
reprocessing plants). Presidents Ford, Carter, and Reagan refused to provide federal money to
support the reprocessing plants, and Presidents Ford and Carter were especidy concerned about
the potential of widespread reliance on a reprocessing and plutonium-based fuels to wnmiute to
the proliferation of nuclear weapons.x President Ford announced in 1976 that "avoidance of
proliferation must take precedence over economic interest" and that "reprocessing should be
deferred until there is sound reason to conclude that the world community can effectively
overcome the risks of proliferation."2'
As will be discussed in more detail below, some of the current DOE reprocessing
proposals may involve reprocessing commercial spent &el, and plutonium extracted under DOE
reprocessing propods may be fabricated into fuel for commercial nuclear reactors. These
proposals reverse long-standing practice in the United States and could be the first step down the
civilian reprocessing path that the U.S.abandoned over a decade ago.
Othw countries have pursued and implemented civilian reprocessing programs, Five
countries (Britain, France,Russia, Japan, and India) are still operating civilian reprocessing plants
despite the high costs ofusing plutonium as a fuel relative to uranium. The impfiations of these
programs for nuclear proliferation are discussed below. The United States is the only declared
nuclear weapon state not currently reprocessing for military or civilian purposes.

"Albright, Berkhout, and WaIker 1993, p. 105
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Continuing Affinity for Reprocwsing and Plutonium

The long U.S. experience with military reprocessing created institutional interests in
obtaining fissile material. Plutonium and highly enriched uranium @Ev)were produced on the
military side at a rapid pace to meet the requirements of the expanding U.S. arsenal, and the risks
to the environment and to the health and safety of workers and communities were allowed to
remain high in pursuit of the product. A recent report on the costs of the U,S.
nuclear arsenal
calculated that the United States spent approximately $163 billion in 1995 doIIars on obtaining
bomb materials.= During the Cold War, the design and operation of enrichment, reprocessing,
and other weapons production facilities conferred prestige and career advancement for those
involved, while waste management (the "back-end" of the fuel cycle) was a personnel Siberia that
did not carry prestige or great potential for promotion. As Carroll Wilson, the first general
manager of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, acknowledged in 1979:
Chemists and chemical agineers were not interested in dealing witb waste. It was not
glamorous; there were no careers; it was messy; nobody got brownie points for caring
a h t nuckr waste...Th central point is there was no real intenst or profit in deafing
with the back end ofthe fuel cycle.=

Despite the end of the Cold War, the end of plutonium production, and the poor
economics of commercial reprocessing, the attachment to fisde materiaIs and to a closed fuel
cyddOremains strong among some nuclear scientists, DOE oficials and contractors, and
legislators today. Having been accustomed to viewing plutonium as a resource and having
established careers in obtaining it, many DOE career personnel and contractors continue to hope
for a more favorable U.S.attitude toward reprocessing and pIutoaium use. Personnel at the sites
where reprocessing occurred in the past, as well as many members of nearby communities, are
eager to see it continue in the future as a spent fuel management tool. Companies in the U.S.
nuclear industry are urging DOE to convert plutonium from dismantled nuclear weapons into fuel
for commercial nucIe8f reactors, and DOE is funding a 'Waiional Resource Center for Plutonium"
in Amarillo, Texas to explore civilian uses of plutonium. Patrick Murphy, Washington
representative of the American Nudear Society, which represents over 16,000 nuclear scientists
and engineers, mid that he believes "99 out of 100 ANS members fed that nuclear fuel

" Schwarlz 1995, p. 8
Wilson 1979, p. 15
A closed fuel cycle refers to reprocessing spent fuel and extracting fissile material for fabrication into new fuel
for nudear reactors. While this kind of "recycling"sounds environmentally benign in theory, a closed fuel cycle
is actually quite leaky because of substantial waste generation from rcprooessing. In an open fuel cycle, sometimes
called "once-through," spent fuel is aot rcprbut is instead dcstined for direct disposal.

reprocessing in the US should not be precluded by law or policy." He added that "[tlhe issue of
economics is separate and should be decided in the marketplace."31
There is some sentiment among powerful members of Congress in favor of reprocessing.
Senator Frank Murkowski (R-AK), chiman of the Energy and Natural Resources Committee,
announced after returning from a visit to French reprocessing facilities that he plans to introduce
legislation to help U.S. utilities wishing to send commercial spent fuel overseas for reprocessing.
"We, unlike the British and the French, have a policy of no reprocessing," he said, "that puts the
utilities in a very, very difficult position who are about to run out of [waste storage space]."
Further, Murkowski explained that "France has a policy that says 'We will not permanently put in
the earth or sea anything that has plutonium in it.' To me that's a very responsible policy."
Murkowski had previously opposed Japanese plans to ship plutonium by air from reprocessing
plants in France to Japan because these shipments would have flown over ~1aska.l'
Senator Strom Thurmond (R-SC), Chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee,
which oversees DOE'S operation of the nuclear weapons complex, has opposed shipments to and
storage of spent fueI at the Savannah River Site in his state, but he continues to advocate
reprocessing there. In a June 29, 1995 letter to Senator Murkowski, Senator Thurmond wrote: "I
have for many years stated my opposition to Aiken, my hometown, becoming a nuclear dumping
ground." In the very next paragraph, however, Senator Thurmond asserted that "a rationd
proposal for dealing with nuclear waste" should include, "at minimum:"
Construction k d funding of storage and reprocessing facilities at Sm p % c a l l y for
commercial, research (foreign and domestic) and other DOE spent fuel, along with
legislative mandates that reprocessing, once begun, not be interrupted.33[emphasis added]

Hgh-level nuclear waste is an inevitable by-product of reprocessing. Without a serious
repository program for high-level waste (a program the U.S. currently lacks), reprocessing at the
Savannah River Site would add to the already huge quantities of high-level waste there. The
Department of Energy and advocates of reprocessing tends to ignore or downplay the dangers
from the wastes that would result from re-starting reprocessing.
Senator Thurmond attached an amendment to the Senate Defense Authorization Act
(S. 1 126) authorizing $30 million for development work at the SRS on "technological methods
(including plutonium processing and reprocessing) of separating, reducing, isolating, and storing
the spent nudear fuel rods that are to be sent to the site from other DOE facilities and from
foreign facilities." Such spending appears mainly directed at sending federal money to South
Carolina.
Letter from Patrick Murphy to Noah Sachs, July 18, i 995
Pamela Newman, "Murkowski Lmks Overseas for Nuclear Waste Solutioq" The Energy Daily, April 28, 1995
33 Letter to Senator Frank Murkowski, June 29, 1995
3'
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Clinton Administration Policy on Reprocessing and Fissile Materials

President Clinton's policy on reprocessing was issued in September 1993 in Presidential
Decision Directive No. 13. The document is classified, but it is believed to closely parallel a
public document issued around the w e time: the White House "Fact Sheet on Non-Proliferation
and Export Control Policf dated September 27, 1993.~
The fact sheet stated that the Clinton
administration policy toward reprocessing and fissile materials is to "seek to eliminate where
possible the accumulation of stockpiles of highly enriched d u n or plutonium" and to "explore
means to limit the stockpiling ofpIutonium from civil nuclear programs.. ." The fact sheet aIso
stated that the 'United States does not encourage the civil use of plutonium and, accordingly,
does not itself engage in plutonium reprocessing for either nuclear power or nuclear explosive
purposes." ntis smement shows thal the heinistration recognizes ihe link between i&
abstentionfrom reprocesing and not encouraging the civil plutonium programs of other
countries. It is true that this statement does not explicitIy bar reprocessing for environmental
management purposes, but reprocessing for such purposes would contravene other goals laid out
in the fact sheet, such as seeking to eliminate, where possible, accumulation of stockpiles of HEU
and plutonium. Also, the use of plutonium extracted under the spent fuel management program
as fuel for nuclear reactors may contravene this statement, because this is akin to reprocessing for
nuclear power purposes.
In practice, the administration has been selective in opposing reprocessing and fissile
material accumulation abroad. It has negotiated extensively with North Korea to shut down its
reprocessing program and has worked to convince India and Pakistan to cap their military fissife
material stockpiles. However, the U.S. has not made curtailing civil reprocessing a high priority,
and it has not invoked consent rights over uranium supplied to Japan and Western European
countries, a move that would bar countries from transporting spent U.S.-supplied reactor fuel to
reprocessing plants in other countries. More positively, the administration has taken some steps
to assist Russia in securing its fjssile materials, although much more effort is needed in this area.
Despite this mixed record abroad, the administration's commitment to discouraging
plutonium accumulation in the United States has so fbr been very strong in practice. Secretary of
Energy Hazel O'Leary has called excess plutonium a "global security risk and an economic
liability,"3sand she strongly opposed the Integral Fast Reactor (ER) at INEL on non-proliferation
grounds even though her department would have received the funds for the project. The IFR was
a reactor designed to bum plutonium, but it wuld be converted to breed more plutonium than it
used, The IFR was coupled with "pyroprocessing" technoIogy, a kind of reprocessing technology
designed to separate fissifematerials from IFR spent he1 for use in reheling the ZFR, thus closing
the IFR fuel cycle. Secretary O'Leary's opposition to the IFR project was a major factor in

" The fact sheet may be found in the background d m e n t s in DOE 1995c, Appendix G.
''New York Times, August 19,1994

turning congressional sentiment against it during 1994. In a 1994 letter to Senator John Kerry,
O'Leary wrote: "Because it is based on plutonium reprocessing and recycle, continued
development of the Integral Fast Reactor would undercut our efforts to discourage other
countries from plutonium reprocessing and
Congress eliminated FY95 funding for the IFR under DOE pressure, but it directed DOE
to pursue the pyroprocessing technology on a stand-alone basis as part of an alternative mission
program for Argonne National Laboratory. Non-proliferation and arms control groups praised
DOE'S opposition to the IFR,at the same time the continuation of the pyroprocessing program

highlighted the political diiculty of completely eliminating plutonium fuel-cycle projects in the
United States.

REPROCESSING

- CONSEQUENCES & ALTERNATIVES

EnvimnmentaI Implications of Reprocessing
U.S. military reprocessing plants were never intended as environmental clean-up faciltieq
and in fact reprocessing has been the one of the leading causes of mvironmental contamhation
DOE'S
fiom nuclear weapons production in the United States as well as in other
Baseline EnvfronmentaIManagement Report concluded that managing the wastes from
reprocessing wiII account for over haif of the total cost of addressing the environmental legacy of
U.S. nuclear weapons production38 DOE environmental practice has improved since the peak
years of nuclear weapons production, but re-starting reprocessing to address environmental and
safety concerns relating to spent fuel will nonetheless pose environmental problems and safety
risks and aggravate existing ones.
Radioactive W~~tes@om
Reprocess~~ng
Reprocessing generates substantial amounts of high-IeveI, low-level,and t m a m l i c
wastes. About 100 million gallons of high-level waste have been generated over the past five
decsdes, mainly due to plutonium d o n . In the United States, the acidic highlewd wastes
that resulted from reprocessing (the radioactivity was mainly &om fission products) were
neutralid and then stored in large waste tanks,and there is amntly some potentid that these
tanks could explode due to a cooling system M u r e or the combustion of hydrogen or organic
The worst nuclear accident in history occurred at the CheIyabinsk-65 site in Russia in
materi
1957 due to a cooling system fiiilure in a reprocessing waste tank. The expIosion contaminated
1,000 square kilometers with a level of strontium-90 forty times as high as the background
radiation level.40
Assessing the risk of such an expIosion in the reprocessing waste tanks at W o r d and the
Savannah River Site is difEcult because the contents of the tanks and the distribution of materials
inside the tanks are not well understood, especially at Hanford. DOE has acknowledged that
hydrogen in certain W o r d tanks presented explosion risks, and hydrogen concentrations in
tanks at the Savannah River Site have reportedly exceeded flammability limits on two occasion^,^'

"

A r a n t source on the environmental and health effects of nuclear m p n s prduction is Nuclear Wmtelank
A GIobal Chide to Nuchar Weapons Pmducfionand Its Health and Environmental Effects.Cambridge: MIT
Pxess, 1995. Nuclear Wustelun& is ajoint project of the Institute for Enwgy and Environmental w
h and the

International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War.
3 8 ~ a s e t iEnvirrmmenlal
n~
Management Report, March 1995
39 There is a small probability that m explosion a d d result from an accidental nucfear chain &on
in
r e p r e g waste tanks. hck of knowIdge of the type and distn'butionof tank contents prwents an accurate
n e n t of this risk.
Saleska and Makhijani 1990, p. 45
4' IEER and IPPNW 1992, p. 102 and p. 106

Despite the uncertainties in assessing the risk, it is reasonable to conclude that the addition
of more high-level waste to the tanks Born the current reprocessing proposals would increase the
risk of a waste tank accident by some amount. Whire reprocessing does not create additional
radioactivity, it turns solid fission products into high-level liquid wastes. Storing these wastes in
the high-level waste tanks at the Savannah River Site may increase the health and environmental
damage 5om an accidental tank fire or explosion. Such fires or explosions are a crucial concern
despite the official stance that the likelihood of such events is very s m d because of the potentiaIly
severe consequences should they occur.
DOE estimates that reprocessing some of the spent fuel and targets currently at the
S a v d River Site pursuant to the Interim Management EIS would generate about 11.6 million
liters of high-level liquid waste over ten years,42This would be added to the waste tanks at the
SRS,and it is a 9% increase over the amount of high-level waste that DOE said was at the SRS at
the end of 1993. In absolute terms,these reprocessing activities will create enough waste to fill a
cube that is nearly seventy-five feet on each side, and these waste figures do not include high-level
waste generation from potentiaI reprocessing foreign research reactor spent fuel or other
materials. In assessing the relative merit of reprocessing as a waste management tool, DOE does
not explore the implications for the safety of the waste tanks and thus overlooks an important
disadvantage of reprocessing.
The contents of high-level waste tanks at Manford and the Savannah River Site are
planned to be viMed, or mixed with molten glass to form glass logs in steel canisters. High-level
waste from the current reprocessing proposals would Jso be vitrified after storage in the tanks for
a number of years. Vitrification of SRS wastes would occur at the Defense Waste Processing
Facility (DWPF)at the SRS,and those from Hdord will be treated at Hanford. As of early
December 1995, the DWPF was not operational. It is six years behind schedule and $2 billion
over budget." The concerns about adding to the stores of liquid high-level wastes at the SRS are
heightened by this history of delays and problems with the DWPF.
In addition to high-level radioactive waste, low-level waste and transurmic waste would
also be produced by reprocessing. DOE estimates that 31,600 cubic meters of low-level waste
and 720 cubic meters of transuranic waste would be generatsd fiom reprocessing 184.4 metric
tons of aluminum-clad spent fuel at the Savannah River ~ i t e This
. ~ is a 4.8% and 8.1% increase,
DOE 1995b, pp. 2-55 to 2-58. DOE estimates 2.1 million liters for r e p m s i n g Mark-3 1targets, 1.6 million
liters for xeprming EBR-IT and Taiwan Research Reactor spent fuel, 7.3 million liters from Mark-I6and Mark22 fuels, and 0.59 million liters from other aluminum-clad targets. There were 127 million liters of high-level
waste at SRS at the end of 1993 (DOE 1994e, p. 47).
43 GAO 1992, p. 3 andp. 14
44 DOE 1995% Appendix C, p. 5 4 9 . 2 13.1 metric tons is the amount of aluminm~lad
spent fueI that would be at
the Savannah River Site after DOE regionalizes its he1 by fuel type pursuant to the SNFBNEL EIS. This figure
includes 28.7 metric tons of research reactor spent fuel. The total amount reprocessed may actually be d e r
depending on the decision regarding Mark-16 and Mark-22 targets and foreign research mctor spent fuel.
42

respectively, over the levels of these types of waste DOE has stated were at the SRS at the end of
1993 .4:'

The discussion below on alternatives to reproceshg will show that interim storage of
spent fuel would pose far fewer hazards and would generolte substantially less waste than
reprocessing.

FissiZe Material Exhacted by Repr0cessressrng
Plutonium and d u r n extracted under the current reprocessing proposals would become
an additional waste burden for DOE, as DOE has pledged not to use these materials in nuclear
weapons.* The plutonium would have to be stored for an interim period until ultimate
disposition, and stored plutonium is already a major headache for DOE at several sites and
especially at the Rocky Flats Plant near Denver. DOE'S Oflice of Environmental Management is
currently spending millions to resolve "vulnerabities" within the weapons complex rdated to
stored plutonium. Under the Interim Management EIS,DOE is planning to dissolve and
reprocess some of the stored pIutoaium solids currently at the Savannah River Site because their
continued storage in their current form poses safety risks."
As for final disposition of plutonium, DOE is currently preparing an environmental impact
statement on storage and disposition of plutonium from dismantled nuclear weapons and other
sources, and any newly extracted plutonium would presumably be added to the stockpile of
plutonium to be disposed of. The total amount of plutonium to be disposed of has not yet been
decided, but a recent National Academy of Sciences study and most other studies an the subject
take fifty metric tons as a notional amount for the purpose of making calcuIations and
comparisons. Over 400 kilograms of plutonium could be extracted under current reprocessing
proposals, and about 4,000 kilograms could be extracted if N-reactor spent fuel is reprocessed.
The two leading disposition options for plutonium are vitrification (either at the DWPF or
a new vitrification plant) or conversion of plutonium into mixed-oxide P O X ) fuel for nuclear
reactors and subsequent disposal of the spent MOX fuel. Whichever method is eventually chosen,
the National Academy of Sciences has said that the task of disposing of plutonium is "pressing"
and that "the solutionswill be complex, expensive, and
Disposition of plutonium as MOX fuel wouId entail use of a key component of a civilian
plutonium infrastructure: a MOX fabrication plant. In a 1995 1EER book entitled F i d e
Material in a Glass*Darkly, Arjun and Annie Makhijani argued for the vitdicaiion option and
-.

''DOE l994c,p. 136 and p. 101. The source states that the SavannahRiver Sib had 665,000 cubic meters of lowlevel waste and 8925.9 cubic meters of t r d c waste at end of 1993.
See page 18 for more d i m d o n of this pIedge.
According to the Intwim Management EIS,tbe h a t and radiation from decay of the pfutonium is awing the
plastic that m u n d s tbe plutonium to degrade (DOE 1999, pp. 1-20 and 1-2 1). This can lead ta a buildup of
h drogen in the storage container, increasing the risk of an explosion or container failure.
'NAS

1994, p. 20

asserted that construction and use of a MOX fabrication plant would undermine the U.S. position
to work toward curtailing civil plutonium programs in other countries. Disposing of plutonium
extracted fiom spent fuel under the current proposds as MOX fid would have even worse
prolifkdon consequencesthan disposing ofplutoihium fiom dismantled warheads as MOX fuel.
This is because reprocessing Wowed by MOX fabrication and use would be closely akin to a
closed fueI-cycle and thus would seriously undercut efforts to halt reliance on a closed-fuel cycle
in other countries, It would also circumvent the Clinton administrationpolicy of not reprocessing
for nuclear power purposes.
Disposing of the highly enriched uranium that may be extracted under the environmental
management program (for instance, &om foreign research reactor spent fuel) is technically more
straightforward than disposing of plutonium. HEU can be "blendeddow"into non-weaponsusable low enriched d u m (LEU) by mixing it with natural, slightly enriched, or depleted
uranium. The LEU can be soId as reactor fuel, dthough some of it may have impurities which
may prevent use in U.S.reactors without further processing,
In general, the recent EIS's propose blending-down HEU extracted by reprocessing, but
they do so in an almost off-hand way with no discussion of schedule or technical and institutional
issues. Over 4,000 kilograms of HEU may have to be blended-down, and measures to prevent
and releases of radioactivity above regulatory limits are required. These
theft,
measures are not discussed in the DOE documents and EIS's.
Because pmbIms of storing and disposing of radioactive waste andfissile materia&
remain, reprocessing should not be seen as the end stage of d e s s i n g envfronmentaland Me9
problems stemmingfom spentfiel. DOE makes this mistake throughout its recent EIS's,paying
far too little attention to the problems that remain after reprocessing. Comments submined by the
NaturaI Resources Defense Council and the Energy Research Foundation on the Interim
Management EIS summed up the situation succinctIy:"Processing activities in the canyons result
in two products: separated nuclear material and large amounts of radioactive waste. It is a
substantial understatement to observe that the United States hardly needs more of either of these
products."50
Specifically, the high-level wastes that would be produced present far greater risks of
contributing to were contamination in case of earthquakes and similar natural disasters, since
they would be stored in liquid fonn, whereas almost dl the fission products even in corroding
spent fuel are in solid form either in the spent fuel or in the cooling pool filters. Onfy a tiny
proportion is in the pml water at any time. The fact that DOE is converting the bulk of the
"A criticality is a nuclar chain reaction that caa occur if W l e materiat accumulates In such a configuration that

aeulxos emittedby radiaaclivedecay split enough other atoms to =use a chain ractioa While it provides no
where. near the explosive energy of a nuclear wapon, a critidity csn muse a small explosionand disperse
radioacthe m a t d .
Caputo and COStrser 1995

radioactivity in the spent fuel into a more dangerous form so far as storage is concerned has not
received recognition or analysis in the EIS's.
This is not the &st time that the DOE has made this mistake. h 1989, the
D O E I W ~ g h o u s eproposal to reprocess N-reactor spent fuel similarly neglected to analyze the
impacts of increasing the quantities of liquid high-level wastes. After an IEER d y s i s pointed
this out, DOE agreed to reconsider dry storage and eventually decided to pursue storage rather
than reprocessing.
sgfety Imes Involving the Reproceming Plants

Reprocessing is a complicated industria1 process, and the H-Canyonand
F-Canyon at the Savannah River Site are over forty years old. Of all the steps involved in
plutonium production, reprocessing involves the highest worker exposures and some of the
greatest accident risks. This is because reprocessing converts solid spent fuel, which is extremely
radioactive, into lwge volumes of liquid. Plant maintenance and addressing malfunctions and
minor accidents in such a highly radioactive environment is dangerous even when the operations
are done remotely, as they must be.
In addition to routine risks, reprocessing also poses risks of severe accidents, as was
demonstrated by the explosion in the Russian reprocessing plant at Tomsk-7in 1993. There have
been three smaller, similar explosions in U.S. reprocessing history during the 1950s."
In a November 15, 1995 letter to H a A O'Leary, the Defense Nuclear F d t i e s Safety
Board acknowledged the state of the aging reprocessing plants at the Savannah River Site:
TJnfortunatdy, [the canyons] are old and while still operabIe are not in the best of shape," In a
perfect example of twisted logic, however, the Board recommended that both canyons be kept
operable because "ifnecessaryeach can back up the other in processing capability. Then in event
of an unfortunate incident, such as an accident that incapacitated a Canyon (e.g., a fire, a massive
contamination, a seismic event), there should still be the other to caw on."52This sentence
sharply highlights the commitment to reprocessing in some quarters, without due regard to the
potential consequences. For the DNFSB, maintaining a reprocessing capability is so important
that it should continue even if a forty-year old reprocessing plant is decimated in a major accident,
Non-proliferation Implications o f Reprocessing

In addition to environmental and safety drawbacks, re-starting reprocessing would have
negative consequences for U.S. non-proliferationpolicy at a time when preventing nudear
proliferation should be one of the United States' highest priorities.
IPPNW and IEER 1992, pp. 57-58
DNFSB letter to Secretary Hazel O'Lary, November 15,1995

The Department ofEnergy has stated that the fissile materials that may be separated under
its environmental management program would not be used in nuclear weapons, committing to
"prohibit the use of plutonium-239 and highly enriched uranium separated and stabilized during
the phaseout, shutdown, and cleanout of weapons complex fhcilities for nuclear explosive
purposes."53DOE already possesses tons of plutonium and HEW from dismantled nuclear
~arheads.'~
In the international arena, however, perceptions of intentions are often at least as
important as a W intentions, and reprocessing could undermine U.S. non-prolifemtion go& in
several areas. First, many countries, especially non-aligned countries, could view DOE
reprocessing as antithetical to the disarmament commitments the United States made when it
signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty in 1968 and i-e-&ed when the Treaty was inddwitdy
extended in May 1995. Article VI ofthe Treaty commits signatories to "pursue negotiations in
good faith on effective measures relating to the cessation of the arms race at an early date and to
nuclear disarmament..." If the U.S.reprocesses fbr environmental management purposes, other
countries may perceive only that the United States is continuing to add to its stockpile of
weapons-usable fissile materia1 despite the end of the Cold War. They rnay not put much faith in
the DOE commitment to prohibit use of the material in weapons because this commitment has no
verification measures and because it could easily be reversed in the future.55
Since the NPT was signed, a cessation of fissile material production has been widely
viewed along with a comprehensive test ban as the key measures by which the nuclear weapon
states should demonstrate implementation of Article VI. Non-nuclear weapon states have sharply
criticized the nuclear weapon states at NPT review conferences for their failure to achieve these
measures, and reprocessing for up to a decade or more, regardless of DOE intent, could
exacerbate tensions between the United States and some non-nuclear weapon states.
Furthermore, if the United States and other countries me perceived to be violating Article Vi, it
could lead to defections from the NPT, a possibility stressed repeatedly in 1995 by Sri Lankan
ambassador Jayantha Dhanapala, chair ofthe NPT review and extension conference.
In the near-term, U.S.reprocessing could undermine negotiations taking place in Geneva
on a b i l e material cut-off. The 'Declaration of PrincipIes for Nuclear Non-Proliferation and
Disarmament" adopted by the United States and most other NPT signatories in May 1995 calls
for "[t ]he immediate commencement and early conclusion of negotiations on a,. .Convention
banning the production of fissile materid for nuclear weapons or other nucIear explosive

" Reis and Grumbly 1994
"The United States gomment has not decked how much of the pIutoniwn and HEU from dismantledWBTW

is surpIus to militaq requirements, and the U.S. could keep most of it as a resew or even build new nuclear
w a r m with it should it deem tbat step to be m,
JS It is doubtful that the United States would place much value in this kind of commitment, which has no
verification m m u m , from another countq.

devices..." For the U.S. to operate the reprocessing facilities it used during the Cold War could
be perceived as contrary to the spirit of the Geneva negotiations, just as recent Chinese and
French nuclear tests, while legal under international law, are widely perceived as contrary to the
spirit of the Geneva negotiations on a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.
Over the longer-tenn, U. S. reprocessing could complicate inspection and verification
components of an international fissile material cut-off treaty. DOE'Spreferred options under the
Interim Management EIS call for reprocessing at the Savannah River Site through 2002, and the
Foreign Research Reactor EIS discusses reprocessing for twelve years between 1996 and 2008."
Such long-term operation of formerly military plants under an international treaty regime designed
to halt military reprocessing could be perceived as inequitable or possibly as a treaty violation.
The potential concerns of other countries about the intent behind reprocessing could be
somewhat assuaged by a DOE commitment to put any plutonium extracted under the
environmental management program under IAEA safeguards and to blend down any extracted
highly enriched uranium into non-weapons-usable low enriched uranium. DOE has yet to make
such commitments, however. The Clinton administration, in its September 27, 1993 fact sheet on
non-proliferation discussed above, stated that it 'killsubmit U. S. fissile materid no longer needed
for our deterrent to inspection by the International Atomic Energy ~ ~ e n c ~Despite
. " ' ~ this
presidential policy, only one of the EIS's discussed in this report, the F-Canyon EIS,expresses an
intention to place extracted fissile material under IAEA safeguards, and even this EIS does not
outline the technical and institutional steps necessary to do so. One document discussed below
states that HEU extracted by reprocessing could be stored as HEU rather than blended-down.
These are serious flaws in DOE policy that will exacerbate the negative non-proliferation
consequences of reprocessing.
Apart from raising questions about U.S. intentions, reprocessing would undermine the
U.S. position to work toward haIting reprocessing in other countries. Stopping all reprocessing in
North Korea and military reprocessing in India and Russia have been major U.S. non-proliferation
goals over the past several years. The perception of a U.S, double-standard on reprocessing could
hinder fbrther efforts with these countries, as we11 as with other countries of U.S. proliferation
concern with nascent reprocessing programs, such as Pakistan. China is developing a civilian
reprocessing infrastructure to provide fissile material for its ambitious nuclear power program.

"

The "cutd?' treaty m y bar r e p m h g of only that spent fuel generatedby military mcton after the treaty
eaters into force. The spent fuel that DOE may rephas already k e n generated, except for foreign iesearch
mctor spent fuel, which is not military in
Still, these distimions do not obviate the fact that prolonged
U.S. extraction of weapons-ble U l e materiztl could undermine the negotiations and the implementationof the
treaty.

DOE 1995c, p. F-285

"DOE 1995c, Appendix G

Ukraine has recently submitted a proposal to the G-7 industrialized countries to build a civilian
reprocessing plant at the Chemobyl site.5g
A historic 1994 agreement between the United States and Russia to halt f i d e material
production is stiU very much in flux and could be undermined by U.S. reprocessing. A vefication
component of the agreement has not yet been finalized," md the agreement has not entered into
force because of disputes over exchange of classified information and over financing replacement
power sources for the plutonium production reactors at Tomsk and Krasnoyarsk. Russia may still
be reprocessing spent fuel from these reactors and extracting weapon-grade pl~toniwn.~'DOE is
of the opinion that reprocessing already-created spent fuel will not jeopardize further negotiations
on the U.S.-Russianagreement. However, given the continual flux in Russian politics, this
cannot be taken for granted. As negotiations continue, U.S.plans for long-term reprocessing
activities in formerly military plants could raise Russian concerns about equity and verification.
U.S. reprocessing may also make it more difficult for the United States to dissuade Russia from
replacing its militmy plutonium production reactors with civilian plutonium breeder reactors as
power sources. Finalizing the agreement and assuring its entry into force should be high U. S.
foreign policy priorities.
Reprocessing in the United States would also hinder efforts to halt civilian reprocessing in
other countries. Civilian reprocessing has not received as much high-level attention fiom the U.S.
government as military reprocessing, but it is a long-term proliferation danger. Britain, France,
Russia, Japan, and India continue to operate reprocessing plants to obtain plutonium for
commercial energy purposes despite the poor economics of commercial plutonium. S e v d
countries in Western Europe, such as Belgium, Germany, and Switzerland, own plutonium
separated in Britain andlor France
By the year 2000, the total mount of sepatedplutonium in the civilian sector is
expected to s u v the total mount ofpluunjum in the world's nuclear arsertah, It is expected
to continue to grow thereafter (see the table below). This trend is disturbing h s e althou&
civilian plutonium has a different isotopic composition from the plutonium that has been produced
for weapons, it can be used to make a nuclear explosive. This was demonstrated in a successll
1962 test by the United States Atomic Energy ~ornmission." The rapid accumulation of
plutonium in the civilian sector increases the chance that some of it could be diverted to weapons
use.

Europe Information Senice, Oaober 17, 1995
The agreement bars extraction of plutonium produced in rniliw nuclear mctoss after the agreement enters info
force. As the current DOE repproposals involve almdy-ted
pIutonium, they arc not explicitly b a r d
most likely would not & m e the reprocessing p m e h m .
by the agreement, and Russian
R u s h bas claimed that as of October 1, 1994 it ceased using plutonium meted through repmasing the spent
fuel of the reactors in nudear warheads (AmConlml Todqy, Much 1995, p. 15).
DOE 1994, p. 186
s9
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Estimated Global Accumulation of Separated Plutonium in Metric Tons
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SOURCE: 197Q,1980,I990,1994figum: IEER d W o m from diverse mwca.
2010 figum bas& on AIbrignt, Berkhwt, Walker 1993, pp. 203-206.-

The security dangers fiom reprocessing (both military and civilian) are especially
prominent in Russia, where poIitical and economic W i t y have raised serious questions about
continued governmental controI over the nuclear weapons complex. Reprocessing increases the
amount of separated weapons-usable material and provides opportunities for employees to have
access to it. There have already been seizures of smuggled weapons-usable fissile materials within
Russiq and German police seized smuggled plutonium on three separate occasions in 1994.
Despite the security risks fiom fissile materials in Russia, President YeItsin gave approval in 1995
to complete construction ofthe RT-2 reprocessing plant at Krasnoyarsk-26, which when
completed will separate several thousand kilograms of commercial pIutonium per year.
The dangers posed by fissile materids in Russia are widely acknowledged as one ofthe
greatest proliferation risks the world faces. Declining wages, high-levds of organized crime, and
shifting political currents heighten the chance of a diversion of fissiie material by a plant employee
or other insider. A state or terrorist group obtaining Russian phtonium or highly enriched
uranium -- greatIy shortening the path to a nuclear capability - remains a proliferation nightmare.
Russia should not aggravate these dangers by continuing to extract weapons-usable fissile
materid from spent fuel.
As a country that has stopped both civilian and military reprocessing, the United States is
in a strong position to work with Russia and the other states that operate reprocessing plants to
halt pIutonium extraction and use. Any mow to re-start reprocessing, even iffor an
environmental r m g e m e nf program, would undermine the UnitedStates' aufhoriQand
credibili~on this isme at a time when its leadership is most needed This would be especially
true XU.S. reprocessing plants ate re-started without a h and legal commitment to shut down
all reprocessing plants in the U.S.by a specific date in the near f u t ~ r e P. ~e m e n t l y
Albright, Berkhout, and Walker do not provide a military estimate for 2010 but predict a very small h r m z in
military plutonium stocks wer 1990 levels. The lower cornmedal figure for 20 10 is if repromsing contracts in
existence in 1990 were stretched out over 20 years. The higher figure is the maximumpotential -tion
capacity of repmessing plants that will operate until 2010.
Plants used only to separate medical and march isotope, such as molybdenum-99,are not included in this
discussion. The EIS's discussed in this report do not involve such facilities.

lib'
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decommissioning and dismantling U.S. reprocessing plants, which are aging structures anyway,
would enhance the U.S.position to achieve non-prolifecation objectives. The DOE study
recommending consolidating reprocessiig operations in the F-Canyon at the Savannah River Site
and putting H-Canyoninto a "de-inventoried standby ~ondition"~'is a positive step. Still, a
decision to use one reprocessing plant instead of two does not carry the benefits of a dwision not
to reprocess at all. Moreover, the study does not call for a permanent, irreversible shut down of
H-Canyon; by definition, a plant on stand-by can be reactivated,

Interim Storage: An Nternative to Reprocessing

It would be overly simplistic to oppose reprocessing without suggesting an alternative.
DOE's spent fuel vulnerability reports are catalogues of spent fuel stored in inadequate facilities
under unsuitable conditions. Corroding or reactive spent fuel does pose some safety risks to
workers in terms of increasing radiation doses, and allowing the corrosion to continue for
prolonged periods would make it more difficult to move, repackage, or stabilize the spent fuel.
Because each type of DOE spent fuel is difirent in chemical and nuclear properties and because
the h a 1 disposal of DOE spent fuel is Bkely to be two decades or more away,the uncertainties
and complexities of spent fuel management are enormous. This causes some to argue that DOE
should utilize a spent fuel management approach with which it has a fliir amount of experience,
that is, reprocessing. Yetfor the vasi majoriv of DOE p n t fuel,DOE isplanning to resolve
spent@ 'avulnerabililies"through non-reprmesping methob, at leust in the near-tern. For
example, DOE plans to move corroding spent fuel in the TCPP-603 basin at INEL to a more
modern storage Mty,and it is planning to remove corroding N-reactor spent fuel at Hanford
fiom storage pools into a new storage facility.
Improving the safety conditions in storage pools and eventually moving spent fuel into
interim storage is the most attractive alternative to reprocessing in terms of near-term spent fuel
management. DOE's own data show that interim storage poses far fewer risks to workers, offsite
populations, and the environment than reprocessing. Issues of longer-term repository disposal of
spent fuel will be discussed later in the report,
Two interim storage options are available. Wet storage involves storage under water in a
cooling pool and is the storage method in use at most nuclear reactors around the world. For
spent fuel that is conodhg, mitigation measures cm be taken in the wet storage environment.
For example, DOE encapsulated corroding spent fuel in Hanford's K-West basin in order to
prevent radioactive material releases into the basin water. Such mitigation measures can heIp to
reduce the urgency to reprocess spent fuel. However, storage of spent fUel under water for
a DOE 19955 p. 1

proIonged periods Ieads to generation of substantial quantities of Iow-level radioactive waste and
may complicate packaging of the spent fuel for repository disposal,
Dry storage has been used in the nuclear industry for over forty years, and several U.S.
nuclear power plants have licensed, built, and operated dry storage fticilities over the past w e n
years.66 Dry storage involves encapsulating spent fuel in steel cylinders that may be placed in steel
casks or in a concrete or steel vault. The spent nuclear fuel is stored in racks within the cylinder
in air or an inert atmosphere, and spent fuel with deteriorating or suspect cladding can be placed
into seaIed cans before being placed in the cylinder. Dry storage has the advantage ofavoiding
the potential that radioactive materials would leak into the cooling ponds and subsequently into
soil. DOE has stated that "[a]ssessments of dry storage indicate that in most applications it
results in fewer environmental, safety, and health vulnerabilities than current wet storage
methods."67 Criticality concerns with dry storage can be minimized by adding neutron absorbers
and controlling the spacing between spent fuel eIements. Dry storage in an inert gas also
minimizes risks offires and halts further corrosion of spent fuel.
DOE'S own data in several EIS's show that interim storage options for spent fuel pose
fewer environmental and safety problems than reprocessing. For exampre, DOE documents
indicate that wet or dry storage options generate less radioactive waste than reprocessing for a
given amount of spent fuel. DOE estimates that 2.1 million liters of high-level liquid waste
would be generated by reprocessing Mark-31 targets at the Savannah River Site, while less than
half that, 0.87 million liters, would be generated fiom improving storageemThe amount of highlevel waste generated from the storage option is exaggerated because of the way high-level waste
is defined (see the section on the Interim Management EIS for further discussion).
Xn general, storage options also pose far fewer safety risks than reprocessing in terms of
radiation doses to workers and the offsite population and in terms of estimated fatal ca~cersin
workers and the offkite population. DOE data show that the incremental radiation dose to the
offsite popu1ation near the Savannah River Site may be as much asfour tofive million times
greater &om reprocessing than fiom spent fuel storage.

66 This information on dry storage is based on DOE
61

DOE 1994d, p. 5
DOE 1995b, p. 4-1 1

1995c, pp, 2-4 I to 2-42

Radiation Da8e Incremental to No Action Alternative at the Savannah River Site

Management
Technique
Dry Storage
Wet Storage

Population within 50 mile radius
(person-rem/year)
~nremlyear~~
person-remfyear Air Pathways Water Pathways
84
0.2
3 x lo4
5 x 10'~
105
0.2
4 x lo4
6 x 10"

Reprocessing*

Onsite workers

147

71

15

2.2

SOURCE: Spent Nuclar FwYI[NEL EIS,Volume 1, ApC, p. 5-41.
NOTE: Data are for the preferred R e g i o ~ t i o n
by Fuel Type dtemativt in the SNFEIS in which
Savannah River Site d d manage 213.1 metric tons of spent fuel. C
o data for No~Action are 100,
~
0.2,4 x lo4, and6 x 10".

The table in the EIS sap "prwdng," but the EIS states that !his refers to the use of "existing F and H-am
facilities" that is, existing repmessing plants (Volume 1, Appendix C, p. 3-1 3).

DOE data also show that while the increased cancer risk to the o&te population is
relativdy small from reprocessing, the risk of an onsite worker dying from cancer due to
reprocessing is over 330 times p a t e r than the risk fiom spent he1 storage.

Fatal Cancer Incidence Incremental to No Action Alternative over
Forty Years at the Savannah River Site

SOURCE: S N F m EIS,Volume 1, Appendix C, pp. 5-42 and 5-43

NOTE:Data are for the preferred Regioaalization by Fuel Type alternative in S N F m EIS in which SRS would
manage 2 13.1 metric tons of spent fuel. Corresponding data for No Action alternative are 3 x 1v3,7 x lo9, and
1 x lo9.

* The table in the EIS says 3-ing."
The DOE administrative dose h i t for workers is 2,000 mremEyear, However,radiation protection guidelines
require that doses below the maximum allowable limit be kept as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA).
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The environmental, safety, and health differences between reprocessing and interim
storage are quite dramatic. It shodd be noted that DOE is estimating that one worker will die
fiom mcer as a d t of its potential choice of reprocessing as the spent fbel management
technique at the Savannah River Site. The Interim Management EIS also shows a wide difference
between some of the consequences of reprocessing and storage. Under a maximum consequence
accident scenario, for example, DOE estimates that reprocessing EBR-I1 and Taiwan Resermrch
Reactor spent fuel would cause 6.5 latent cancer deaths in the offsite population near the
Savannah River Site. Improving storage of these materials, in contrast, wouId cause less than
0.01 latent cancer deaths in the offsite popuIation even with a maximum consequence accidentmm
In general, according to DOE'S M &la, reprocessing causes more wmte generation and muck
greater risks to workers and oflsite populations than storage altemaiives.
Funher,all of these claims regarding doses do not take into account differential risks from
accidents or natural catastrophes, As noted earlier, the risks fiom an accidental fire or explosion
in a tank or fiom a tank rupture during an earthquake are likely to be far more severe h m liquid
high-level wastes than from storage of solid spent fuel and storage of the flters that are used to
clean the pool water.

DOE Arguments in Favor of Reprocessing

Given the environmental and safety advantages of interim storage of spent fuel versus
reprocessing, how can DOE justify its consideration and in some cases its preference for
reprocessing spent fuel? DOE and its contractors have advanced several arguments:
1. Reprocessing may be necesaiy to get p n t fuelinto aform suitablefor disposal in a geologic

repository.
, ,>
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The Department of Energy has spent $4bdhon on its repository program, most of it on
the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada. The repository is planned to be used for v i f i e d military
high-level reprocessing waste as well as for spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors, but it
has had a troubled history of delays and cost overruns and its future is uncertain. DOE has not
yet concluded whether the Yucca Mountain site is suitable, yet no other sites are being
investigated because Congress has prevented DOE fiom doing so. DOE expects to open Yucca
Mountain some time after 20 10, but there is a chance that it may never open. Most significantIy,
the Waste Acceptance Criteria, the regulations that will govern the type and form of nuclear
material that will be allowed into the repository, have not been issued yet because DOE is still

DOE 1995b,p. 2-58

studying the geologic properties of the site and possible chemical and nudear reactions that could
occur inside a repository."
As stated above, the high-level waste frompast and potential reprocessing activities is
expected to be viMed, with the glass logs planned for disposal in a geoIogic repository. WhiIe
the formal Waste Acceptance Criteria have not been issued, DOE operates on the assumption that
borosilicate glass, the glass that will be used to contain the reprocessing waste, is qualified for
repository disposal. DOE has stated that some un-reprocessed DOE spent fuel, on the other
hand, may not be suitable for a repository because of chemical reactivity, the potential that
materids in the spent fuel could ignite (pyrophoricity), and because corroding spent fuel or highly
enriched spent fud could lead to a critidity in a repository. It is for these reasons that even for
spent fuel that DOE pIans to store in the near-term DOE does not rule out the possibility that
reprocessing may be needed some time in the future before repository emplacement.
There is some question, however, about whether borosilicate glass is suitable for the
proposed repository at Yucca Mountain. Borosilicate @assmay degrade due to a process called
hydration aging if the repository ever became moist. Subsequent flooding of the repository could
carry radioactive materials upward to the biospheren IEER and others have been pointing out the
potentid mismatch between the repository and the waste form for as long as a decade. If further
investigations at Yucca Mountain conclude that borositicateglass is not suitable, then the current
reprocessing proposals, designed for environmental management, will have created a waste form
that wiII need to be processed again.
In any case, tooking only at the disposition of high-level liquid reprocessing waste in a
repository is misleading, because the plutonium extracted during reprocessing would also have to
be eventually disposed of in a repository. For plutonium, neither of the proposed disposition
waste forms(spent MOX fuel or plutonium in glass) is qualified for repository disposal, and both
forms pose their own criticality risks in a repository, risks that could be greater than those from
direct disposal of spent fuel." The ultimate disposition of plutonium and uranium extracted from
reprocessing is a subject largely igndred in the DOE documents. The reservations that DOE
expresses regarding qualifying waste forms for repository disposal appear systematicdly only in
the context of spent fuel but are generally absent when new reprocessing techniques such as
electrometallurgical processing are being discussed.
Given the uncertaintiesregmding wmtefurms and the proposed repository, moving spent
@el into dy storage has the advantage of providingfexibility as to whether and how spentfueI

A DOE conclusion about the suitability of Yucca Mountain is expected in 1998, and a final EIS on a &tory
iSexpectedin2000.
See EER's 1991repod Glass tn he R&
- &me I m e s Concerning the Dispapal OfRadioactiveBoros~~Iicate
Glass in a YuccaMmntain Repository, pp. 12-17, for more information on hydration aging.
73 This is not to say that the forms are inadequate for already-ted
plutonium from dismantled warheads, since
that material already exists ia sepamtd form and must be disposed of somehow.

should be stabilized before empfacementin u repository. It makes little sense to expend
resources reprocessing in the next few yews, especially given its environmental and nonproliferation consequences, if it is not yet known what form spent fuel will need to be in for
repository emplacement twenty, thirty, or forty years down the road. The SNF/INEL EIS, which
discusses possible spent fuel stabilization and conditioning techniques but does not express an
explicit preference among them, shows a more appropriate degree of uncertainty about the utility
of reprocessing than other DOE documents. It states that "[blecause repository acceptance
criteria are not defined, it is not currently possible to determine whether fisde material will have
to be separated from some fuels to meet disposal criteria."" With such uncertainty, an approach
to spent fuel management based on interim storage is the most prudent course.
It is true that highly enriched or corroding spent &el may not be suitable in a repository
without stabilization in some manner. However, this stabilization does not have to involve 5ssile
material separation. For example, engineered barriers could be designed specifically for
particular types of corroding spent fuel to keep it separate from other materials in a repository for
hundreds of years. Such engineered barriers could also enable far better containment of
radioactive materials provided that such a goal is built into the research program. It may also be
possible to design engineered barriers for disposal of spent fhel containing highfy enriched
uranium to minimize criticality risks. These questions have not been carefully researched in the
context of a repository program.
The Swedish repository program for civilian spent fuel provides an illustration of an
approach to engineered barriers that would be desirable not only for DOE spent fuel, but also for
the huge quantities of civilian spent fuel at U.S.nuclear power reactors. The Swedish program
places an equal emphasis on engineered barriers and geologic conditions in and around the
repository to contain radioactive wastes. The geologic repository thus acts as a back-up to
engineered barriers, should they not perform as designed. This builds in a redundancy that is
needed in the uniquely difficult enterprise of high-IeveI radioactive waste disposal, which requires
estimates of performance for hundreds of thousands of years. The U.S, program relies mainly on
the natural geologic system to contain the wastes, while placing essentially no long-term (more
than 10,000 years) requirements on engineered barrier containment.
Arguments for near-term reprocessing based on long-term criticality risks in a repository
have been undermined by a 1995 report by Sandia National Laboratories. The three-volume
report studied criticality risks in an unsaturated tuff environment similar to Yucca Mountain,
including those risks from highly enriched spent fuel, and came to the preliminary conclusion that
"it would be difficult to create conditions that would provide enough water to (1) corrode the
containers..., (2) remove neutron absorbers or uranium, and (3) moderate a nuclear chain reaction
within the repository. In addition, a criticality may not be technically disruptive to repository
-
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The report also contradicted those who predict insurmountabIe regulatory
hurdles to disposing of diverse types of DOE spent fuel in a repository, stating that "no
characteristic of the spent fuel owned by DOE would contribute to a repository...being less likely
to comply with existing regulations than if it contained other spent fuel types.. Most
significantly, the report addressed "the question regarding what decisions about [spent fuel]
treatment can be made by DOE before a repository type and site have been identified," and
concluded that "the findings suggest that most decisions on treatment or conditioning should
wait until a repositoy type and site we known ."n[bold italics in original] While Sandia's
technical conclusions about criticality are a matter of continuing investigation, they indicate that it
is inappropriate to use a possible criticality in a repository to argue for reprocessing in the nearterm.
An interim storage period would allow DOE to gain more information about a repository
and to develop engineered barriers andlor other new technologies for spent fuel stabilization that
do not involve fissile material separation. In just the few years since DOE began to focus on its
spent fuel management problem, several new processing technologies have been identified that
could potentiaIly serve as alternatives to PUREX reprocessing. Technologies that DOE is
researching include:
Chopping spent fuel and adding depleted uranium or a neutron poison to
prevent a criticality, followed by vitrification
MeIting spent fuel with depleted uranium or a neutron poison followed by
vitrification
Dissolving spent fuel in acid and adding depleted uranium or a neutron poison
fallowed by vitrification
The glass material oxidation and dissolution system (GMODS),in which spent
fuel could be vitrified directly.78

DOE investigations of new techniques for stabilizing spent he1 without any separation of
fission products from actinides should be continued and intensified. But DOE is also researching
techniques such as electrometallurgical processing and the chloride volatility process that separate
fissile materials from spent fuel and thus approximate PUREX reprocessing. These should be
abandoned.
A technique to prepare unique types of DOE spent fuel for repository emplacement may
be as simple as melting metal around it along with a neutron absorber, or it may be more complex,

'' Sandia National Laboratories 1995, p. ES-37
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Sandia National Laboratories 1995, p. ES-37
All of these technologics are described in DOE 1995c, pp. 2-22 to 2-23, and some of them are descrikd in DOE

1994a.

but as long as DOE views reprocessing as a good method for spent fuel management, it is unlikely
that funds would be devoted to looking at a l t d v e stabifization techniques in any serious way.
DOE's Technology InfegratonP b alludes to this f&: 'Tack of tasb and funding for disposalrelated technology development reflects the uncertainty of policy issues relative to near-term
SW... decision^,''^^

DOE's likely objection to this line of argument may be based on cost considerations.
DOE may assert that reprocessing in the near hture is more acient than building new interim
storage facilities, investigating new technologies to prepare spent heI for disposal, and building a
new plant to ready spent fuel for a repository without fissile material separation. "Obviously,"
DOE has said, "selection of aisting technologies to condition the SNF offer savings of time and
money, and provide timely assurance to stakeholders that solutions exist and are being
The cost savings from reprocessing are not so obvious, however, especially since
DOE does not appear to include the cost of disposing of fissile material in its cdculations. Over
the near-tem periods covered in the Interim Management and Foreign Research Reactor EIS's,
costs of reprocessing and storage are roughly comparable." DOE predicts higher costs for nonreprocessing options over the Iong-term, but any estimate of costs over a thirty or forty year
period is highly speculative.
One exmpIe of DOE's long-tenn estimation of casts may be found in the Foreign
Research Reactor EIS. DOE states that ifforeign research reactor spent he1 is not reprocessed
but is instead stored for an interim period, then there would be large cost uncertainties related to
repository disposal. These uncertainties stem mainly from potential criticality risks of putting
HEU spent fuel into a repository. The EIS states that reducing the enrichment of the spent fuel to
1% without fissilematerial separation would increase costs by at least $1 billion in undiscounted
1996 dollars. This is because a much larger mass of material would have to be emplaced in the
repository. In addition, costs on the order of several hundred million doUars would be required to
design, develop, and conduct the nonseparative dilution activities.=
Again, these are cost projections for three decades into the future, md DOE has set up a
straw man by assuming that the aItemative to reprocessing is to reduce the enrichment of uranium
in foreign research reactor spent fuel to 1%. Even spent fuel from commercial power plants has
almost twice this amount of fissile materid in it (including uranium-235 and all fissile isotopes of
plutonium). There is no basis for DOE to assume that any blending down of this spent fuel is
necessary or that appropriate engineered barriers and a sound choice of repository would not be
able to address the issues surrounding management of this spent fuel at least as well as
reprocessing. As stated above, DOE has found the storage option to be the most attractive for
DOE 1994%p. 2-2
E 1994%p. 3-9
' Cost issues are discussed in more detail in the sections of this report relating to these two EIS's.
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the N-reactor spent fuel at Hanford, which comprises over 75% ofDOE's spent fuel inventory,
This done would justify a more careful scnttiny of the dry storage option than DOE has given.
DOE should focus its spent fuel management program on improving current storage of
spent fuel, constructing new storage fidities, and developing spent fuel stabilization techniques
that do not separate fissile material. Finally, it should decommission and dismantle its existing
reprocessing plants.

2. Reprocessing is necessaty to remediate short-term safety and environmenialpro blems
stemmingfrom some c o r d i n g spent fuel.
This argument is currently being made in reference to corroding spent he1 and targets at
the Savannah River Site, materids that are covered in the Interim Management EIS. It should be
noted that the same argument was used by DOE and Westinghouse five years ago in reference to
the corroding N-reactor fuel at Hanford. DOE eventually chose not to reprocess the spent fuel,
however, and it has faIlowed and will follow a storage option for that fuel.
The policy and technical issues surrounding the corroding materids at the Savannah River
Site are discussed in more detail in the Interim Management EIS section of this report. That
section finds some problems with DOE's decisionmaking process for many of the materials
proposed for reprocessing at the SRS.
The major problem with this argument for reprocessing is not short-term issues of
which type of materials can justzably be reprocessed, though there are some weaknesses in
DOE's analysis in this area. Rather, the probIem is that as DOE's inventory of spent fuel ages,
there will undoubtedly be additional materials that will begin to corrode or degrade, If
reprocessing is viewed as a sound management method for such corroding spent fuel, then DOE
may continue to justify keeping reprocessing plants operational indefitely. DOE will have little
incentive to investigate in the near-term non-reprocessing options that could address the problem
of corroding spent fuel over the long-term.
Leaving spent fuel in wet storage for a few years as a dry storage facility is constructed
carries some safety risks as radiation levels in the pools may increase and as further corrosion may
complicate movement of the fud to a dry storage facility. But all spent fuel management options
carry risks, and the risks from reprocessing appear to be much greater than those from continued
storage.

Conclusions of the NafiowIAcademy of Sciences
The fact that the Department of Energy has no comprehensive decision-making process
for assessing various spent fuel management technologies and options is recognized by one of the
United States' leading scientific institutions. A committee of the National Academy of Sciences,
in a 1995 report on electrornetallurgical processing, asserted that it had difficulty assessing the
technology in comparison to other options, including direct disposal of spent fuel, because it was

"unable to determine that DOE has developed a broad comprehensive strategy covering interim
management and dtimate disposition of DOE SNF from operation of DOE, U.S. commercial, and
U.S. and foreign research reactors." The committee acknowledged DOE's preparation of several
reports and EIS's on various aspects of this task, but stated that "integration of these and other
yet-to-be-developed strategic planning elements into a broad comprehensive DOE strategy
remains to be accomplished." Also needed, said the NAS, "is sufficientdialogue with affected
public, commercial, and governmental interests to develop a consensus that will provide the basis
for the necessary long-term implementation of the strategy."83
The NAS committee, which was composed of experts from academia, industry, and
national laboratories, found it "essential that DOE determine how.,.treatmenttechnologies fit into
its overd strategy for disposal of SNF..." and asserted that the absence of criteria for nuclear
materials disposition "precfudes a full comparative analysis of the alternatives of (1) an SNF
management policy based on improved long-term interim SNF storage and (2) a strategy based an
near-term SNF processing to produce materials acceptable for final disposition. The schedule and
cost implications of such trade-offs, which would result only from comprehensive studies of the
options, would appear indispensable to DOE's establishing a SNF management policy.""
In its measured language, the NAS in effect chastised DOE for an inadequate spent fuel
management policy.

83 NAS
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CURRENT DOE REPROCESSING PROPOSALS
The DOE environmental impact statements containing the reprocessing proposals were
prepared pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969. This act requires
that an EIS be prepared for "legislation and other major federal actions significantly affecting the
quality of the human environment" and that agencies "study, develop, and describe appropriate
alternatives to recommended courses of action..."" The EIS's discussed in this paper do list and
describe several alternatives to address each type of problem relating to spent fuel or other
materials, and DOE may argue that its description of a reprocessing proposal in an EIS provides
no indications about its intentions to implement it. Indeed, it is true that in most cases DOE is
legally required to discuss reprocessing in the EIS 's as an alternative for spent fuel management.
This line of argument cannot be applied to the Interim Management EIS, however,
because it lists DOE'S preferred alternatives, most of which involve reprocessing. In the Foreign
Research Reactor EIS and the Spent Nuclear F u e W L EIS, DOE does not state an explicit
preference for reprocessing, but there are some passages that indicate that reprocessing is a
possibility. Finally, DOE's purportedly neutral outlining of alternatives is biased in some cases
because some of the EIS's exaggerate the drawbacks of storage options and underestimate the
drawbacks of reprocessing. DOE's implementation of NEPA, a law designed to clarify the
advantages and disadvantages of courses of action in full public view, actually obscures some of
the hazards and consequences of reprocessing fiom the public and from DOE decisionmakers.
DOE terminology also obscures DOE's intentions fiom the public, as well as the sheer
number of reprocessing proposals it is considering. "Processing" is the term used most often by
DOE to refer to what is commonly known as "reprocessing". DOE defines "processing" as
"applying a chemical or physical process designed to alter the characteristics of the spent nuclear
fuel matrix."86This definition encompasses PUREX reprocessing. When DOE refers to
"processing" in the F- andor H- canyons at the SRS,or "processing"at the Dounreay plant in
Scotland, it means chemical separation of fissile materials, using the PUREX method, but the
actual technology being discussed is not immediately apparent fiom the terminology. Other DOE
terms that may refer to separation of plutonium and/or uranium from spent fuel are conditioning,
sfabilizaf ion, treatment, chemical separation, aqireousprocessing, chemical processing, and

electrorefining.
For five decades, the term "reprocessing"has had a meaning that is both technically
informative and politically important: it is the separation of actinides fiom the fission products in
spent fuel. This means the actinides can potentially be used, usually after further processing, as
nuclear reactor fuel or as material for nuclear weapons. Reprocessing options should be dearly
8S
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spelled out as such and distinguished from non-separative options, if only because of
reprocessing's clear and crucial non-proliferationimplications. Another phrase that is in the
technical literature that would convey a cIear message about the kinds of operations involved is
"partitioning''. It denotes separation of elements fiom one another and, in this context, generally
of the separation of fission products fiom actinides.
"Reprocessing" as defined by DOE means recovering 6ssile and fertile material fiom spent
he1 with an intent to ''recycle such materials primarily for defense programs."" This definition,
which emphasizes the intent behind the process, does not correspond to common usage of the
term, described above. DOE also does not even use its own ddnition of the term "reprocessing'"
consistently, refemng to the commercial separation activities of Fmce and Britain as
'b~eprocessing"
even though these have a declared non-military purpo~e.~
Page two of DOE'S
Spenr Fuel WorkingG r q Report describes Reactor Irradiated Nuclear MateriaIs (RINMJ as
materials whose "constituent elements...have not been separated by processing." Page four of the
same report describes RINM as materials whose "constituent elements.,.have not been separated
by reproce~sing."~~
DOE'S confusing terminology and seeming unwihgness to consistently call
the technology by its common, widely-accepted, and widely-understood name contributes to
suspicions that it is not being forthright about its intentions. Misleading terminology is a poor
foundation for coherent policy. Such distortion and inconsistent use of terms also lends credence
to the notion that it may be a purposeful effort to hide reprocessing programs behind u n f m h r
nBMeS.

This report uses the term "reprocsing"to mean any separation of uranium and/or
plutonium from fission products.
Demonstration of Electrome&llurgical Processing

The pyroprocessing technology that was spared by Congress in 1994 when the associated
Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) was eliminated is planned to be tested by DOE at Argonne National
Laboratory-West in Idaho, the test area for Argonne National Laboratory, which is located in
Illinois. Whereas in 1994 pyroprocessing was proposed as the reprocessing technology to close
the fuel cycle for the IFR, in 1995 electrometdlurgical processing (as the technology is now
called) is being proposed as a waste management tool. But the technology remains essentially the
same. Argonne scientists Harold F. McFarlane and Michael J. Lineberry were candid about this in
a recent paper: "Given the drastic changes in the US advanced reactor development program [the
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cancellation of the IFR], the demonstration program described in this paper is a remarkably
similar, but truncated version of the program plan of a year ago."g0
Some opponents of the technology claim that the development of electrometallurgicd
processing was ailowed to continue despite the cancellation of the E R because of a deal struck
between DOE and Congress. The Illinois and Idaho congressional delegations were especially
concerned about the job losses due to the IFR canceIIation and fought for funding for
electrometdlurgical processing. The trade journal Nucleonics Week has quoted a DOE source as
saying the dectrometallurgical processing project is "just about the only thing they've got left to
do" at Argonne-West. "It's a jobs issue,"g' Congress has appropriated $25 million for
electrometallurgicalprocessing in FY96. In addition, Congress has appropriated $25 million for
treatment of Experimental B r d e r Reactor-II (EBR-IT) spent fuel, as part of funding for
termination of the EBR-II reactor.
An electrometallurgical processing plant was expected to be tested at Argonne-West
beginning in 1995 for a duration of three years with driver assembliesn from the EBR-11.
However, DOE has postponed the start-up of the facility pending completion of an Environmental
Assessment. The decision to delay testing was made after several public interest groups wrote a
lengthy letter to Secretary O'Leary in August 1995 detailing why an Environmental Impact
Statement, the most rigorous analysis under NEPA, was required before the facility could be
startednP3The substantive policy and technical issues surrounding electrometallurgical processing
are likely to remain despite preparation of the Environmental Assessment.
Argonne National Laboratory is interested in testing the process on EBR-I1 driver and
blanket assemblies because it states that the sodium metal in these assemblies is chemically
reactive and prevents long-term storage and repository disposition of the spent fuel. Some of this
spent fuel, however, has already been in storage for close to thirty years, and Ray Hunter of
DOE'S Office of Nuclear Energy, Science, and Technology acknowledged that '%henear-term
storage of EBR-I1 spent fuel presents no compelling environmental, safety, or health concern.""
He justified processing the EBR-I1 spent fuel 6om the standpoint of long-term cost savings. This
is one of several examples of DOE proceeding with reprocessing when it is not absolutely
necessary on environmental grounds. Moreover, the magnitude of the long-term cost savings, if
any, cannot be established given that the technology is untested and given that there are large
uncertainties surrounding disposition of the waste products from the process.

90 McFarlane and Lincbcny
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PZ Driver assemblies are made from plutonium or highly enriched uranium and are fissioned to provide neutrons
for capture by target assemblies. This neutron capture produces plutonium in the targets.
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Description of the Technology

Metallic spent fuel can be introduced into the electrornetallurgicalprocess once it is are
chopped up. Oxide fuels, such as commercial reactor fuel, would have to be Mconverted to
metal by reduction with metallic Iithi~rn.~
In the eIectrodhhg step, the chopped spent fuel is
mixed with electrolytic d t s at 500°C, and an electric current is run through the mix. Uranium is
collected at a solid st& cathode and a mixture of uranium and plutonium, americium, neptunium,
and other t r d c dements is collected at a liquid &urn
cathode. The two catbodes are
taken out of solution and heated at 1000QCto 1200°C to remove excess salts andlor cadmium,
and the metals on the cathodes are fashioned into uranium ingots and plutonium d o y ingots
which will be stored "pending a national decision on DOEowned highly enriched uranium and
plutonium"" That HEU ahacted fiom the process may be stored as HEU is inconsistent with
DOE'S g e n d plan to blend down EEU extracted fiom potential reprocesshg activities. A
faiIure to blend down in this case would exacerbate the negative non-proliferation consequences
of the technology because the U.S. would unnecessarily accumulate stocks of weapons-usable
uranium.
The fission products from the process would be contained in two high-level waste forms: a
metal form containing noble metal fission elements and structural pieces from the fUel assembly
and a molten salt form containing active fission products." These wastes will be stored pending
repository disposal, but none of them have been qualified or certified for repository dispod. The
1995 National Academy of Sciences report on dectrometallurgical processing concluded that the
"major limitation of the eIectrometallurgical process.. .is its present inability to produce waste
formswith behavior that is well unde~stood."~
On this score done, dectrometdurgical
processing may be worse than storage of spent fuel because of the uncertainties it introduces.
Utilityfor Spent Fuel Management
Argonne documents explain that the benefit of electrorefining is that it codd process
dozens of types of spent fiels into standard products - the high-level waste stream and the two
types of ingots. This could reduce the time and expense of qualifying diverse DOE spent fuel
types that dier from standard commercial spent fuel for repository disposal. A DOE report
stated that the process "provides a standard means for processing DOE SNF for ultihate disposal.
By electrochemical treatment, all SNF stored at the INEL, Hanford, and SRS,can be treated by
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one common method, producing three common HLW waste form^.''^^ Argonne documents state
that by removing long-lived fissiIe materials and actinides, the chance of an accidental nuclear
chain reaction in a repository would be reduced and the volume of waste tbat would need to be
disposed of in a repository would be reduced.lw The actinides will eventually be disposed of in a
repository, however, and storage of the fissile material and actinides that will be removed through
the process is a formidable task in itself. The NAS said that "[tlhe unspecified nature of 'interim
storage' for the actinides (including plutonium) appears to be a major unresolved fsct~r."'~'
The waste management benefits of the technology are a matter of some controversy even
within the government. A May 1994 report by the Congressional Office of ~ e c h d o l o ~ ~
Assessment analyzing the technology pointed out that many of the fission products that would be
lefi for repository disposal after electrometallurgical processing, such as iodie- 129 and
techetium-99, actually have Ionger half-Iives than some of the actinides that would be
extracted.'02 The report also cited a Lawrence Livennore study that concluded that as a waste
management tool it solves the wrong problem, because the main environmental danger from a
repository is not the actinides but the highly radioactive fission products that could leach out to
The National Academy of Sciences was more positive about the technology.
the envir~nment.'~~
It concluded that it "appears sufficiently promising for treating a variety ofDOE spent fuels that
' ' ~NAS had a number of reservations,
continued RBtD wouId be wamnted in federal ~ ~ 9 6 . 'The
however, and refrained from suggesting whether the techno1ogy should ultimately be adopted by
DOE for spent fuel other than EBR-II spent fuel.
Extraction of Weup11s-UmbZe
Material
The Department of Energy considers the technology to be a processing method but not a
reprocessing method,perhaps because the resulting fissile materials would not be used for defense
purposes. This is a semantic and spscious distinction. Like the traditional PUREX process,
electrometallurgicaI processing would separate out uranium and plutonium from fission products.
The main difference between electrometallwgical processing and PUREX in terms of nonproliferation implications is that plutonium extracted from the electrometallurgical process would
be impure as it would be mixed with some uranium, actinide elements, and other materials. These
other elements would make the plutonium ingots highly radioactive and thus more difficuIt to
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OTA 1994, p. 3 1
'w NAS 1995, p. S-1
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handle and divert to weapons use. lo' It was for these reasons that McFarIme and Lineberry
stated that electrornetallurgical processing is a "proliferation-resistant" technology that "has no
potential application for MOX recycle to LWR's or for military purposes."1M
While not idealfor nuclear weapom, the plutonium alloy resuliingfrom the process
could be used in nuclear weapons. Even the FR's developers acknowledged the "uncontested
fact that it would be technically possible to make nuclear explosives from materid extracted in
some (unspecified) fashion from an IFR process ~trearn."'~' [parentheses in original] McFa~lane
and Lineberry indicated that each plutonium-containing cathode removed from the electrorefiner
could hold up to 75% plutonium and could contain up to four kilograms of
The
NAS reported that the cathode would contain approximately 30% uranium.lW That is, almost all
of the cathode is composed of ptutonium and uranium. Reprocessing EBR-II driver assemblies
will extract about seven kilograms of plutonium, and reprocessing the EBR-I1 blankets will
extract 200 kilograms of
The NAS report pointed out that the plutonium alloy, as
well as the uranium metal, are not expected to be suitable for a geologic repository without
further treatment. I"
One Argonne document indicated that "pure uranium is separated from the transuranic
elements" in the process,112while another document indicated that "relatively pure uranium" may
be "electrotransported" under "carefully controlled condition^.""^ Depending on which
document is correct, the process would extract pure or relatively pure HEU if the fuel introduced
into the process were highly enriched."' HEU is a weapons-usable material. The EBR-II driver
assemblies that were planned to be processed are 60% to 75% enriched.115Argonne has stated
that it will blend down any HEU produced from reprocessing the driver assemblies to about 20%
enrichment either in the cathode processor or in an even higher-temperature furna~e."~
As
discussed above, E U extracted from processing other types of fuel is expected to be stored in
ingot form pending a decision on fissile material disposition. Neither the technical Argonne
documents nor the DOE documents outlining the process raise the possibility of submitting the

'" OTA 1994, p. 2 1
lo6McFarlane and Lincberry, p.
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from William H.I3amum, Research Program Manager, Enginwring Research, Argome National
Laboratory, February 8, 1994, quoted in OTA 1994, p. 36, Again, this conciusion would apply to pyroprocessing
alone bemuse it was designed to recycle the materials for thc IFR
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The uranium cathode will have the same enrichment level as the s p t fuel that is i n d u c e d into the proms.
'I5 McFarlane and Lineberry, p. 3
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HEU ingots or the plutonium aIIoy ingots to IAEA safeguards or having the process itself subject
to IAEA safeguards.

Application to CommercialSpent Fuel
Argonne backers of the project expect that the electrometallurgicd technology could be
applied widely to many types of DOE spent fuel and even to commercid spent fie1 in the United
States. In the same paragraph where they stated that the process is not applicable to commercial
fuel reprocessing (MOX recycle), McFarlane and Lineberry wrote:

If successful, A r g m ' s pyropmsiag -on
for spent he1 managemeat could
mark one of the major bmkthmughs in nudear fuel cycle ~ 1 o g iny the past three
decades. P m s i n g EBR-ZI spent fuet with second g d o n equipment wiI1 allow
evaluation of extrapolation of this technology to other fuel types, including over 80% of
the spent DOE fuel and even to commercfal light water reactor (ZK9fireJ...Ifthe actual
demonsb.ated throughput poknhl is anin the ballpark, the ecx,nomic d c a t i o n s
of broader applicationofthis technology will ensure its mideration as a viable fuel cyck
option."' [emphasis added]
This is one example among many in this report where reprocessing is proposed without an
environmentaljustifcation for why such large mounts of spent fuel may need to be processed.
I n d d , processing commercial spent fuel would take an oxide form widely believed to be
acceptable in a repository and turn it into a metal form whose suitability for repository disposal is
highly questionable.
The electrometallurgical process has already been tested on a laboratory scale with one
kilogram of irradiated oxide fuel from a commercial pressurized water reactor,'18 and there is one
isolated passage in the Spent NucIear F u e m EIS that states that fiture research and
development activities at INEL will involve "electrometallurgicalprocessing using limited
quantities of commercial SNF.""~ All this evidence taken together demonstrates that
electrometallurgicd processing m y be the &st step down the road toward commercial
reprocessing in the United States, contrary to long-standing U.S. practice and the Clinton
administration statement that the U.S, does not reprocess for nuclear power purposes,
Another example of an unnecessary reprocessing proposd is the SNF/INEL EIS's claim
that "naval spent fuel could also be e~ectrometallurgicallyprocessed to recover uranium and
separate out the fission products and transuranic elements.."laD
This is technically true, but why
would DOE want to reprocess naval spent fuel? DOE considers it among the most stable types of
spent fuel in its inventory. It has a thick cladding to withstand combat conditions, and the same
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EIS reports in a different section that naval spent fuel is "well-suited for direct storage...without
additional stabi~ition."'~'Perhaps it is because naval spent fuel will be stored at INEL and thus
would provide a ready feedstock for the process for years to come.

Non-prolveralionImplications
While the United States would be highly unlikely to use fissile material extracted through
electrometallurgid processing in nuclear weapons (because it already has a large plutonium
stockpile of higher quality from dismantled warheads), operating the process would send a
negative signal to other countries about the seriousness of U.S.intentions to dispose of
plutonium. It would also contravene the presidential goal of "eIiminat[ing] where possible the
accumulation of stockpiles of...plutonium."
Another proliferation problem is that once tested in the United States, the technology may
be exported to other countries as a "proliferation-resistant" method of spent fid management.
Widespread use of the technology, however, could actually lead to the proliferation of nuclear
weapons as countries around the world gain access to a compact technology that separates fissile
material fi-om spent firel. A report prepared by Martin Marietta for DOE concluded that while a
country under IAEA safeguards would have difficulty diverting material from the process, a
country renouncing safeguards would have a considerable advantage toward building a nuclear
weapon if it had the pyroprocessing t e c h n ~ l o g ~A. ' small
~
laboratory hot-cell facility could be
used to purify the extracted plutonium into weapons-usable material using an aqueous ion
exchange process. Martin Marietta also appears to have a rather sanguine view of IAEA detection
capabilities that is not universally shared even for PUREX technology.
The OTA report concluded that "[c]ompared with older technologies that have been used
to reprocess spent reactor fuel and to separate plutonium, the ALMR [IFR] system may offer
more proliferation advantages....However, these possible advantages must be weighed against the
risks of widely deploying systems that could be later modified if the owners had the proper
technical capability and weapons-building r n ~ t i v e s . " It~ ~should be noted that the United States
agreed in Article IV of the Non-Proliferation Treaty to participate "in the fullest possible
exchange of equipment, materials, and scientific and technological information for the paceful
uses of nuclear energy." When the U.S. has opposed such an exchange of peaceful nuclear
technology, as with the Russian sale of nuclear reactors to Iran, it has caused conflicts with the
countries involved. The IAEA believes Iran to be in compliance with its safeguards agreement.
Developing a new radioactive waste management technology may create political demands from
other countries for access to it. For the U,S.
to deny sale or transfer of this technology to
countries it considers to be proliferation risks could provoke further conflicts.
DOE 1995% Volume I, p. J
4
QTA 1994, pp. 35-36
'23 QTA 1994, p. 5
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A &MI
droliferation drawback is that continued funding of electrometallurgical processing
and W e n t operation of the technology leaves the door open to a return of the Integral Fast
Reactor since electrorefining is the key advanced technology of the IFR and since the technology
will produce materials originally intended to be fashioned into fuel for the IFR. If the ingots turn
out to be unsuitable fbr a repository without changing their form or composition, the IFR may be
proposed as a solution. The IFR still has strong support in Congras and the nuclear industry.
DOE's decision not to reprocess M o d N-reactor spent fuel elhinates the mjor
inventory of spent fuel for which electrometalIwgicaI processing's proponents have cited a utility.
DOE continues to fund the development of electrometallurgicalprocessing despite the lack of a
clear rationale and despite its proliferation liabilities. The pork barrel aspects of such finding
could, over time, turn into pressures to fund the use of the plant or other plants for a wide variety
of spent fuel. This is clearly one hope ofthe proponents of this technology.
Because of the non-prolifkration drawbacks of electrometallurgicalprocessing and its
questionable utility as a waste management tool, the further development of the technology
should be halted.

Other Spenr Fuel Partitioning Technologies
Electrometallurgical processing is not the only new form, of fissile material or actinide
separation from spent fuel being investigated by DOE. The Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory is conducting research on the "chloride volatility process" in which spent he1 will be
turned into a gas at temperatures exceeding 1200°C and the constituent parts separated by
fractional condensation. The TRUEX (transuranic extraction) process being developed at
Argonne National Laboratory is a chemid process which dissolves spent fuel in an organic
solvent and separates transuranic elements from it. The TRUMP-S(Transuranic Management by
Pyroprocessing Separation) is behg developed by Rockwe11 International at DOE Santa Susaaa
laboratory in California and at the University of Mssouri. Los Alamos and W o r d are also
developing spent fuel partitioning technoIogies. It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe
and assess these various technologies in detail, but their proliferation consequencesmay be similar
to those of electrometallurgical processing.'u
Several public interest groups, most based in California, have filed suit to block DOE and
other defendants, mainly DOE contractors, from "funding, assisting, conducting, or permi*
to
continuenR&D on the various spent fuel partitioning technologies. The pIaiaW amended
complaint charged that DOE's refusal to view the technologies as reprocessing technologies
means that the technologies will be subject to less stringent export control regulations. The
amended complaint seeks to prevent DOE and the other defendants from 'hnsfening to the
Japanese," who partially funded some ofthe projects, "any information acquired in my of the
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on t h a technologies, see DOE 1994a.
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various research and development projects...related to partitioning tramuradcs (or h u m ) from
spent nuclear fuel in any form."la The case is in the discovery process and the plaintiffs do not
expect a decision until 1996 at the earliest.

Final F-Canyon. Plutonium Solutions EIS

Since February 1995, DOE has been operating sections of the F-canyon reprocessing plant
at the Savannah River Site in order to stabilize plutonium-containing solutions stored inside the
plant. Pursuant to a Record of Decision for the November 1994 F-CanyonPlutonium Solutions
EIS, the plutonium in the solutions is being processed to a metal form.
Eighty thousand gallons ofplutonium-nitrate solutions were left in the F-Canyonwhen
reprocessing was halted in 1992. The solutions resulted from dissolving spent fuel from
plutonium production reactors in nitric acid, and they were left in several locations in the PUREX
process when reprocessing was halted.'" Plutonium in solution is especially susceptible to a
criticality since plutonium particles can precipitate out of the solution to form a critical mass.
Such a criticality could lead to a breach of the solution container and to radiation exposures.
DOE detected some precipitation of plutonium in the solutions in 1993 and added boron, a
neutron absorber, to prevent a chain reaction of fissioning plutonium atoms.12' The solutions had
been in the canyon for over two years when the EIS was completed, but they were never intended
to be stored for more than 180 days.12'
DOE was concerned about the potential for other accidents involving the soIutions such as
leaks, cooling system failures, fires, and earthquakes, An accident involving the solutions would
likely spread more radioactivity and would be more &&cult to clean-up than if there were a
similar accident involving the plutonium after conversion to a solid fonn. The Defense Nuclear
Facilities Safety Board assessed the problem and recommended that "prepantions be expedited to
process the dissolved plutonium and trans-plutonium isotopes1". .. into forms safer for interim
storage." The Board considered the problem to be "especially urgent."130
The alternatives laid out in the EIS for stabilizing the F-Canyonsolutions are:

separate plutonium from solution and convert the plutonium to metal
separate plutonium from solution and convert the plutonium to an oxide
vitrify the solutions in the Defense Waste Processing Facility
Iu
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Energy and Resource Advoatcs et. d,1995, p. 27
See DOE 1994b,p. 2 4 , for a diagram showing the locations ofthe solutions inside the plant.
DOE 1994b,p. 1-7
DOE 1994b,p. 3-17

Trans-plutonium isotopes refers to americium-curium solutions that DOE has on a slower track for
stabilization.
GEE 9994, p. S-2

vitrify the solutions in a new F-Canyonvitrihtion facility
DOE's preference for processing to metal stemmed mainly from its desire to stabilize the
solutions quickly to reduce the chance of accidents or criticality events and to use proven
technology. According to the EIS,the processing operation could begin quickly and could be
completed in under two years. However, the FB-line processing to metal operations did not begin
until November 1995, nine months after the Record of Decision. According to DOE,the two
vitaoation options could not begin for at least five years due to the need to modify facilities to
handle large amounts of plutonium. Conversion to oxide would require modifications to the FBline that would take three years.131
The processing to metal alternative was the process used for four decades to fabricate
plutonium metal "buttons" at the Savannah River Site that were then shipped to the Rocky Flats
Plant near Denver for fabrication into warhead cores. The EIS says that DOE would not "attempt
to meet previous specifications or chemical purities that were applicable for weapons
production,"u2 but admits that the material would be weapons-usablenonetheless.133The buttons
will be put into secure storage at the SRS pending DOE decisions on disposition of its plutonium
stockpile. The EIS does not say exactly how much plutonium is in the solutions, but it states that
it is "much less than 10 percent of the plutonium inventory at the SRS,"'~' or much less than 0.2
metric tons,135
While the conversion of plutonium nitrate solutions to metal will result in conversion of
plutonium to a weapons-usable form, it is the completion of a reprocessing operation begun y m
ago. The F-Canyonsolution proposal appears to be a defensible use ofthe F-Canyonto resolve
safety concerns for which no ideal solution exists. Further, if F-Canyon is ever to be permanently
decomissioned and dismantled, it is necessary to remove the solutions from the plant somehow.
All of the options involve operating some separations modutes in the plant to remove impurities
and to move the solutions through the stages of the plant. Even the two vitrifmtion options
involve some separation of plutonium from fission products in order to purify the solutions prior
to vitrikation.
As will be discussed in more detail below, DOE's inventory of solid spent fuel does not
present the same kind of environmental problems or the same level of urgency as the solutions.
The waste that may be generated by the four stabilization aIternatives for the solutions is
roughly simiIar, and the EIS concludes that "[wjith the exception of vitdication, the impact on
SRS waste management capacities from implementing any of the a l t d v e s would be

'" DOE 19945, pp. 2-5 ta 2-1 1
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A h t 2 metric tons of plutonium are at SRS in both separated and -ted

forms.

minimd,rn136

According to DOE, as of September 30,1993 there were approximately 126,000

cubic meters of high-lwel waste and 9,900 cubic meters of transuranic waste on site.')'
Waste Generation Over Ten Yeam Under AIternatives for Stabilizing
F-Canyon Plutonium SoIutions (Cubic Metem)

Type of Waste Process to
metal

~aItstone~~*
Transuranic
Low-level

5,689
60

Process to
oxide
6,46 1
175

Vitrification
(DWPF)

Vitrification

(F-Can yon)
5,592
4,813
147
4
13,820
10,174

14,371
11,907
SOURCE:F-Canyon Plutonium SoIutions EIS, p. 4-28

Fate of Biracted Plutonium dllron-prolrferafionImplicafiom
The F-CanyonPlutonium SolutionsETS is the only one of the m t documents
containing reprocessing proposals to refer to the Clinton administration policy of submitting
excess fissile material to inspection by the International Atomic Energy Agency. It indicates that
DOE "intends to offer [plutonium fiom the F-Canyon solutions] along with other material at SRS
for IAEA inspection when the material is in a form and consolidated in a storage facility suitable
for safe and effective monitoring by the IAEA.""~ Submitting fissile material extracted from
solutions to the IAEA is a sound policy because it wodd d a y concerns about the destination of
the fissile materids. However, the absence of a timetable in the EIS itself and DOE'Slack of a
plan for IAEA inspections even as it has begun processing to metal raises questions about when
and whether M A safeguards will be implemented. Other DOE documents relating to
reprocessing do not mention the Clinton policy or an intention to turn wtracted plutonium over to
the IAEA. This inconsistency raises further questions about DOE'S commitment to this policy.
Inviting Russian inspectors andor M A inspectors to monitor the reprocessing
procedures should also have been considered as a way to mitigate the negative non-prolifmtion
consequences. It is only by obswving reprocessing procedures that the international community
could be shown that material submitted to the IAEA is the material separated. Brian Costner of
the Energy Research Foundation, a DOE watchdog group near the S a v d River Site, urged

'" DOE 1994b,p. 4-27
'" DOE 1994b,p. 4-26

'* Saltstone is the low-radiwdvity fraction of high-levelwaste.

It comes from precipitation within the high-level

waste tanks and is mixed with cement, flyash, and slag to form concrete b l h .
'39 DOE 1994b. P. C-44

DOE for over a year to invite outside inspectors to observe the reprocessing. He receivsd no
response from DOE.
A section of the F-CanyonEIS relating to security and non-proliferation states that the
different alternatives would result in plutonium of varying degrees of utility for production of
nuclear weapons, with processing to metal resulting in a form most closely resembling that used in
weapons and vitrification resulting in a form, glass logs, that would be most difficult to convert to
weapons use. The section repeats the DOE commitment not to use the material in weapons and
states that the Savannah River Site is a secure facility protected by armed guards.1" The EIS
does not discuss the broader international implications of processing plutonium to metal, such as
the potential for undermining U.S.credibility to work to halt reprocessing in Russia and other
countries. This discussion should have been included in the EIS.
A further problem with DOE's intentions for storage and disposition of the plutonium is
its rehsal to characterize the plutonium as a liability. The Institute for Energy and Environmental
Research, along with forty-five other groups and individuals, sent a letter to President Clinton in
October 1994 urging him to declare plutonium excess to military requirements a liability. The
letter stated that this would formalize current U.S. practice and strengthen U.S. leadership to
work to halt plutonium programs in other countries and especially in Russia, The National
Academy of Sciences has characterized excess plutonium as a liability; Secretary of Energy Hazel
O'Leary has called it a "global security risk and an economic liability."'41
It would seem that the plutonium extracted from the F-Canyon solutions, which DOE
states will not be used in weapons and which is presumably destined for interim storage and
repository disposal, either in vitrified form or as spent MOX fuel, could be considered s waste
product and a liability. The Record of Decision for the EIS, however, states: "It would not be
appropriate under any of the alternatives that would result in stabiIized plutonium to characterize
the stabilized plutonium as waste," with no further explanation.142This is a puzzling sentence
(not found in the EIS itself) that in a charitable interpretation presumably refers to potential use of
the plutonium in MOX fuel. However, the National Academy of Sciences has concluded that
disposing of plutonium as MOX fuel, despite the offsetting monetary benefits of electricity
generation, will entail a net expenditure of funds, and that the net costs for the MOX option and
vitrification are roughly equal. Thus, even plutonium destined for disposition as MOX fuel should
be considered a waste and a liability.
DOE should be forthright about whether it views the plutonium metal to be made at the
SRS as a resource. A less charitable interpretation of the sentence in the Record of Decision is
that it is conflict with DOE's commitment not to use extracted plutonium in weapons because
weapons use is the ody possible "resource" use of the plutonium. The plutonium from the F1994b,pp. 2- 16 to 2- 17
I 4 ' ~ e wYork Times, August 19, 1994
I4O DOE
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Canyon solutions should be formally declared a waste along with all plutonium that the U.S.
deems excess to military requirements,
The overly favorable attitude toward the plutonium in the ROD is echoed in DOE'S Spent
Nuclear Fuel Siratesc P h ,which states that "[t]he Department has not determined whether
DOEgenerated spent fuel is a waste or a resource.""' If' the NAS has concluded that alreadyseparated plutonium is a liability, than surely DOE can admit that its spent fuel is a waste. What
possible resource use can there be for DOE'S spent fuel? The two sentences together point to
how deeply entrenched within DOE is the view of plutonium as a valuable material and to how
resistant this view is to economic reality.
Final Interim Management of Nudear Materials EIS
The F-Canyon plutonium solutions were "spun-off' from the Interim Management of
Nuclear Materials ETS, which has a larger scope, in order to complete the NEPA process earlier
for those solutions. The F-CanyonEIS states that a "decision to p r o d with the proposed
action" would not prejudice DOE decisions on how to stabilize other nuclear materials and spent
fuel at the Savannah River Site because "such decisions would involve different facilities and
entail commitments of additional re~ources,"'~
Deqite DOE assurances, iil seemsplarrsible ihat operating F-Canyon and FB-line and
having operufingproce&res and authorizations in place far thesefacilities wmld add to the
athacliveness of using them for silubilization of other nuclear rnaterialr."'
The Interim Management EIS,issued in draft form in March 1995 and final form in
October 1995, strongly suggests that stabilizing the F-Canyon plutonium solutions is likely to be
just the start of reprocessing operations at the Savannah River Site. The purpose of the EIS is to
lay out the alternatives for managing spent fuel and other nuclear materials at SRS over the next
ten years. In addition, it outlines alternatives for obtaining certain "programmatic materials" such
as americium, curium, and neptunium, which DOE says are needed for research and scientific
applications, and for obtaining plutonium-242, which DOE states is needed for a classiied defense
programs mission. DOE was originally going to re-start the separations canyons at the Savannah
River Site to stabilize the materials without issuing an environmental impact statement, arguing
that reprocessing was a continuation of earlier practice and thus not subject to National
Environmental Po1icy Act requirements. A law suit threatened by the Natural Resources Defense

'" DOE 19944 p. 1
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'" The omtion of F-Canyon fixthe plutonium solutions is one of the mwns that DOE is considering

consolidating repromsing operations there and not starting H-Canyon.

Council, the Energy Research Foundation, and Citizens for Environmental Justice helped to
convince DOE to prepare the Werim Management EIS."
The safety hazards from SRS nuclear merials have been analyzed in fbur documents:

The 1993 DOE Spent Fuel Working Group report
The 1994 complex-wide plutonium vulnerability study
May 1994 recommendations of the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
A S w d River Site-specific report by DOE'S Office ofEnvironment, Safety, and H d t h

According to DOE,some nuclear materials at the SRS,such as most research reactor
spent fuel and unirradiated nuclear fuel, are stable and can continue to be stored with minimal
maintenance. Other nuclear materials requires some kind of stabilization because of accident risks
and environmental vulnerabilities, Mark-3 1 targets in the L-reactor basin, for example, are
corroding and releasing fissile material and fission products into water, which could lead to
increased radiation exposure for workers and possibly to an accidental. nuclear criticality. Like the
F-Canyon plutonium solutions, solutions containing plutonium and highly enriched uranium that
are stored in the H-Canyon are susceptible to a criticality and pose similar accident risks. Heat
generated by packaged plutonium metal in storage in FB-line and Building 235-Fis degrading the
plastic that surrounds the plutonium, which could potentially lead to an explosion or breach of
container.147DOE divided the nuclear materids at the SRS into three categories: stable materials,
programmaticmaterials, and candidates for stolbhtion The stable materials comprise over 98%
by mass of all the nuclear materials at the SRS.'~
Programmatic Materials and Candidates for StabiIization
at the Savannah River Site

Material
Amount
Plutonium-242 solutions
3500 gallons
Americium and curium solutions 3800 gallons, 174
and targets
slugs, 65 assemblies
PIutonium-239 solutions
HEU soIutions
Plutonium vault materials
Irradiated Mark-31 targets

Location

H-Canyon

F-Canyon, P-reactor basin,
RBOF
1600gallons,H-Cmyon, Bldg. 321-M
9000 gallons
H-Canyon
60,000gallons
H-Canyon, H-area
2800 packages
FB-line, HB-tine, Bldg.
772-F, Bldg. 235-F,SRTC
16,000 slugs
K-, Lreactor basins,

Caputo and Chandler 1993
See DOE 1999, pp. 1-14 to 1-21 for DOE'S dmriptions of safety and environmental hazards from nudear
matwials at the SRS.
la DOE 1993, p. 1-25. The bulk of the stable material is depleted uranium stored in drums and unimdiated fueZ
targets, and mctor components.

Mark- 16 and Mark-22 fuels

1900 assemblies

Other aluminum-chd targets

1800 slugs and

assemblies
Failed Taiwan Research Reactor 82 canisters
and EBR-ll slugs

;

F-Canyon, RBOF
K-,G,and P-reactor
basins, H-Canyon
K-,L-,and P-reactor

basins
Receiving Basin for
Offsite Fuel

SOURCE: Final Merim Management EIS, p. 1-24

DOE's preferred options for stabilizing nuclear materials and for obtaining programmatic
materials are heavily weighted toward reprocessing. As may be seen from the table below, DOE's
preferred alternative for nine out of ten types of material involves reprocessing. Some portion of
the plutonium and uranium in vaults is also likely to be reprocessed.
DOE's Preferred Alternatives in the Interim Management EIS
Material
Plutonium-242 solutions
Americium and curium
solutions and targets
Neptunium sols. and tarprets
H-CanyonPu-239 solutions
H-Canyon uranium solutions
Plutonium & uranium in

vaults
Mark-3 1 targets
Mark- 16 and -22 fuels
Other aluminum-clad targets

TRR and EBR-II slugs

Preferred
Alternative
Process to oxide
Vitrification

Process to oxide
Process to oxide
Blend down to LEU
Depends on
149
purity
Process to metal
Process and blend
down to L E U ~ ~ O
Process and Vitrifjr
in DWPF'~'
Process to metal

Reprocessing Plant
H-Canyon/HB-line
unspecified

H-CanyodHl3-line
H-CanyonlHB-line
H-CanyodFA-line
F-Canyon/FB-line

H-Canyon/HB-line
F-CanyodFB-line
H-Canyon@-Canyon

H-Canyon/F-Canyon
F-CanyodFB-line

SOURCE: Interim Management EIS. pp. 2-5 to 2-46

NOTE:Under preferred scenarios, the americium and curium solutions and targets and the H-Canyon
uranium solutions would k r e p r o d prior to vihihtion or blendingdown to LEU, m p e c h l y .
ld9 Therc arc four preferred alternatives for the vault material, depending on !he purity of the material. Relatively
pure material could simply te heated and repackaged. Lesspure material would be repmsed, then converted to
an oxide or metal or vitrifiad in an F-Canyon vitrif~cationfacility Ip. 2-96].
This was the preferrd option in the Draft EIS. In the Final EIS, DOE switched it to No Action pending further
rwiews, but recently decided to go ahead with the original plan.
Is' This was the preferred option in the Draft EIS. In the Final EIS, DOE switched it to No Action pending further
reviews, but recently decided to go ahead with thc original plan.

The EIS provides very little information on the mass of materials and their fissile materid
content, explaining that "the exact quantities of special nucIear materials or isotopes stored in
single containers or locations are classified because of sensitivities associated with theft,
diversion, or sabotage."152 It does report that there are approximately 200 metric tons of spent
fuel at the SRS'" and that 147 metric tons of this is Mark-3 1 targets.Iu Further, it states that
there are I.8 metric tons of separated plutonium and 0.3 metric tons of unseparated plutonium on
site.15' DOE has stated t h ~itt is "pursuing decfassification of information related to the amount of
plutonium r d t i n g fiom stabition actions at the SRS.""
There are no good options for stabilizing the wide variety of nuclear materids at the
Savannah River Site. Even if the p b u t of reprocessing at the site had been more orderly, it is
likely that some ofthe solid materials would not have been reprocessed and would still pose
environmentat and safety hazards today. Taking no action is not a viable alternative. Not only
wouId it be environmentally irresponsible, but DOE estimates that simply providing minimal
custodial care for the nuclear materials would cost $2.8 billion over the next ten ym."' Some
stabilization is necessary to reduce safety risks in the spent fuel storage facilities and especially to
remove nuclear materials &om the reprocessing plants so that the plants can be p e m e n t l y
decommissioned and dismantled.
While it is commendable that DOE is beginning to address safety issues tiom nuclear
materials at the SRS, it has jumped too quickly toward stabilization options involving
reprocessing without adequate consideration of its risks and of alternatives such as dry storage.
Reprocessing is most appropriate for the fissile material-containing solutions in the H-Canyon.
Like the F-Canyon plutonium solutions, the H-Canyon plutonium and uranium solutions should be
reprocessed and converted to a solid form because of accident risks and because their removal
fiom the reprocessing plant is likely to necessitate some operation of the separation modules.
Solid spent fuel such as the Mark-3 1 targets, Mark-16 and -22 fuels, and Taiwan Research
Reactor spent fuel is a dBbent story, however. For these materids, dry storage remains a viable
option whose benefits are underestimated in the EIS.
The Draft Interim Management EIS estimated that construction of a dry storage Wty
for degraded or corroding spent fuel at the Savannah River Site would take ten years. This figure
was sharpIy criticized by obsewm inside and outside of DOE as being unduly pessimistic. The
ten-year figure rendered storage alternatives to reprocessing very unattractive. In the Final EIS,
DOE acknowIedgesthat a dry storage fiicity could be constructed in five years "ifcertain d o n s
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occurred to accelerate the schedule (e.g., a request for emergemy funding fiom Congress and
establishment of a line-item project in the 1998 fiscal budget for DOE).""' The new dry storage
facility could be of the dry vault or the dry cask design. The existence of an "accelerated
construction scheduIe" for dry storage, however, has not made a diierence in DOE's prefirences
because it believes that reprocessing could stilI be accomplished faster. Because of d e t y risks,
DOE is critical of the option of stabilizing spent fuel in a wet storage environment through
repacking, canning, and maintaining water purity until a dry storage facility becomes available.
This report does not deny that there are such risks, but the crucialpoint, not proper& considered
by DOE, is that risksfiom reprocess~~ng
are even greater.
The attractiveness of dry storage as a stabit'ization method is unfhidy undermined in the
EIS by DOE'S attribution of high-level waste generation to dry storage. As mandated in the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, "high-levelnradioactive waste is d&ed as irradiated spent
fuel or first cycle wastes fiom reprocessing operations. It is impossible that continuing wet
storage of solid spent fuel and eventually moving it to a dry storage facility could generate highlevel waste as defined by U.S.law, though these actions would certainly generate other types of
waste. Yet the EIS lists substantial high-level waste generation for these actions (870,000 liters
for the Mark-3 1 targets and 370,000 liters for Mark-16 and -22 fuels).lJ9
DOE's attribution of high-level waste generation to dry storage is based on an ad hoc
categorization of the waste that is created. The filters that trap fission products in cooling pool
water at the SRS are regenerated, and the liquid chemical wastes containing the fission products
are discharged into the high-level waste tanks. The Interim EIS has cded these "high-level
liquid" wastes. This ad hoe labeling, which is not sanctioned by U.S.regulations, is misleading.
It creates the impression that filtering pool water under storage options necessarily leads to highlevel waste generation. In fa,
filters in cornmerciaI spent fuel cooling pools are solid and are
c1assik.d as Class B low-level waste. It is not necessary to regenerate the filters and create liquid
wastes. Indeed, given that that the high-level waste tanks are the riskiest facilities at the SRS,in
terms of the potential:consequences of an accident, it may be wiser to store the solid filters above
ground and simply replace them instead of regenerating them.
It is instructive to examine more closely some of the solid spent fie1 at the SRS that DOE
is considering reprocessing,

Taiwan Resemch Reactor and ExperimeniuZ Breeder Reactor-I.Spent Fuel
DOE only recently concluded that the TRR and EBR-II spent fueJ in the Receiving Basin
for Offsite Fuels need to be stabilized. DOE considered them to be stable material in the Draft
Interim Management EIS. On August 3, 1995, the Chairman of the Defense Nuclear Facilities
'%
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Safety Board transmitted a report to DOE which stated that "corroding spent fuel in the
Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuel (RBOF) is releasing more than twice the amount of fission
products into the basin water than the co~~od'ing
Mark-3 1 targets are releasing into the Lbasin.

The significant corrosion is contaminating the fadity, generating significant waste, and
contributing to personnel exposur&"lwDOE has found that one of approximately 60 canisters in
RBOF containing EBR-II spent fuel is leaking inert gas, and the EIS states that "it is reasonable
to conclude that this canister is releasiag radioactivity to the basin water."161 DOE is proposing
to reprocess only that one canister of EBR-II spent fuel. In wntrast, DOE has found that 16 of
the 81 canisters containing TRR spent he1 have failed md are leaking inert gas,yet DOE is
proposing to reprocess all 8 1 canisters, which contain 20 metric tons of spent fuel." DOE does
not provide an explanation for why it is proposing to reprocess all the TRR canisters. While it is
true that reprocessing could begin earlier than dry storage for the TRR and EBR-II spent fuel,
DOE data also show that the liquid high-level waste generation from reprocessing is over five
times greater than that from dry storage.'" Further, DOE has not spelled out the differences in
terms of environmental and health dangers between the fuel that it proposes to reprocess at SRS
and W o r d N-reactor fuel, much of which is dso corroding, which DOE is planning to put into
dry storage.
Mark-16 and Mark-22 Fuels and Other Aluminum-Clad Targets
In the Draft EIS, DOE called for reprocessing these materials and blending down the
resulting highly enriched uranium from the Mark fuels. DOE aIso wanted to vitrify in DWPF
solutions resulting from dissolving the other aluminum-clad targets.lM In the final EIS, DOE
changed its preferred alternatives for these materials to "No Action" pending kther study of the
cost, schedule, and technical issues surrounding dry storage. T h g in December DOE issued a
Record of Decision for the Interim Management ETS and reverted to its orighl reprocessing
plans for these materials.
DOE cited cost considerations as we1 as the safety risks fiom keeping the materials in wet
storage for five years until a dry storage fbciiity could be built as the main reasons for its
preference for reprocessing. DOE also argued that the technical uncertainty of putting highly
enriched and aluminum-clad fuels in a repositoly supported the reprocessing option.'61 DOE'S
brief study on dry storage concluded that the total cost of reprocessing the materials would be
DOE 1995b,p. 1- 11. The concerns raised by the DNFSB in August were not based on new information. W E
has h w n of the problems with the m a w s for years.
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L-,and P-areas. The targets contain maidy thorium,
cobaft, and thdhm, and only small amounts of fissiIe material @. 2-40).
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$1 01 d i o n , including high-level waste storage and repository empIacement ofthe viMed highIevel waste. The total cost of dry storage, according to DOE, ranged fiom $139 million to $ t -24
billion depending on the amount of fissile material placed in each repository canister. 166 The tenyear cost for reprocessing and storage not including repository emplacement was about equal,'"
however, and the Foreign Research Reactor EIS states that if repository emplacement of HEU
spent fuel is found to be bibIe, then the l i f q c l e costs for reprocsssing and dry storage are
about equal. The Mark- 16's contain approximately 440 kilograms of JIEU, and the Mark-22's
contain approximately 240 kilograms ofH E U . ' ~
In these cost figures, DOE considered the Mark-16 and -22 fuels and other aturninurn-clad
targets as a package, but the targets should be viewed as a separate case. The argument for dry
storage of the targets is strong because, according to DOE,"the estimated number of canisters
going to the proposed geologic repository would increase only slightly" above the number of
canisters from generated fiom reprocessing "because the amount of material would be s d I and
Thus,the cost for repository disposal
the fissite material content of the material would be
for the other aluminum-clad targets is likely to be much lower on a per unit basis than for the
Mark-16and -22 fuels.

Mark-3 J Targets
The Mark-3 1 targets that DOE is proposing to reprocess represent approximateIy 80% of
the mass of all aluminum-clad spent fuel currently at the SRS and 71% of the mass of alI spent
fuel at the SRS. The targets, the bulk of which are in the Ereactor basin, are clad in a thin layer
of aluminum ody 0.076 centimeters thick. The targets were designed with thin cladding to
hcilitate chemical dissolution and plutonium extraction, and now the targets are releasing
uraniuiq plutonium, and fission products into the bash water. The EIS states that reprocessing
could be completed within 3 years,'n and that "[nlo actions would occur to achieve a specific
purity for [the extracted plutonium] other than those necessary to operate the process."1" The
EIS does outline an accelerated dry storage option for the targets, but DOE prefers reprocessing
because it could begin and end sooner and allegedly would cost less.
There are simcant differences between the consequences of reprocessing and dry
storage for the Mark-31 targets. Table 2-9 shows that 6.5 latent cancer deaths in the population
within 50 miles of SRS would result from a "maximum consequence" accident in reprocessing
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Mark-3 1 targets and converting the plutonium to metal. In contrast, less than one one-hundredth
of a latent cancer death would result in the same population from a "maximum consequence"
accident under the improving storage alternative.'71 Similarly, the table shows that there would be
over twice as much high-level liquid radioactive waste generated over ten years by the processing
to metal alternative than the improving storage alternative (2.1 miHion liters compared to .87
million liters).17' Again, there are problems with attributing that amount of high-level liquid waste
generation to the storage option. The EIS Jso appears to be internally inconsistent regarding
high-level waste generation. Table D-41provides a breakdown of liquid high-level waste
generation for improving storage by the steps necessary to accomplish the task, but the total for
all the steps is only ,373 million liters, not -87 million liters.'"
DOE has taken mitigation measures for the Mark-3 1 targets in the wet storage
environment, including placing the targets into metal canisters and cleaming the cooling pool
water. These measures have already reduced the safety risks associated with the targets. By
continuing to monitor and improve the wet storage environment while constructing a dry storage
facility, it is possible that DOE could address the essential safety concerns in a manner that
harmonizes environmental, timing, and non-proliferation gods.
In response to a public wmment on the Draft E I S , ' ~DOE evaluated the consequences of
a "minimum processing scenario" that essentially parallels the recommendations of this report.
That is, the scenario entails reprocessing existing solutions only, and not solid spent fuel.lWThe
solid spent fuel would be maintained in basins and eventually moved to a new dry storage facility.
According to the ETS, the cost of the minimum processing scenario would be $3.1 billion over ten
years, close to the estimated cost of the implementing DOE'S preferred alternatives, which is $3.0
billion.lfg The minimum processing scenario would generate 3 1 million liters of high-level waste,
compared to 43 million liters for preferred alternatives, a difference of over 3 8%.la
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Indefinite Nature of Puqmried& Short-Term Reprocessing
DOE's reprocessing propods for solid spent fuel would have more credibiity if DOE
would describe and commit to some end point at which reprocessing operations wodd cease and
the separations canyons wodd be dismantled. This kind of commitment would demonstrate that
reprocessing is currently being proposed for a limited environmental purpose for a limited time
period. At present, however, reprocessing is essentially an open-ended project, and years or even
decades from now there is a high likelihood that DOE will h d other nuclear materials that are
degrading or corroding. There will thus always be some way to justify keeping the reprocessing
plants operational, especially if DOE fails to act now on developing alternative stabilization
technologies.
Even with just the materids that arc candidates for stabilization under the Interim
Management EIS, reprocessing operations under the preferred alternatives will occur fbr about
six years between 1996 and 2002.'~' These six years of reprocessing could be extended even
further depending on DOE's decision on foreign research reactor spent fuel and DOE's
conclusions about whether additional material will be reprocessed.
While the recent DOE study recommending putting the H-canyonon stand-by is a positive
development, the gain is modest because permanent decommissioning of this faciity does not
appear to be in the cards at present. Indeed, the recommendation to shift operations fiom HCanyon was mainly based on cost and personnel considerations, and it would "provide the
flexibility in the near term to allow the Department to revert back to the two-canyonapproach if
decisions expected to be made over the next year require additionaI separation facility capacity at
the Savannah River ~ i t e . " 'The
~ recommendation would Ieave the F-Canyonopen as the onIy
active reprocessing plant at the SRS without a clear path to shut it down in the foreseeable future.
This is a retreat from the goal of permanently halting reprocessing at the SavaanahRiver Site, as
envisioned in DOE's 1992 policy on phasing out reprocessing.
Apart from the Interim Management EIS materids and the possible chemical separation of
foreign research reactor spent fuel, DOE is considering several other "future missions'' for SRS
reprocessing facilities, most involving off-site materials. For example, DOE expects that the SRS
canyons are the optimal facilities for stabilizing scrub alloy (plutonium-bearing residues) fiom the
Rocky Flats plant near Denver. About 700 kilograms of scrub alloy containing 140 kilograms of
plutonium are stored in the Rocky Flats Environmental Technology ~ i t e . DOE
' ~ is also
considering using an SRS canyon to dissolve, reprocess, and blend-down metals or oxides of
HEU as part of the program to dispose of HEU from dismantled nuclear weapons and other
sources. Using reprocessing canyons as part of the HEU disposition process undermines the nonproliferation benefits of disposing of HEU.
IS'
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A recent Westiaghouse study evaluated several scenarios for r e p m e s i n g at the SRS. In
the case where no H-Area W t i a wodd be started, which is likely, and the F-Canyonis used f i r
both the scrub alloy and the HEU disposition, reprocessing could occur through the y m 2005.
Westinghouse also evaluated the case where F-Canyon would be used hr scrub alloy, HEU
disposition, and "all dumiaum-clad SNF until the inventory at SRS is depleted," in which
nprocessing would occur thmugh 2012." These are very long time periods in which to operate
an aging F-Canyon Wty,and they represeat a stark departure fiom the original 1992 policy of
st&bWgSavannah River Site materials and phasing out r e p d g .
It is the indefinite nature of the DOE reprocessing proposals, with attendant nonprolifbration and environmental consequences,that is the major drawback of DOE'S current
attitude toward reprowhg. Without DOE putting an end point on repmesing the separations
canyons at the SRS may enter their sixth or even seventh decade of operations.
The reprocessing option for allDOE aluminum clad spent fuel and the potentid fbr longtenn maintenance of a reprocessing capability at SRS became a far more likely course on
November 15, 1995, when the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board issued a Ietter supporting
keeping open both the F-and H-Canyons for the indefinite future and deriding those in DOE who
wodd want to dose the canyons pemmently:
The only remahhg ~ i e ina the United States which can be used in large scale
processing of a I m i n m ~ I a dspent fuel e1are the F-Canyon and the H-Canyon at
the Savannah River Site. The Board is idbrmedthat there is a degree of adin some
quar&rswithinthe~ofEnergyEorpermanentlysh~downoneorbathof
these m m , and that such measures are under discussion in the Department. ...[Tlhe
Board s h @ y Mew that it would be most short-sighted to take such actions, from
which recovery would not be possible....

...In the Board's view, the Department of E n e m will ahvqs need to have mailable a
oapabilifyfor chemical processing of spent nuclearfirel, since this is the only proven safe
way by which the highly radioadye material: can be averted into a form suitable for
ultimate geologic dispod. This means that tbe capability now existing at Savannah River
d u e s to be essential.18s[emphasis added]
The DNFSB letter does not mention non-proliferationissues, the need for canyon
upgrades to allow "safe" operation, or the problem of increasing the risk offires or explosions in
the SRS high-IweI waste tanks. Yet,in effect, it reverses a Iong-standing decision of the U.S.
government, taken in 1992, to phaseout reprocessing at the SM.

Non-Proliferation Issues
The ETS does briefly evaluate the non-proliferation implications of reprocessing at the
SRS. This section in the Final EIS is an improvement over the section in the Draft EIS, which,
like the similar section in the F-Canyon EIS, discussed only the possibility that fissile material
could be diverted from the Savannah River Site. The Final EXS mentions "potential international
sensitivities of processing and consolidating plutonium from the SRS inventory,"" but it does not
elaborate on the nature of these "sensitivities". While the section appropriately points out that no
new plutonium would be created under the preferred options and that some of the existing stock
of highly enriched uranium would be blended down into LEU, there is no discussion of the affect
of long-term operation of the separations canyons on other countries' plutonium programs.
Unlike the F-Canyon EIS, the Interim Management EIS does not commit to turning
extracted fissile material over to the M A This is a major flaw as it is officid Clinton
administration policy to "submit U. S. fissile material no longer needed for our deterrent to
inspection by the International Atomic Energy ~ ~ e n c ~ . "IAEA
' " safeguards would also
demonstrate good faith that the material would not be used in weapons. A later DOE report did
mention that "the Department is continuing a dialog with IAEA representatives concerning the
potential far international safeguards and inspections...*,I88
While the bulk of the non-proliferation analysis in the EIS i s inadequate, one section of the
EIS describes DOE'S study of optimal strategies for facility utilization at the SRS and indicates
that a key factor in the study is "[flurtherance of nonproliferation policy goals through early
shutdown of reprocessing capability (such as the F-CanyonPUREX process)."'89 This sentence,
not found in the Draft EIS, is one of the few in the recent DOE documents that indicates that
DOE understands that there is some connection between halting reprocessing and supporting U.S.
non-proliferation efforts. However, the later study that recommended against re-starting
H-Canyon took a narrow view of the non-proliferation benefits of doing so, mainly that F-Canyon
blends down HEU before separation from fission products, so pure HEU would not be
extracted.Iw
Shutting down H-Canyon is a good policy, if it indeed remains shut down, but it does not
carry the nan-proliferation ben4ts of halting all reprocessing in the United States. Shutting down
both canyons after the fissile material-containing solutions are removed would be a historic
decision that should be implemented for the sake of sound environmental management and nonproliferation.
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There is another proposal in the EIS that would have especially negative consequences for
U.S,non-proliferation efforts, however: DOE's desire to obtain p1utonium-242 by operating HCanyon and WB-line to process it to an oxide. The plutonium-242 is apparently to be ussd in the
U.S. "stockpile stewardshipy'program for the hydrodynamic testing of nuclear weapons. This
involves detonating high-explosives in a sphere around the plutonium-242 and examining the
dynamics of the resulting compression of the material. The compression is similar to what
happens when an actual nuclear weapon detonates, but the compression of plutonium-242 would
not lead to a nuclear explosion. The stated purpose of hydrodynamic testing is to maintain the
safety and reliability of warheads in the U.S. arsenal. However, hydrodynamic testing can also
provide information useful to the design of new nuclear warheads and has been criticized as
having the potential to undermine the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty being negotiated in
Geneva. Plutonium-242 has been used in hydrodynamic testing in the past and could be used in
the Dual-his Radiographic Hydrotest ( D m fhcility currently under construction at Los
A l m s National Laboratory in New Mexico, DARFFT is a fhcility that would X-ray from two
axes the compression of a simulated warhead pit. The utility of D
m for maintaining the
safety and reliability of nuclear weapons is a matter of some dispute even among nuclear weapons
scientists.lgl
The DOE proposal to obtain plutonium-242 could be a double blow to U.S.nonproliferation interests. First, a reprocessing facility would be operated to obtain the material.
Second, the material would be used to support a program that is viewed by some countries as
antithetical to the CTBT and to U.S. disamament commitmentsunder the NPT made in 1968 and
rdinned in 1995.

Draft Foreign Research Reactor EIS

The implementation of reprocessing under DOE's Draft Mromnenial Impci Statement
on a Proposed NucZear WeupomNon-proi~erationPoiicy ConcerningForeign Research
Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel is less definite than the propods in the Interim Management EIS.
The discussion of reprocessiig and its environmental and non-proliferation implications in this
EIS is somewhat more detailed, however. Prepared largely within DOE headquarters with input
from the State Department, the Foreign Research Reactor EIS is the best of the recent EIS's in
terns of pointing out some of the liabilities of reprocessing.

Overview of Foreign Research Reactor Policy

The purpose of the Foreign Research Reactor EIS is to outline the alternatives for
managing spent fuel from research reactors in foreign countries. Research reactors are used for
medical, industrial, and agricultural applications. They have been useful in cancer research,
semiconductor and solar panel design, environmental sciences, and many other areas, DOE'S
"Basic Implementation" proposal is to manage 19.2 metric tons of foreign research reactor spent
fuel in the form of 22,700 fuel element^.'^ At present, there are approximately 104 research
reactors in 41 foreign
Until the 1980s, almost all research reactors in the world were fueled with highly enriched
uranium, which is weapons-usable. The United States has been the major global supplier of HEU,
and starting in 1958 the United States began accepting and reprocessing spent US.-supplied fuel
from these foreign research reactors in order to maintain control over the HEU cycle and
minimize proliferation risks. The practice of foreign spent fuel acceptance is known as the off-site
fuels policy. In 1978, the Department of Energy initiated the Reduced Enrichment for Research
and Test Reactors (RERTR) program, which aimed to further reduce proliferation risks by
convincing countries to convert their research reactors from highly enriched to low-enriched
uranium fuel that could not be used in weapons. In return, foreign research reactor operators
demanded that the U.S.continue to take back the spent nuclear fuel.19' About 38 reactors above
one megawatt in 26 countries have converted to LEU fuel under the propram.lg' Reactors under
one megawatt generally have life-time cores. The off-site fuels policy and the RERTR program
have been successfbl if little-heralded planks in U. S. non-proliferation policy.
The off-site fuels policy expired in 1988 for HEU fuels and 1992 for LEU fuels,'" and the
Foreign Research Reactor EIS is being prepared to assess the impacts of continuing to accept
spent fuel from foreign research reactors. The EIS warns that a failure to continue to take back
spent fuel would raise proliferation risks because a weapons-usable material will remain in reactor
cores and spent fuel, countries may reprocess the spent fuel if the U.S.does not take it, and some
research reactors may have to cease operation if their storage pools become full.191The EIS
states that this could result in countries accusing the United States of violating Article TV of the
Nan-Proliferation Treaty, in which the United States pledged to extend the benefits of peaceful
nuclear technology to other signatories. Also, if the research reactors do not continue to convert
to LEU fuels, the U.S. will not supply them with HEU fuel and they may have to turn to other
suppliers, most likely China and/or Russia.
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Urgent-ReliefShipments
In late 1993, DOE proposed to ship 409 spent fuel elements to the S a v d River Site
from eight research reactors in Europe that c l h e d they would have had to shut-down or
reprocess their spent fuel if the U.S. did not accept it.19" The state of South Carolina filed suit to
block this "urgent-relief' shipment, f&g that the SRS would become a &facto permanent
disposd site for the spent foreign research reactor fuel given DOE'S troubles with a permanent
repository, Julie Horton, spokesperson fbr the South Carolina attorney general, explained that
the state did not want to be "the dumping ground for the ~ o r l d . " 'South
~ Carolina District
Court Judge Matthew Peny twice ruled for the state, issuing fist a preliminary injunction and
then a permanent injunction, but he was overturned twice on appeal. The Mshipment of 153
assemblies arrived by train at the SRS on September 30, 1994, and by fall 1995 dl the spent fuel
elements hetd arrived at the SRS.
The South Carolina lawsuit provoked discussions within DOE of how to get South
Caroh's acceptance of long-term shipments of foreign research reactor fuel.
In late 1994 a memo was M e d within the Office ofEnvironmental Management for Assistant
Secretary Grumbly's signature that authorized a "shift in strategy" as the draft Foreign Research
Reactor EIS was nearing completion &om one that relied solely on domestic storage to one that
relied on a "combination of processing and storage." The presumption behind the memo was that
South Carolina would be less opposed to accepting the spent fuel if it is reprocessed because
South Carolina believes that reprocessing would maintain employment at the SRS and provide
economic benefits for the state. Assistant Secretary Grumbly never signed the memo,and he may
have never even seen it before it was leaked to the press and public interest groups. Nevertheless,
the fact that lower-level officials within EM wen considered the proposals in the memo provides
some indication of the strength of support for reprocessing within EM, as well as of the political
motivations that may be driving current reprocessing proposals.
The (unknown) author of the memo wrote:
Processing could Ix proposed at existing fitcilities at the Savannah River Site and possibly
in a reprocessing plant in the United Kingdom, augmented by construction of interim dry
storage, if necessary. D o d c prowwing would be proposed in conjunction with a
commitment to conduct an aggmive research and devefopment e&rt investigating the
benefits of constructing and operating a new spent fuel processing facility. Such a h i l i t y
would be designed and operated to treat the spent fuel to meet waste managemeat criteria,
not ta produce weapons-usable material. The term "processing" is deliberately used to
descrik the proposal because any chemical separation of spent fuel, whether domestic or
abroad, would be conducted in mjunction with a proposal to blenddown highly enriched
uranium to low enrichment consistent with United States non-proliferation goals.
'98
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for ?hisurgent relief shipment in April 1994,

Proposing to process spent fuel, instead of merely storing it, would si@antly erode key
arguments raised by the State of South Carolina and the South Carolina Coagressional
delegation against our proposed long-term acceptance of foreign march reactor spent
fuel. Further, the economic incentives associated with =-starting operations at existing
faciIities and possibly cmstructing and opedug a new processing f a c ' i should gemate
support for the propod fmm those who favor procasing, Such a shift in strakgy may
also provide an opportunity to negotiate a d e m e n t to the litigation associated with the
acceptance of fbreign fuel under the Urgent-Relief Environmental ~ s s e s s m e n t . ~

Later, the memo explicitly proposed a deal to convince South Carolina to drop its lawsuit and
allow the spent fuel shipments:
In exchange for South C a r o h dismissing the suit, the Department would agree to
seriously consider in the environmental impact analysis the processing of spent fuel at the
Savannah River Site. Further, the Department could offer South Carolina an enhanced
role in the National Environmental Policy Act review process, to ensure full and fair
consideration of the processing option.201

The memo was obtained by public interest groups and members of the press and caused a
storm of protest. Several representatives of public interest groups strongly voiced their objections
to reprocessing and especially to constructing a new reprocessing plant for the purpose of gaining
concessions from South Carolina. Once the memo became public, foreign research reactor
operators dso opposed the "shifi in strategy" on the grounds that it would be harder for DOE to
defend against lawsuits challenging reprocessing than against lswsuits challenging storage.?02
The "shifi in strategy" memo was a clear akmonstration of a politicized DOE
reprmessingpolicy. Reprocessing at the Savannah River Site was not just%ad on a perceived
need to stabilize research reactor spent fuel, or even on economic grounds, but instead on the
grounds of political expediency. There was no discussion in the memo of the environmental or
non-proliferationimplications of constructing a new separations canyon at the Savannah River
Site. As already noted, the "processing"P'reprocessing" distinction is specious, especially since a
new spent fuel "processing"'plant could be used to separate plutonium fiom spent fuel as well.
Overview of the EIS
The public opposition to the memo may have strengthened the hand of those within DOE
who are opposed to reprocessing. The Draft Foreign Research Reactor EIS issued in March 1995
does not reflect the extent of support for reprocessing that is evident in the memo. Indeed,
several passages emphasize the environmental and non-proliferation liabilities of reprocessing.
.-
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Nevertheless, the ETS does list chemical separation of fissile materials in the United States and
chemical separation of fissile materials at a foreign facility as reasonable spent fbel management
alternatives along with storage options. While listing a range of reasonable alternatives is required
by law, advocates of reprocessing actively lobbied to have reprocessing options explored
favorably in the EIS.
There are several decisions that will be made based on the EIS. First,DOE must decide
whether the spent fuel should be brought to the U.S.or managed abroad. Second,DOE must
decide on a management technique for the spent fuel. For management in the U.S.,
DOE is
considering wet or dry storage, chemical separation, or "developmental" processing. For
management abroad, DOE is considering providing assistance in creating storage space in other
countries or providing '%anfinancial andlor logistical" assistance to reprocess the spent fuel in Britain
andlor France. Hybrid alternatives are also possible, such as reprocessing some fuel in the United
States md some abroad, or storing one portion of the spent fuel and reprocessing another. DUE
must also decide issues such as financing, transportation routes, and program d~ration.~'
Under the Basic Implementation plan, LEU or HEU spent nuclear fuel generatsd at
foreign research reactors during the next ten years would be accepted. Actual shipments would
occur during a thirteen-year period because an additional three years may be needed for spent fuel
to cool before shipment and for logistical issues to be worked out." The U.S.would not accept
spent he1 generated after the ten-year period and hopes that foreign countries would have enough
time to pursue alternative management methods, such as building storage
DOE has not yet selected preferred alternatives, but the EIS states that the preferred
alternatives will be chosen based on U.S. government non-proliferation policies, DOE agency
missions, potential environmental impacts, cost, public concerns about fairness and equity to the
states and communities involved, and u n c d t i e s in funding,technology, and repository
acceptance criteriam

Chemical Separation fleprocessingl in the UniiedStates
If reprocessing in the United States were chosen as the management technique, it could
potentially occur at the Savannah River Site and/or INEL. DOE has decided to regionalize all of
its spent fuel by fuel-type pursuant to the SNFrmEL EIS discussed below, so it is likely that
under this alternative alurninum-clad foreign research reactor spent fuel would be managed at the

DOE 199Sc, pp. 2-1 to 2-25
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mcbr's conversion to
This hope may be overly optimistic. The EIS in gmt detail describes how the
LEU is contingent u p n US.spent fuel acceptance h u s e conversion is expensive and the LEUfuel is less
efficient, When the inoentive of spent fuel amptance stops at the end of the ten year or thirteen year mod,
march reactors may switch back to HEU fuels, with the attendant oommerce in a bomb-grade material.
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Savannah River Site and that spent T R I G A fuel
~ from foreign research reactors wouId be
managed at INEL. DOE proposes to accept approximately 1 8.2 metric tons of aluminum-clad

spent fuel and approximately 1 metric ton of TRIGA spent fuel under the Basic Implementation
alternati~e.~'
In theory, the TRIGA spent fuel could be chemically separated at INEL,but according to
the EIS this would require the construction of a new tank farm for radioactive waste, new bins for
calcined waste, and a vitrihtion plant, so this subalternative is "not preferred'' by DOE.^ The
EIS says that chemicalIy separating the 18.2 metric tons of aluminum clad-spent fud at the
S a v d River Site would take approAmateIy twelve years, whether it were done alone or as
part of "larger-scde"separation activities. The pace of receiving the fueIs fiom foreign countries
would largely determine the pace of chemical separation."' In all the recent DOE documents
relating to reprocessing, this twelve-year figure is one of the longest time periods in which
reprocessing may occur, though, as noted above, DOE has not put any kind of upper bound on
timing or on the amount of material that may eventually be reprocessed.
Either of the reprocessing canyons at the Savannah River Site could be used for the spent
fuel.211High-level waste h m chemical separation would be trunsfefied to the Fh%AreaTank
Farm and then to the DWPF for vitriiicaiion. According to DOE, the high-level glassxed waste
from separating the 18.2 metric tons of alumhum-clad spent fuel would fill about 60 DWPF
canisters, 1.2% of the number of canisters that will be fiIled fiom glassifying high-level waste
already on site.212The canisters would be stored at the Savannah River Site for up to forty years,
depending on a repository schedu1e?13 The EIS indicates that "[c]hemical separation would also
generate five types of waste that would not result from storage of intact spent nuclear fuel: highIevel radioactive waste, hazardous waste, mixed hazardous and radioactive waste, and low-level
'dtstone' ~aste.''~"
Direct Storage
DOE argues that the potentid locations for storage of foreign research reactor f b l in the
United States would have to be consistent with DOE'S overall spent fuel management poficy in
which aluminum-clad spent fuel will be managed at the SRS and all other types at INEL.
According to DOE,during the first few years of acceptance, the foreign research reactor spent
fueI would be stored in existing wet or dry storage fhcilities. For the period beyond those first
2m TRIGA stands for Training, m
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few years, DOE anticipates using new dry or wet storage facilities (unless it chooses
reprocessing).2's Most significantly, the EIS acknowledges that ''there are no identified technical
constraints that would prevent dry storage of foreign research reactor spent nuclear fuel."2L6
DOE estimates that dry storage casks sized for foreign research reactor spent fuel and coupled
with existing spent fuel handling facilities could be available for loading within 18 to 36 months.
A larger dry storage facility may be ready for loading in five to seven years.2"
The main obstacle to implementing storage alternatives is political: the State of South
Carolina remains opposed to the option.218South Carolina seems to be willing to accept the risks
from spent fuel transportation if reprocessing is implemented at the SRS because it views
reprocessing as the long term fbture of the site. It is not willing to accept the even lower risks
£?omstorage. As discussed above, Senator Strom Thurmond of South Carolina is opposed to
storage but welcomes reprocessing at the site. Of course, reprocessing does not eliminate the
need for storage of highly radioactive wastes, it merely changes the chemical form that the
radioactivity is in. Employment at the SRS appears to be one of the principal reasons for South
Carolina's support of reprocessing.

Developmental Processing Techniques
In a December 28, 1994 memo entitled "Analysis of a Potential New Processing Facility in
the Foreign Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel Environmental Impact Statement," Assistant
Secretary Grumbly directed his staEto take."immediateaction" to include an alternative in the
Foreign Research Reactor EIS which would "initiate development work leading to a decision on
whether to construct and operate a new SNF processing facility." The processing facility would
"be capable of changing the FRR SNF into a form suitable for geologic disposal, without
necessarily separating the fissile materials. A number of alternative processes would ultimately be
considered for use in such a facility. Examples of these potentid processes should be briefly
discussed in the HIS." Further, Grumbly proposed that the discussion in the EIS "should describe
the range of quantities of spent fuel that such a facility might be designed to handle
(hypothetically, from as little as just the foreign research reactor spent fuel...to a maximum of all
of DOE'S spent f ~ e l ) . " ~ ~ ~
The EIS lists several of the technologies outlined above which could potentialIy serve as
alternatives to PUREX reprocessing (chop and dilute, melt and dilute etc.).** While it is a
positive development that DOE is at least considering such alternative technologies in the context
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ofa formal EIS, DOE should abandon further research on those technologies, such as
electromdurgicd processing and the chloride volatility process, that sepsrate 6 d e material
from spent fuel. Constructing a major new "processing"facility that separates fissile material and
using it for large amounts of DOE spent fud is no better than largescale PUREX reprocessing in
terms of proliferation consequences and possibly environmental consequences.
Most significantly,the EIS reports that "[i] t is possible that the foreign research reactor
spent fuel could be accepted intact in a geologic repository." If after hrther research it is found
that this is not so, then some new form of processing, perhaps based on one of the technologies
listed above, may be necessmy prior to disposal. The EZS states that 'DOE and the Department
of State expect...that the new process would produce less severe impacts than the historical
chemical separation a~tivities.'"~

DOE Attitu& Toward Chemical Separation in the UnitedStates
While the "shift in strategy" memo clearly supported reprocessing spent fuel at the
Savannah River Site, the EIS itself is more tentative about the desirabiIity of chemical separation
in the United States. According to the EIS,the advantages of chemical separation are:

-

The high-level radioactive waste tiom the spent nuclear fuel wouId be traasformed into
fom that are more suitable...for s
t
o
w than intact aluminum-based spent fuel.

- The high-level waste would be converted to a form that is expected to be -table

for

disposai in a geologic m i t o r y .

- Construction of some or all of the new spent nuclm fie1 storage space would be
avoided.

- The conventional chemical sepadon faciIitie8 exist, as well as the waste tmhent

facilities required to put the high-level radioactive and other waste steams in forms suitable
for &pod. In wntrast, there are the large technical, cost, and r q u h r y uucertainties
associated with direct disposal of intact foreign research reacbr spent nuclear fuel (much
of it conHEU).

- If disposal of intact spent nuclear fuel is shown to be technicalIy infeasible,or if the

criteria for a geologic repository require signifiwnt dilution of the HEU
due to criticality concerns, DOE estimates that the life-cycIe costs of chemical separation
may be substantially lower than the wst of storage and geologic disposal of intact spent
nuclear fueI, (Alternatively, if d h c t disposal of intact foreign research reactor spent
nucIear fuel, including that containing HEW, is shown to be technically feasible, DOE
waste -tan-
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estimates that the costs of chemical separation and the storage(direct disposal option
would be ncarly the same.)=

This is a dubious list of advantages that focuses mainly on repository disposal issues, and
it deserves close scrutiny. In contrd to the Interim Manugement EIS, the Foreign Research
Reactor EIS does nor provide ajust@cation for reprocessing based on ma urgent need to
stabilize the foreign research reactor spenlfiel. This is mother example of DOE proposing
reprocessing when it is not absolutely necessary on environmental grounds. There is no
immediate environmental or safety need to reprocess the foreign research reactor spent fuel, yet
reprocessing (if chosen as the management alternative) is expected to begin as early as 1996.
DOE's claim that high-level waste fiom reprocessing would be more suitable for storage
than foreign research reactor spent fuel conveniently ignores the increased risk of an accident in a
reprocessing waste tank. DOE assumes that the waste, once mixed into borosilicate glass, would
be acceptable for disposal in the Yucca Mountain repository. However, as discussed above,
hydration aging of the @ass could potentially lead to release of radioactive materials to the
biosphere. The potential mismatch between the repository and the waste form could increase the
life-cycle costs of chemical separation because highly radioactive waste might have to be taken
out of borosilicate glass and put into some other form before disposal.
DOE's admission in the last point that it does not yet know whether spent foreign research
reactor he1 can be directly disposed of in a geologic repository provides all the more reason not
to begin reprocessing procedures until DOE has more fully studied a repository and waste
acceptance criteria. Much of the foreign research reactor spent fuel would be low-enriched
anyway, and LEU poses far lower criticality risks in a repository than HEU. Storing the spent
fuel for an interim period would provide the flexibility needed to make these important decisions
about ultimate disposition.
Comments on the EIS by Brian Costner of the Energy Research Foundation pointed out
that the reprocessing facilities "do indeed exist, but they are forty years old, and subject to
substantial technical, cost, and regulatory uncertainties never discussed in the EIS." He added
that "in the last few years, several significant and never before reviewed safety questions have
come to light."w His comments also explained that the tanks where high-level reprocessing
waste would be stored are also decades old and that it is not true that facifities exist for preparing
other types of reprocessing waste for disposal.
According to DOE,the disadvantages of chemical separation are:

-- Chemical separation would increase the total volume of waste...
2n
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- The separated uranium, which DOE would prefer to blend down to LEU, would have to

be stored until it can ?Esold or otherwise disposed of.

-

The forma of the wastes generated by chemical separation are complex, involving
corrosive, flammable, and toxic liquids.

- The we of chemical sepamtion by the United States as a spent nuclear fuel management
technology could increase the accumulation of m i l a of HEU. The United States d m
not engage in reprocessing (chemical s e p d o n ) for either nuclear power or nuclear
expIosive purposes, and seeks to eljminate, where possible, the ammulation of stockpila
of HEU or p~utonium.~
Several disadvantages are not mentioned here, such as the impact of reprocessing on the
safety of the SRS waste tanks and the technical difEculties of the blending down process. Atso,
DOE does not list as a disadvantagethe impact on U.S. non-proliferation&rts of running one
or more reprocessing plants in the United States for as long as twelve years, even if the extracted
FEU is blended down.
Nevertheless, the explicit outline in the EIS of the disadvantages of reprocessing
repments a step in the right direction for DOE. It shows that at least some officials within DOE
are beginning to question the assumptions that have driven reprocessing policy. The other EIS's
simply assume that reprocessing is a sound technique for spent fuel management, and the lack of a
similar cost and benefit discussion is a remarkable omission from the other EIS's.
The EIS concludes its assessment of chemical separation in the United States with the
following paragraph:
Talung these advantages and disadvantages into account, chemical separation of spent
nuclear fuel in existing hilities is not preferred by DOE as a technology for management
of spent nuclear fuel in the United States because of the necessity of handling additional
waste streams and because it could increase the accumulation of stockpiles of HEU.
Nonetheless, chemical separation I.emains a raonable alternative, especially in light of
DOE'S substantial techid expertise in these operations and the availability of existing
facilities."

The wording of this paragraph may have been carefully ~&ed to satisfy pro- and antireprocessing groups within DOE and to state a preference against reprocessing while leaving a
door open to implement it, possibly in order to obtain South Carolina's aquiescence in accepting
spent fuel shipments. A surprising thing about this paragraph i s that it goes so far as to express a
preference for a policy against reprocessing all types of spent nuclear fuel, that is, not just the
foreign research reactor spent fud that is the subject of the EIS. But as shown above,
-
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reprocessing was DOE'Spreferred stabilization alternative under the Interim Management EIS for
some types of spent fuel, targets, and other nuclear materials already at the Savannah River Site.
This is a clear inconsistency between the two EIS's.
The inconsistency is likely a reflection of the internd debate within DOE over the utility of
reprocessing as a waste management tool. The Interim Management EES was prepared largely by
the Halliburton NUS Corporation, a South Carolina-based DOE contractor, and the Aiken, South
Carolina DOE field office, while the Foreign Research Reactor EIS was prepared by DOE'S
Washington headquarters with State Department input. Aiken is a city that was built on
plutonium and reprocessing in the same way that Pittsburgh was built on steel,=and in general
the DOE sites where reprocessing occurred in the past tend to be stronger advocates of
reprocessing than the upper management in the Office of Environmental Management. Changing
the pro-reprocessing culture of DOE will require strong leadership fiom Secretary O'Leary,
Assistant Secretary Grumbly and other high-leveI officials within DOE headquarters.
Despite the preference in the EIS not to reprocess, the EIS outlines some cases where
reprocessing may be justified, proposing "to limit near term chemical separation as a method for
managing spent nuclear fuel in the United States to only those cases where it would be needed to
accomplish one or more of the following:""'
1. Protection of the health and safety of workers or the public;

2. Conversion of the spent nuclear fuel into a more stable physical form to enable it to be
safely stored prior to ultimate disposition;
3. Conversion of the spent nuclear fuel into a physical form that is acceptable for disposal
in a geologic repository; or

4. To address programmatic conditions, such as the unavailability o f suitable storage
facilities or the likelihood of substantial lifcqcle cost savings from chemical separation
(followed by twatrnent, storage, and disposal of the resulting m)
versus storage and
disposition of intact nuclear fuel

These conditions on reprocessing are very broad. Indeed, the circumstances under which
DOE would allow chemical separation to occur are similar to the reasons DOE proposes to
implement chemical separation. For example, as discussed above, DOE believes reprocessing is
advantageous to address points #2 and #3. Limitation #4 would allow reprocessing of large
portions of DOE spent hel, since much of it is not stored in suitable forms or facilities today.

See !he San Francisco Chronicle, April 1I, 1995, for a lengthy article on the changes in Aiken due Savannah

River Site layoffs and the unmhin future mission of the site.
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Indeed, the limitations allm reprocessing of whatever qenlfieZDOE might choose to
reprocess.
Though the proposed limitations on reprocessing are weak, this section again points to the
evolving nature of DOE policy on reprocessing. This section challenges the long-standing
presumption in favor of reprocessing and puts the burden on advocates of reprocessing to justify
their support for it based on (admittedly weak) written criteria. In sum, while the draft EIS states
that the reprocessing alternative is, on balance, not the preferred one, there appears to be an
enormous amount of room for a change in policy either in the hal EIS or perhaps even
thereafker.
Non-proliferation Coltsequences of Reprmesing in the United States
To meet U.S. non-proliferation policy, DOE prefers to blend down HEU separated from
spent research reactor fuel in the United States into low-enriched uranium, but in a familiar
pattem, neither institutional and technical procedures nor a schedule for blending down is
outlinednm The EIS indicates that LEU resulting from blending-down could be returned to the
commercial sector for re-use as reactor fLel,"* and the small amount of plutonium in spent fuel
would not be separated."' The EIS states that if DOE decides not to blend down HEU recovered
under the Interim Management EIS (for example, from the HEU-solutions in the H-Canyon),then
EIEU recovered from the foreign research reactor spent fuel would also not be blended down, and
would instead be placed under IAEA safeguards. DOE does not prefer this alternative, however,
because it recognizes that the policy of taking back spent fuel from foreign research reactors,
which was designed to limit the accumulation of HEU abroad, should not result in HEU
stockpiling in the United
Blending-down is the preferred option in the Interim
Management EIS as well.
The Foreign Research Reactor EIS acknowledges that despite U. S. government intentions
to blend down HEU into non-weapons-usable form,"other states may perceive only that the U.S.
has re-started reprocessing."u3 According to the EIS, this could have negative non-proliferation
consequences:
For example, the potential exists that other states (e.g., Iran), might use the restart of
reprocessing in the United States as an cxcuse to continue current programs or begin new
ones - activities that would run counter to U.S. nuclear weapons nonpraIiferation
interests. The implications in North Korea, where the United States has been actively
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working to create a nomeprocessing zone, as well as in other states, could complicate
current U.S.nonproliferation activitie~.~

This is the most explicit passage about the international non-proliferation implications of
U.S. reprocessing in all of the EIS's and documents discussed in this report. Going beyond the
standardized language of the F-CanyonETS,this passage grants that U.S.reprocessing could be
detrimental to U.S. non-proliferation interests abroad. The only other place that comes close to
granting this point is the Interim Management EIS 's statement that shutting down one of the
canyons at the SRS would support U.S. non-proliferation efforts. The more forceful language
and wider scope of non-proliferation implications outlined in the Foreign Research Reactor EIS
compared to other documents cuuld be yet another reflection of State Department and DOE
headquarters involvement in formulating research reactor spent fuel policy.
It should be mentioned that not only may North Korea or Iran take U.S. reprocessing as a
license for their activities, but Russia and other states currently operating reprocessing plants may
view it as a kind of legitbtion of reprocessing. It remrtins to be seen whether the negative
non-proliferation implications of starting reprocessimg for management of foreign research reactor
fuel, as acknowledged by DOE, would be enough to offset the assumed cost savings and assumed
ease of using existing facilities.
The passage aIso points to a little-acknowledged fact. If reprocessing plants are operated
in the U.S. for the foreign research reactor spent fiel, and if extracted HEU is blended-dawn
(thus avoiding weapons-usable fissile material accumulation in the United States), the negative
non-proliferation consequences of reprocessing may nevertheless remain. Other countries may
see only that U,S.is operating its Cold War reprocessing plants for as long as twelve years, and
they would not be able to verify the purpose or the product of the reprocessing, In addition, other
countries would not appreciate the fact that the U.S. is reprocessing the very spent fuel that it is
trying to prevent them fiom reprocessing.
Cost of Reprocexring Foreign Spent Fuel us. Storage in the United Sfafes
There are large uncertainties in estimating costs for various management options because
the spent hel has not been characterized and because of the long time-fiame for spent fuel
acceptance. DOE cost estimates appear to underestimate the true cost of reprocessing and
overestimate the cost of storage options.
The EIS states that reprocessing spent foreign research reactor fuel alone is not
economically viable because of the expense of operating a separations canyon for a small amount
of material. The undiscounted cost of separating 18.2 metric tons of aluminum-clad spent fuel
alone at the Savannah River Site would be $2.15 billion in 1996 dollars,"' while chemically
DOE 1995c, p. 4-84
235
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separating the s m e mount of foreign research reactor fuel concurrently with the other materials
at the Savannah River Site would cost $1.5 billion.236 A decision to reprocess foreign research
reactor spent fuel is thus "predicated upon a decision by DOE to re-start the chemical separation
facilities at the Savannah Rivw Site under the Interim Management ofNuclear Materids EIS.''~'
It has h d y been shown that one or more reprocessing canyons are likely to be re+
started pursuant to that EIS. In addition, according to the DOE, operating parts of the F-Canyon
to stabilize the plutonium solutions will "serve to maintain the operability of facilities that couId
potentially be used for chemical separation of foreign research reactor spent fuel at the S a v d
River site.""' In a kind of ripple eflect, operating separaionr cayurn and conversion linesfor
other p u w s increases the incentive to use themfor the foreign resewch reactor spertfiel.
The EIS explains that "[~Joncur~ent
processing is not currentIy evaluated as an option
after 2003,but this may change as a result of NEPA reviews on other programs.'"g That is,
DOE anticipates that after the Interim Management materials are reprocessed (completion is
expected before 2003), there may be other materials that could be reprocessed concurrently with
the foreign research reactor spent fuel. The EIS does not elaborate on the nature of these
materials or reasons for reprocessing any other spent fuel. This Iends further credence to this
report's argument that a failure to place a dehite near-term endpoint on reprocessing could lead
to a situation where the plants are kept operational indefinitely to manage spent fuel that is found
in the future to be corroding.
DOE may be underestimating the cost for chemically separating foreign research reactor
h e 1 during the period of operation of canyons pursuant to the Interim Management EIS by not
attributing costs correctly to the research reactor fuel. For exampb, DOE provides a very low
estimate that the incremental cost of separating foreign research reactor fuel in the H-Canyon
between 1997-1999, when it is expected to operate to s t a b j h HEU solutions, will be onIy $1
million?40 But the EIS also states that the total annual cost of operating H-Canyon is $84
It thus attributes only 0.6% of the annual cost to the foreign research reactor spent
fuel, and the real annual operating cost of H-Canyonis about twice the $84 million figure.
Comments on the EIS by Brian Costner of the Energy Research Foundation charged that "the EIS
should better ensure that the foreign research reactor spent fuel program is charged a full and f%r
percentage of operating M sts and ~verhead."~'
Similarly, the EIS does not attribute the estimated $210 d o n cost of upgrading
reprocessing facilities at the Savannah River Site to the foreign research reactor spent fuel. It
236
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argues that these %ouId, presumably, be borne by other programs requiring use ofthe facilities,
e.g. programs to stabilize the existing Savannah River Site materials under a separate E I S . " ~A~
large portion of this wst, which again is probably on the low end, should be attributed to the
foreign research reactor spent fuel because the need to manage this material was cited as a
primary justification for the upgrades.
DOE's comparison of the costs of reprocessing versus storage is dso suspect.
The EIS concludes that the costs are about the same ($1.4 billion to $1.65 billion for the former,
$I -35 b i o n to $2.15 billion fbr the latter in undiscounted 1996 doIIm). However, the cost
uncertainty for storage is greater because, according to DOE, it is not known what processing the
stored spent fie1 may have to undergo before emplacement in a repository, whereas vised highlevel waste, the waste product from chemical separation, is expected to be suitable for the
repository. The cost uncertainty for storage is $2 to $2.5 billion, while the uncertainty for
chemical separation is $0.5 biil~ion.~
It is true that it may be costly to change the form or
enrichment of HEU spent fuel if it is found that it cannot be directly disposed of in a repository.
These potential future cost uncertainties are outweighed, however, by the present risks of
reprocessing and the possibility that no extensive modifications are needed for the HEU spent
hel,
DOE's cost estimates, which assume that waste in borosilicate glass will be acceptable in a
repository, could drive the implementation of chemical separation despite DOE's tepid prderence
not to reprocess. The cost estimates may be flawed, however. For exampIe, the EIS
acknowledges that the number of casks it estimates would be needed for the dry storage option is
"very conservative and correspond[s] to a maximum of around 40 percent ofthe NRC-licensed
heat loads per c a ~ k . " ~figher
'
heat loadings per cask would reduce the overall cost of dry
storage."

Repmesing Spenl Foreign Research Reactor Fuel Outsiak ihe United States
The other major alternative in the EIS involving reprocessing is to separate the foreign
research reactor spent fuel at a foreign facility with U.S. c'hn~iialandlor logistical" assistance.
The reprocessing could be done either in France or the United Kingdom. Accord'ing to DOE,
both countries "have modern fuel cycle facilities and offer a complete line of services to
international customer^."^' This alternative is more likely to be implemented in the United
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Kingdom because its Dounresy plant in Scotland is "the sole facility currently willing and abIe to
reprocess" spent foreign research reactor fuel."8
Because the British and French governments do not accept responsibility for disposing of
high-level waste from reprocessing other countries' spent fuel, the wastes would have to be
returned to the reactor operator, but because some countries do not have the capability to store
The EIS states that the
high-level waste, some waste may have to be sent to the United
cement waste form produced at Dounreay is not compatible with U,S. radioactive waste disposal.
standards. The United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority is thus considering a proposal to send
vitrified high-level waste fromthe Sellafield reprocessing facility to the United States as a
substitute for the Dounreay cement.z0 The EIS indicates that vitrified high-level waste fiom
reprocessing the full 19.2 metric tons of research reactor spent fuel would fill 16 European-size
canisters, or four American cani~ters.~'
The Dounreay option may be politically attractive to DOE because no shipments of spent
fuel from foreign countries would come to the United States and very little waste would have to
be managed in the United States. The EIS does not include the environmental impacts in the
United Kingdom or France from reprocessing operations in its comparison of this option with
other alternative^.^^ These impacts would of course not be eliminated but would simply be
exported to another country.
In assessing the option of reprocessing abroad, the EIS explains that factors such as
ensuring that any HEU produced from reprocessing is blended-down and that the reprocessing
plant could be modified to handle the high-density LEU fuels that the U.S.is urging the reactor
operators to use "would have to be considered."253DOE believes that these measures are
important to wean research reactor operators away from HEU fbel and to reduce the amount of
HEU in civil commerce.
However, the EIS does not categorically state that the Dounreay option would be ruled
out if the U.S.could not secure these comfnitments. It is not at dI clear that Dounreay would
agree to the U.S. conditions, since implementing a capacity to reprocess high-density LEU is
expensive and since there could potentially be more profit in selling the material from reprocessed
spent fuel as HEU for research reactors than in selling it as LEU. Comments on the DraR EIS by
the Nuclear Control Institute, a DC-based non-proliferation group, pointed out that "Despite
repeated attempts, the United States has been unable to obtain any of these...commitments -- let
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alone all ofthem from the UK's AEA Dounreay faci~ity."~'
It is possible that if negotiations
stall, the use of Dounreay wdd be seen as so politically attractive that DOE would accept less
than fuII adherence to the conditions.
A third condition on the Dounreay option listed in the EIS is that "research reactor
operators would be encouraged to convert to LEU if an LEU fuel exists or is devdoped that will
allow such erati ti on."^' This condition is not sufficient. Unlesp Dounreay goes M e r than
merely encouraging operators to switch and actually r&ses to reprocess H[EU fiom a reactor that
is capable but does not use LEU, the gods of the RERTR program will be defeated.
Even if Dowerty agreed to all three conditions,the Dounreay option may have negative
consequences for U.S. non-proliferation policy. For the past forty years the United States has
been able to control a Iarge portion of world-wide commerce in HEU by supplying HEU, taking it
back in spent fhd, and encouraging reactor operators to switch to LEU. Involving another
country and a facility which does not necessarily share U.S.goals may reduce U.S.control over
HEU commerce and hence reduoe U.S. leverage to eliminate HEU &om civil
Costs of Reprocessing A b r d

The ETS indicates that the reprocessing capacity of Dounreay is small and that
reprocessing 19.2 metric tons of spent fuel from the foreign resesrch reactors would take more
than 22 years if the plant operated at 100% capacity.u' To shorten this time and lower costs, the
EIS explains that the Savannah River Site and Dounreay could be used in tandem. Foreign
research reactor spent fuel could be reprocessed at the Savannah River Site in the near term (1997
to 2003), while the canyons are kely to operate pursuant to the Interim Management EIS,and
Dounreay could be used from 1997 to 2 0 0 8 . ~Th~is would avoid having to operate the Savannah
River plants solely for the research reactor spent fuel, Which spent fuel would be sent to each
fsciIity would depend on the location ofthe reactor, the nature of the spent fuel, and the capability
of the country to take back cement waste b m ~ o u n r e a ~According
."~
to the EIS,using the two
sites in tandem would "expeditecompletion of the program and cost less than any United Statesonly alternati~e."~~
The total cost of this option, with chemical separation of 10,500 fuel
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elements at the Savannah River Site, 9,750 he1 elements at Dounreay, and storage of TRIGA fuel
at INEL, is estimated at $1-45 billion in undiscounted 1996 dollars.261
The Dounreay facility currently charges $5,000 to $6,000 per kilogram of total mass of
spent fuel for reprocessing not including shipping of spent fuel to the plant or shipment of wastes
from the plant but including cementing the waste." If it is assumed that the roughly 50/50 split
in the number of elements going to Dounreay and the Savannah River Site under the tandem
option means a 50150 split by mass, then Dounreay may reprocess about 50,000 kilograms in total
mass of research reactor
At current c b e s , this would provide $250 million to $300
million to Thonreay. The Nuclear Control Institute charged that providing any -cia1
assistance to Dounreay "would use U.S.taxpayer dolfars to reopen, subsidize, and keep in
business a foreign reprocessing plant, despite the stated U.S.policy of not encouraging foreign
reprocessing."m

Conclusion about Munagement Optiomfor Foreign Research Reactor Spenl Fuel
There are no ideal options for managing the spent fuel from foreign research ractors.
Storage of the spent fuel in the United States is opposed by some who live near potential storage
facilities and along transportation routes because the United States would bear the waste burden
of other countries. Reprocessing the spent fuel in the U,S.or abroad would undermine U.S.nonproliferation interests, and not taking the spent fuel from reactor operators would perpetuate civil
use of HEU.
In choosing among alternatives which a11 have certain drawbacks, storage in the United
States is the most viable option. In contrast to DOE'S overall spent nuclear fuel management
plan, which involves thousands of shipments of spent fuel around the U.S.with uncertain benefits,
there is a clear non-proliferation benefit to the acceptance and storage of the foreign research
reactor spent fuel. While storage does pose some environmental and safety risks, these risks are
relatively low and far lower than reprocessing in the U.S. or abroad. A DOE decision to accept
the spent fuel into the United States should be accompanied by a written and biding commitment
not to reprocess it.

US.Foreign Research Reactor Policy and Overall US.FissiZe Material Policy
The United States' Iong-standing policy of accepting U. S.-origin research reactor spent
fuel and the urgency with which DOE is trying to continue this policy are indications of the U.S.
commitment to limiting the civil use of HEW,which is readily usable in nuclear weapons. The
DOE 1995c, p. F-297
DOE 1995c, p. F-298
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reasoning behind this policy is sound. As a general ruIe it is important to keep weapons-usable
materials out of civilian commerce,especidIy since so many countries of varying degrees of
political stability operate research reactors.
It is also sound policy to upprmch the more serious and growingproblem of civilian use
ofplutonium wiih the same urgency and commitment of resources, especially given the U.S.
policy to "explore means to limit the stockpiling of plutonium from civil nuclear programs."
There is much more separated plutonium in civilian commerce than HEU (1 80 metric tons of
plutonium vs. 20 metric tons of HEU).~'However, as stated before, the United States has not
put pressure on the countries that operate civil reprocessing plants to halt plutonium extraction
and it has met its uranium supply commitments to countries that have their commercial spent fuel
reprocessed. An example of this discontinuity is that the U.S. government offered a Belgian
research reactor operator $500,000 in 1993 to break a contract with Dounreay to reprocess spent
fuel.z66At the time, DOE was concerned that sending the fuel to Dounreay would encourage
international commerce in HEU (because Dounreay would not have blended-down the extracted
However, the U.S. has not taken steps to dissuade Belgium from reprocessing its
commercial spent fuel. Belgium has already acquired over 1,170 kilograms of weapons-usable
plutonium through reprocessing contracts with the French company cogem."'
DOE anticipates this line of argument and offers a response in the EIS to individuals and
groups who have called U.S. policy on civil plutonium and research reactor spent fuel
inconsistent:

Ev.

The U.S. government believes that the growing quantities of plutonium in international
commerce do present a M t to the efforts of the United States and other countries to
prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons. In countries where material control and
accounting or physical protection systems are not sufficiently rigorous, there is a risk of
diversion or theft of such materials. In addition, even in countries with effective nuclear
weapons nonproliferation commitments, the presence of unneeded stocks of plutonium
could raise security concerns on the part of neighbring countries. Accordingly, the U.S
government does not enmurage the civil use of

.

This is a strong statement on the dangers of civil plutonium use, even stronger than the
presidential pronouncements in the White House fact sheet, The statement is followed, however,
by an almost inevitable "nevertheless":
Nevertheless, the United States is also committed to being a reliable trading partner and to
avoiding interfercnce in peaceful nuclear programs... Underbking the use of U.S. consent
265
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rights to b l d c reprocessing would lead to confrontation with key allies- and would
jeopardize their support for the broader U.S. nuclear weapons non-proliferation agenda.269

This argument is not strong enough to justify ignoring the proliferation dangers DOE itself
says are posed by civil plutonium programs. The RERTR program, after all, is a kind of
"interference in peacehl nucleiu programs." That is, the U.S.offered an incentive, taking back
spent fbel, to convince countries to convert peacehl nuclear activities using a bomb-material,
HEU, to activities using proliferation-resistant material. Similarly, the United States could offer
an incentive to work with France, Belgium, Japan, and other countries with civil plutonium
programs to convert their peaceful nuclear energy programs from a bomb-material, plutonium, to
a proliferation-resistant material, low-enriched uranium. An appropriate and symbolic incentive
might be to create an international resetve of low-enriched uranium, blended-down from HEU
from dismantled warheads, to serve as an alternative to plutonium-based fuels.
A serious multilateral discussion of civilian plutonium issues that includes appropriate
incentives does not have to lead to a confrontation with U.S. allies. Beginning to talk about
alternatives to plutonium-based reactor fuel could Iead to progress on what the U.S. considers to
be a serious proliferation matter. Such discussions with Russia could lead to a halt in all forms of
reprocessing there. Of course, the U.S. would carry much more authority in these discussions if it
were not it self operating reprocessing plants.
Another, even more surprising discontinuity between the administration's research reactor
policy and its civil plutonium policy is that the EIS cites HEU in qent nuclearfuel as a
proliferation threat. In explaining the problems with the option of U.S.assistance in storing the
spent fuel overseas, the EIS says:

...even if perfectly secure storage facilities [for the spent fuel]

were built [in foreign

countries], all that would be required to frustrate their function would be a coup or other
change in government leaving a regime in power that is unconcerned about the
proliferation of nuclear weapons. Then the spent nuclear fuel could be divertad inta a
weapons production program... It seems clear that the potential for such an event to occur
would increase with the nurnbr of spent nuclear fbel stockpiles that are allowed to build
up around the world and the length of time they exist.270

Weapons-usable material in spent fie1 does pose a small degree of proliferation risk. U.S.
concerns about a coup or change in government leading to use of HEU in spent fuel in weapons
are sufficient to justify a complex program to bring the spent fuel to the United States. On the
other hand, little is done to minimize the risks from the 180 metric tons of separated commercial
plutonium that exist in the world today, which would not even need to be reprocessed before use
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in weapons. Plutonium-239 has a half-life of over 24,000 years, while the current "half-lifen of
political change in a country like Russia is on the order of a few years. Yet no similar program
has been established to halt civil pIutoniurn production in Russia or other countries. Indeed, the
approximately 750 metric tons of plutonium in spent fuel at hundreds of reactor cooling pools
around the world also pose some degree of proliferation risk, though less than those from WEU in

spent fwd.
One fiinal point about the administration's priorities on Wile materials issues is the
disproportionality between the urgency with which it is pursuing the foreign research reactor
spent fuel program and the relative lack of priority with which it has implemented its HEU deal
with Russia. In the $12 bion, twentyyeat deal signed in January 1994, Russia agreed to blend
down 500 metric tons of HEU into low-enriched uranium for sde to the United States. Frontpage stories in major newspapers in the spring of 1995 indicated that the HEU deal was in trouble
due to disagreements between the Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy and the United States
Enrichment Corporation over the price that wiLl be paid for the low-enriched uranium, U.S.
Commerce Department concerns about Russian uranium dumping on the U.S. market have also
held up the deal. Three years after the deal was &st proposed and close to two years after the
deal was signed, onIy two smaU shipments of LEU have arrived in the United States. U.S.md
Russian officials have recently negotiated to get the deal back on track.
The total mount ofHEU in foreign research reactor spent fuel that the U.S.is proposing
to manage is 4.6 metric tons, though the program itseIf could forestall the use of more HEU over
the next several de~ades.~'
The HEU in spent fuel is not usable in weapons without
reprocessing. This pales in comparison to SO0 metric tons of weapons-usable WEU that is not in
spent fie1 in a politically unstable country where reports of thefts of radioactive materials ate
widespread and where several thefts have actually occurred. The United States government
certainly needs to make the implementation of this deal a higher priority.

Final Spent Nuclear Fuel and m L EIS

In April 1995, the Department of Energy released its Programmatic S 'Nuclear Fuel
Management mdI&ho NatlonaI Engineering Laboratory Envirmmental Restoration and Wmte
Management Programs FimI Environmental Impact Statement (the SNFflNEL EIS). As lengthy
as its title implies, the thirteen-volume EIS outlines the alternatives for managing spent nudear
fuel from DOE sites, naval reactors, research reactors, and some commercial reactors over the
next forty years until the spent fuel can be disposed of in a repository. Most of the material
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addressed in the Interim Management EIS and the Foreign Research Reactor EIS, which have
shorter-term planning horizons, is a d d r e d in the S N F m EIS over the long-term.
The SNF/INEL EIS also outlines the d t d v e s for environmental restoration and waste
management at INEL. The two subjects were included as a package in part because INEL figures
prominently in almost a11 of the options being proposed fbr managing spent nuclear fuel. Most of
the INEL waste management section ofthe EIS does not relate to the subject of this paper.
DOE has responsibility for roughly 2,650 metric tons of spent nuclear fuel at over 50 sites
in the United ~ t a t e s DOE'S
.~
spent fueI inventory contains 53 different categories of fueltypes.
On May 30, 1995, DOE issued its Record of Decision (ROD)for the SNFDNEL EIS. The
Department chose the "Regionalizationby FueI Type" alternative for spent fuel. Aldurn-clad
spent fud will be sent to and managed at the Savannah River Site. AU other fud types, such as
navd &el, TRIGA fuel, and zirconium-clad fuel, will be sent to and managed at INEL, with the
exception of Hanford N-Reactor fud, which will be managed at W o r d . N-reactor fuel
comprises the majority of DOE spent fuel by mass.
Approximate DOE Spent Fuel Inventory in Metric Tons and by Percentage of Total in
1995 and 2035 (after Regionalization by Fuel Type)

SOURCE:Record of Decision, SNPllNEL EIS, p. 13
NOTI? The 95 metric ton increase in the total iwentory of spent fuel comes from futurespent fuel generation from
naval reactors, foreign march reactors, and other sources.

The main stated factor in the decision to regionalize spent fuel by fuel type was the
capability of each site to "manage specific fuel types with respect to cladding material, physical
and chemicaI composition, fuel condition, and adequate facilities to handle increased quantities of
fuel,"2n Most of the aluminum-dad fuel in the United States is already at the Savannah River
Site, and naval fuel has historically been sent to INEL for characterization, storage, and
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reprocessing. As will be shown below, a potential effect of regionalizing spent fuel by fuel type is
to facilitate reprocessing the spent &el.
Reprocessing in the ETS
The main decision that DOE made based on the EIS was where spent fuel should be
shipped to and managed, but the EIS does outline and discuss potential management techniques
that could be applied to its spent fuel. According to the EIS, "technology-based decisions are
most appropriately made after a detailed analysis on a fuel type-specific or site-specific basis."n4
The SNFlINEL EIS lays out possible storage, stabilization, and processing techniques that could
be applied to manage the spent nuclear fuel inventory, and reprocessing is one such technique. A
number of the deveIopmental processing techniques (chopping, melting, electrometallurgical
processing etc.) discussed in the Foreign Research Reactor EIS and the Technology Integration
Plan could also be applied to the spent fuel, md these are outlined in an appendix to the
SNF/INEL EIS.
The only concrete decision on reprocessing made by DOE based on the EIS is that it will
fund and demonstrate the electrometatlurgical process this year under the "modified 10-year plan"
for INEL."' As stated above, one isolated sentence in the EIS explains that R&D on
electrometallurgical processing will include processing limited quantities of commercial spent hel.
This is far outside the scope of the DOE-owned spent fuel management program and should not
be undertaken as it reverses long-standing U.S. abstention from commercial reprocessing and
keeps the door open to a return of commercial reprocessing in this country.
Despite current uncertainties about choosing a spent fire?management technique over the
long-term, there are some passages in the EIS that indicate that DOE may be Iikely to choose
reprocessing as a major part of the spent fuel management program. For example, Appendix J of
the EIS, which lists and describes developmental processing technologies such as
electrometallurgical processing and the chloride volatiIity process, says that chemical separation is
the "only technology currently avai~able.""~The other technologies are in the research phase,
with varying times before they could be ready for full-scale implementation. In the near term
(within the next five years or so), chemical separation or electrometallurgical processing, which is
the most advanced of the developmental technoIogies, may be the only processing t ethnologies
available for spent fuel, though improved storage facilities could also be built in this time. Like
the Foreign Research Reactor EIS, the SNF/INEL EIS does not provide sufficient data to explain
the need to reprocess spent fuel.
The EIS also states that "Chemical separatiodprocessing at DOE sites was evaluated
under certain alternatives as a reasonably foreseeable activity as a SNF stabilization
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t e c h n ~ l o ~ ~"Reasonably
.''~
foreseeable" suggests stronger intent than merely describing
chemical separation as a "reasonable"alternative to consider. The Savannah River Site volume of
the EIS evaluates reprocessing in the F-and/or H-canyons as a " r e p ~ t a t i v e "
processing
te~hniquefor spent fuel. That is, the environmental impacts of reprocessing were deemed to be
representative of the environmental impacts from other potential processing technologiesn8 he
'
EIS analysis assumes that 184,4 metric tons of aIuminum-clad spent fuel currently at Savannah
River Site would be separated in the canyons. While the environmental impacts of dry and wet
storage of spent fuel are also analyzed in this section, chemical separation of fissile m a t d s is the
only processing option for which an environmental analysis was done in the E I S . ~Parts of the
environmental analysis were prepared hastily and with inadequate documentation and calculation,
as discussed below.
Operating the Savannah River Site canyons is "not necessarily the [option] that DOE
would select. Detailed NEPA evaluations would be required to implement any spent fuel
management plan at SRS
There is already an example of DOE not living up to this claim
however. The Foreign Research Reactor EIS,which considers chemical separation at the
Savrrnnah River Site, does not provide a detailed environmental evaluation but instead often
references the environmental analysis of the SNF/ INEL EIS.~'' That is, it appears that the broad
preliminary environmental analysis of reprocessing in the SNF/INEL EIS has already contributed
to the "path forward" to potential implementation of reprocessing at the S a v d River Site.
RegiionaZimtion by Fuel T p is Coruiiicive to Reprocessing
As discussed above, the main goal of the S N F m EIS is to decide where to ship and
manage spent fuel, with decisions on management technologies to be made based on subsequent
EIS's. Another way to look at this is that DOE has decided where to send spent fuel without
deciding what will happen to it once it gets there, which is perhaps the more important issue. Tt is
plausible that if one or more reprocessing plants are operating pursuant to other EIS's as spent
fuel arrives at the Savannah River Site or INEL pursuant to the S N F M L EIS,then there will be
a strong incentive to reprocess that spent fuel rather than to investigate and pay for other
alternatives. DOE'S reprocessing plants happen to be regionalized by fuel type in the same
m m e r as DOE is proposing to regionalize the spent &el. That is, the two reprocessing pIants at
the Savannah River Site a n only reprocess aluminum-clad fuel, while the Chemical Processing
Plant at INELcan reprocess all types of spent fuel.
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The case of the Savannah River Site is instructive. DOE's plan for the Savannah River
Site under the prefer& Regionalization by Fuel Type alternative is to "[r]eIocate duminum-clad
fuels to Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuels; then to new wet or dry storage facilities, or move
aluminum-clad fuels to F- and H-Canyon for processing."2" While this sentence mentions storage
and reprocessing options, the separations canyons at the Savannah River Site were designed to
reprocess duminum-clad spent fuel and most of the aIuminurn-dad spent he1 currently at the
Savannah River Site is slated for reprocessing under the Interim Management EIS.
The EIS does state that if aluminurn-clad spent fuel now at the SRS were reprocessed, the
small amount of aluminum-clad spent he1 that would be brought in from other sites could be
stored in pools because space would become a~ailable.'~' The bulk of the 184.4 metric tons of
aluminum-clad spent fuel currently at the SRS is 147 metric tons of aluminum-clad Mark-31
targets. As discussed above, under the Interim Management EIS the preferred option is to
dissolve the Mark-3 1 targets, chemically separate the plutonium, and process the plutonium to
metal.'" This is expected to be completed over the next two years.285
When several metric tons of aluminum-clad spent fuel arrive at the SRS from sites around
the U.S. each year during this two year period or during the eight to twelve year period in which
reprocessing canyons may operate for foreign research reactor spent fuel, there will be a strong
incentive to reprocess it along with other aluminum-cIad fuels being reprocessed even if space is
available to store it. DOE's statement that reprocessing material currently at the SRS would open
up storage space for material coming in the future may be true, but DOE demonstrated in the
Foreign Research Reactor EIS that there is a strong economic incentive to reprocess incoming
material if the canyons are operating for other purposes, DOE also may find it logistically easier
to lump the newly arrived spent fuel in with spent fuel dated for reprocessing than to find
alternate storage andlor stabilization techniques for it. i%e point is that a decision to reprocess
the Mark-31 targets, and especially a decision to reprocess both the Mark-31 largeis andforeign
research reactor spentfrrel, makes it far more likely that nearly all alumimm-clad spent fuel in
the United States, once consoIi&ted at the Savat~nahRiver Site, would be reprocessed. As
noted above, a recent Westinghouse evaluates the cost and scheduIe for the option of
reprocessing all aluminum-clad spent at the SRS and estimates that it would be completed by
2012, at which point all of aluminum clad spent fuel from other sites is likely to have arrived at
the S R S . ~ ~

Chemical separation at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory is much less likely than
at the Savannah River Site. The Chemical Processing Plant, which historically performed
mDOE 1995a, Volume 1, Appendix C, p. 3-7
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reprocessing operations, is shut-down, and "activities are under way to place this facility in a
permanent shutdown rn~de."~"
The preferred Regionalition by Fuel Type alternative does not
call for re-starting the plant, and the EIS states that "DOE has no current plans to resume spent
fuel reprocessing activities at the Idaho Chemical Processing ~ l a n t . The
" ~ EIS calculates some
accident scenarios involving use of the Chemical Processing Plant under two non-preferred
alternatives, Regionahtion by Geography (INEL) and Centraljzation at INEL,because the
number of spent fuel shipments to INELwould be roughly two to four times greater under these
alternatives than under the preferred option." According to the EIS,under these two
alternatives "there could be a need to resume processing operations to stabilize degraded spent
nuclear fuel operations [sic] and assure adequate storage space for spent nuclear fuel received
from other ~ i t e s , Given
" ~ that these two alternatives were rejected in the Record of Decision, it
appears unlikely that reprocessing will occur at the Chemical Processing Plant, though it remains a
possibility. Electrometallurgical processing, however, once demonstrated on EBR-II spent fuel at
INEL, could be applied to other spent fuel currently at INELand to spent fuel from other sites
that will be shipped to INEL.

DOE Data S h e d in F a w of Reprocmng
Other sections of this report have presented evidence that some DOE data overstate the
advantages of reprocessing and underestimate the advantages of storage alternatives. The most
egregious example of this may be found in the SNFANEL EIS where DOE estimates that only 23
cubic meters of high-level radioactive waste would be produced fiom reprocessing 184.4 metric
tons of aluminum-clad spent fuel at the Savannah River site."' This is a ratio of about 0.125
cubic meters of high level waste for each metric ton of spent fuel reprocessed. The Interim
Management EIS,on the other hand, gives a ratio of 14.3 cubic meters of high level waste for
each metric ton of Mark-31 targets reprocessed,?92an estimate that is over 1 00 times greater per
metric ton. Moreover, the 184.4 metric tons of spent he1 that are the subject of the waste
generation adysis in the SNFANEL EIS incIudes the 147 metric tons of Mark-3 1 targets.
Upon investigation, IEER discovered that the 23 cubic meter figure is not comparable to
the figuresfor high-level waste in other EIS's. in other cases, high-level waste is dehed as the
lipid waste containing fission products that are to be discharged into high-level waste tanks.
Thus, even the liquid wastes fiom flter regeneration are classified as high-level wastes. In the
SNFANEL EIS, however, the 23 cubic meter figure is DOE'S estimate of the solid, concentrated,
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vitrified high-level waste that would eventually be produced after the wastes are run through a
vitrification
As discussed above in the section on the Final Interim Management EIS,
reprocessing the Mark-3 1 targets, 80% of the 184.4 metric ton total, is expected to produce 2.1
million liters (2,100 cubic meters) of liquid high-level waste.
The 23 cubic meter figure came fiom a Technical Data Summary by DOE'S Savannah
River Site contractor, Westinghouse, supporting the EIS. Westinghouse began the report by
issuing caveats, stating that it was prepared under "under severe time constraints" and admitting
that "it is likely that careful scrutiny will reveal numerous discrepancies, inconsistencies, and
omis~ions."~
Further, the Westinghouse report stated:
Due to limited time available f i r this study, essentially all data represents the best
engineeringjudgment of the experienced personnel of the WSRC NMPD Planning Section.
There Is little documented basis or culculc~tionsto support the data presented.w5

[emphasis adddl
It should be noted that this same report was used as the basis for waste generation and air
emissions estimates throughout the Savannah River Site section of the SNFEIS. That
DOE would rely on such a report for its overall EIS for spent fuel management and publish such
an estimate for high-level waste generation raises serious questions not only about DOE
methodology, but dso about its commitment to undertaking a realistic appraisal of spent fuel
management alternatives based on sound science.

Reprocessing ad Hanford
A potential major new development in U.S. reprocessing policy is vaguely outlined in the
Hanford section of the 131s. In preparing the EIS, DOE considered building a new reprocessing
facility at Hanford to stabilize the 2 103 metric tons of N-reactor spent fuel there. Under the
Regionahtion by Fuel Type altemtive chosen by DOE, four basic management options are
available for the N-reactor spent fuel. Two of the options involve direct storage, and two of the
options involve stabilization before storage. Three potential stabhtion technologies are roughly
outlined in the EIS under the latter two options, one ofwhich (Process Q) is chemicaI separation.
"Process Q uses solvent extraction by which metallic defense fuels are dissolved, separating
uranium and plutonium and a liquid high-level waste stream that would most likely be vitr3ed for
disposal in a geologic repo~itory."~
Needless to say, "Process Q" is another example of
obfuscating DOE terminoIogy. A new "Solvent Extraction Fuel Process Facility," or a new
243 Even so the figure of 23 cubic meters appears not to be correct because of a confusion between gross and net
weight of glass in the dculation (handwritten calcuiations by Hallibrvton NUS copration, March 28,1995.)
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reprocessing plant in pIainer language, would have to be built fbr this option. DOE estimates it
could build it in three years, have it operational by 200 1, and once operational reprocess the 2 103
metric tons of spent firel in 4 years.m
As stated above, DOE'S current plan is to rapidly encapsulate the corroding
N-reactor fuel in the &East basin and then move all the N-reactor spent fuel to dry storage.
Construction of a new reprocessing plant at W o r d is extremely unlikely now that DOE has
decided to go with dry storage. However, since reprocessing sentiment is still strong in many
parts of DOE, this could change, especially if broader national political m a t s favor the nuclear
weapons plants. The proposal therefore deserves to be discussed here, for completeness.
Construction of a new reprocessing plant in the United States would raise severe
questions about U.S. intentions to dispose of plutonium and would undermine U.S. credibility to
oppose reprocessing in other countries. Reprocessing the 2,103 metric tons of N-reactor spent
fuel would extract about 4 metric tons of weapons-usableplutonium." Five years ago, DOE
considered reprocessing the N-reactor spent fuel at the existing PUREX reprocessing plant at
W o r d , That particular proposal was ultimately rejected because of safety issues with the
PUREX plant and because storage was shown to be a better option, but apparently the idea of
reprocessing the N-reactor spent fuel at Hanford lingered within the DOE bureaucracy.
In sum, although final decisions on processing or stabition technologies have not been
made yet pursuant to the S N F L N X EIS, it does appear that DOE is strongly considering
chemical separation of fissile materials (and also electrometdurgical processing) as management
options. It considers chemical separation a "reasonably foreseeable"activity because it has more
data and experience with it than with any other technique. DOE'S overall spent fuel management
plan (regionalizing spent fuel by &el type) is conducive to reprocessing. It should be noted again
that the Foreign Research Reactor EIS states that "chemical separation of spent nuclear fuel in
existing fhcilities is not preferred by DOE as a technology for management of spent nuclear fuel in
the United ~ t a t e s . "In~contrast, the SNFflNEL EIS,issued one month after the draft Foreign
Research Reactor EIS,does not state this negative attitude toward reprocessing and is much less
explicit about the advantages and disadvantages of reprocessing, the costs involved, and the nonproliferation implications of reprocessing.

BNFL Assistance in Spent Fuel and Wmte Management
The most detailed discussion of reprocessing in the SNF/INEL, EIS is a ti@-page
attachment analyzing the option of reprocessing W o r d N-reactor fuel; at the Sellafield facility in
the United Kingdom. The attachment was not in the draft version of the EIS,but British Nuclear
Fuels Limited (BNFL), which operates the SeH&eId fbcility, suggested in a comment to DOE that
.
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reprocessing at Sellafield could be a viable alternative to building a n& reprocessing facility at
W o r d (Process Q). DOE then undertook a study ofthis option, partially based on a paper
submitted by BNFL.~"
DOE is very unlikely to impIement the BNFL option because it has chosen dry storage for
the N-reactor fuel and because of non-proliferation concerns. Madyn Meigs, BNFL Inc.'s
Washington representative, said that while W o r d and DOE Headquarters personnel "showed
obvious interest and enthusiasmn in BNFL's assistance with managing N-reactor spent fuel,
Wlase same DOE representatives became extremely pessimistic when it came to discussing
actually putting the BNFL option into practice. This pessimism derived from the perceived
It was sound
incompatibility of this option with current US nonproliferation policy
policy for DOE to reject BNFL's offer of assistance. The enthusiasm cited by Meigs provides
some evidence of a pro-reprocessing sentiment in some parts of DOE,though this is in contrast to
the view that was ultimately adopted by DOE that non-proliferation concerns are centrd in this
case.

Again, it is useful to look at DOE'S presentation of the BNFL proposal in the ElS, even
though it is unlikely to be impIemented, in order to gain a fuller understanding of DOE'S attitude
toward reprocessing. The proposal involves shipping m r d spent fuel by road or rail to a port
on the AtIantic or Pacific and then shipping by boat to the UIC. The high-level waste resulting
from reprocessing at SeUafieldwouId be vitrified and returned to the United States, and plutonium
and uranium would also be returned to Hanford, although "these materids could also be stored
overseas until a decision is made on their disposition by the U.S.Department of Energy
@oE)."~O~
There is no discussion in the EIS of the implications of allowing a foreign country,
albeit a close ally, to store such large mounts of U.S.plutonium. This would be contrary to the
Clinton policy of seeking to "efiminate where possible the accumulation of stockpiles of
...plutonium."
The EZS states that "an analysis of prowsing DOE SNF at [foreign] facilities would have
to consider United States nonproliferationpolicy..."303
In parallel with the F-Canyon EIS, the
SNE;/INEL EIS discusses only the risk that the N-reactor spent fuel or the plutonium extracted by
reprocessing could be diverted. The EIS states that this risk is minimal: "Stringent safeguards
exist for the overseas transportation of nuclear materials...DOE has evaluated the safety and

MO * U K M prmsing as a Spent Nuclar Fuel Management Option for US DOE," Washington DC:British
Nuclear Fuels, May 1994.
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policy issues associated with overseas transport of plutonium and concluded that such shipments
could be made d e l y and =rely ...t*3W
One major flaw in the EIS's discussion of the BNFL option is that it does not evaluate the
affect it wodd have on the British civil plutonium program (or plutonium program of other
countries). BNFL's paper says that the entire cost of the option, including shipping from
W o r d , reprocessing, some storage of waste and fissile m a t e d pending return shipments, and
shipping back to the U.S., would be $1.3 to $2 bi~lion.~'
BNFL does not provide a cost estimate
for the reprocessing step alone, but it is reasonable to estimate that it is around $1 billion.
Providing this large amount of money to BNFL, one of the world's leading commercial
reprocesson and a major stockpiler of weapons-usable civil plutonium, would spur British
reprocessing, legitimize commercial reprocessing, and contradict the administration's policy of
"not encourag[ing] civil use of plutonium."
There is some precedent for involving BNR. in waste management, In early 1995, DOE
proposed to ship 183,000 gallons of nitric acid, which is used to dissolve spent fuel in
reprocessing operations, fiom its PUREX reprocessing plant at Hanford to Sellafield for use in
BNF'L's commercial reprocessing operations. Shipping the nitric acid was a lower cost option
than decontaminatingthe facility and disposing of the acid in the U.S.
The shipment was widely opposed by environmental groups and even by some DOE
officials. Critics charged that the nitric acid sale would encourage BNFL's accumulation of
plutonium and contravene Presidential Directive 13. DOE'S OiEce ofArms Control and NonProliferation, which initially approved the proposal, eventually withdrew its support. Ken Luongo
of that office wrote in an internal memorandum that:

the transfer will mnstitute encouragement of civil plutonium stockpiling and use...The
symb1'ism ofproviding the tools of spent fuel reprocessing couId damage the credibility of
the United St&s and begin to undermine other non-proWration objectives. It will raise
questions about the seriousnas of the U.S. commitment to its policy statements. If the
U.S. allows the nitric acid transkr for the purpose of saviog money in decommissioning
PUREX, opponents of the decision may claim the U.S. non-proliferation policy is for
sale.%
Despite these concerns, Assistant Secretary Thomas Grumbly and Secretary Hazel
O'Leary gave find approval for the shipments, which proceeded in May 1995.
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1995 when Greenpeace protesters chained t h e d v e s to a truck canying spent fueI to the SdMeId plant for
r e p d g . The tnrck was leA unguarded when its drivers took a d e e break (The Herald, March 4, 1995).
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Yet another instance of DOE considering BNFL assistance in reprocessing involves the
spent fuel from North Korea's 5 MWe graphite-moderated reactor at Yongbyon. A confidential
annex to the Agreed Framework signed in October 1994 between the United States and North
Korea is believed to call for removing this spent fuel from North Korea. It is a metd fuel, and
DOE officials have acknowledged that it is corroding and unstable. At a conference in February
1995, Marilyn Meigs reported that BNFL could provide assistance in managing this spent fuel by
providing "the casks, the ships, reprocessing, and the return of plutonium to the US.. .ina form
unsuitable for weapons production.. ." She also indicated that "DOE has already contacted BNFL
to discuss these services, despite the fict that it is unwilling to move in the same direction with its
own N-reactor f~el."'~'If it did invoIve BNFL in disposing of the North Korean spent fuel, the
U.S.would facilitate reprocessing the spent fuel that it convinced North Korea not to reprocess.
Moreover, BNFL would stand to be paid a considerable sum of money, yet another subsidy for a
reprocessor dependent on foreign contracts to stay in business. In June 1995, DOE wisely
decided to take a non-reprocessing approach to the North Korean spent fuel, at least in the nearterm, awarding a contract to Georgia-based NAC International to seal the spent fuel in wrrosionresistant containers?08

Reprocessing Spent Fuel From Nawl PropIsion Reactors
In contrast to DOE's consideration of BNFL assistance in reprocessing, the SNFEIS rules out reprocessing spent naval reactor fuel overseas, partly on non-profition grounds.
U. S. spent naval fuel could potentially be reprocessed in Britain andforFrance,but the EIS calls
this option "not a reasonable alternative" for several reasons.309First, the characteristics of U.S.
naval nuclear fuel are classified and have never been shared with another country. Second,
"[nJaval spent nuclear fuel remains highly enriched even after it has completed use in a naval
reactor. As such, the Nudear Non-Proliferation Act, implementing requirements of the Treaty for
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, imposes severe restrictions an the transfer of such
material to foreign countrie~.'J~~
Further, the EIS states that "doing such reprocessing abroad
would result in the production of highly enriched uranium in a foreign country, creating concerns
over non-proliferation and nuclear material ~afeguards."~
These are valid reasons to reject the option, but this same reasoning could be applied more
broadly. DOE's willingness to strongly consider the Dounreay option for foreign research reactor
spent fuel, which if implemented would produce highly-enriched uranium in a foreign country, is
inconsistent with its policy against reprocessing navd fuel. Indeed, if DOE has concerns about
~7
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Britain's or France's ability to safeguard HEU, it should also take a stronger stand against the
civil plutonium programs of these countries.

Fate of Fissile Materials Sepmatedfor Spent Fuel Management
Like most of the other DOE documents discussed in this paper, the SNIF/DEL EIS is
quite vague about the fate of fissile material separated from spent fuel under the potential
reprocessing options at the Savannah River Site and Hanford, The assumption is that fissile
materids wii be stored for an interim period, but there is no explicit discussion of their ultimate
disposition and attendant difiidties.
There are some isolated passages in the EIS that shed some light on this issue. Volume 3
of the EIS lists responses to comments received from the public about the draft EIS. One public
comment suggests that valuable substances should be separated from spent fuel for potential
future fuel or other uses. DOE'S response to the comment is: "As aclmowledged in Volume 1,
section I. 1.3, DOE is cansidering several specialid technologies for separating radioactive
elements from SNF and radioactive wastes, including recovev of materials that m q be used to
firel mclear reactors. For example, Volume 1, Appendix J discusses processing SNF to remove
fissilematerial."312
[emphasis added] Section 1.1.3 and Appendix J of Volume 1 do indeed talk
about separating fissile materials as a possible stabilization technique for spent fuel, but nowhere
in these sections is there any mention of what would be done with recovered fissile materials.
DOE needs to clarify whether pIutonium as well as uranium recovered from reprocessing may be
used to fuel nuclear reactors. This would be a reversal of current U.S.practice and a major
setback for U.S. non-proliferation policy.
Another reference to potential uses for the fissile materials may be found in a section of
the EIS describing the Yucca Mountain repository. Because the waste acceptance criteria for the
repository have not been chosen, there is a good deal ofuncertainty about what processing, if any,
spent fuel may have to undergo before emplacement in the repository. According to the EIS,
"Disposal in a repository, for example, may require canning, canisterization, encapsulation, or
processing the he1 to create a vitrified waste form. Resource recovery requires dissolving the
fuel to separate the fissile material from the waste and producing a stable waste f o ~ m . " ~DOE
'~
uses a variety of terns to describe the separation of fissile materid from spent fuel, but this is the
only instance in all of the documents and EIS's discussed in this paper that DOE uses the term
"resource recovery."314DOE needs to clarify in what ways it intends separated fissile material to
be used as a resource. The statement could be construed to mean that DOE considers plutonium
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as well as uranium a resource. As stated above, such a view is contrary to public statements by
the S e w e t q of Energy and the National Amdemy of Sciences.
The fate of the fissile materials is a key issue in terms of the non-proliferation imptications
ofvarious environmental management technologies. DOE needs to make its intentions in this
area much more transparent.

RESTARTING PUREX:A CASE STUDY IN REPROCESSING POLICY
DOE'S curtent interest in reprocessing as a waste management tool closely parallels a
proposal made in 1989 and 1990 to restart the PUREX reprocessing plant at W o r d to stabilize
the N-reactor spent fuel in the K-East and K-Westcooling pools. While international politics,
public scrutiny of DOE,and DOE environmental practices have changed considerably over the
past five years, the arguments used by DOE and Westinghouse, its W o r d contractor, in support
of the PUREX option were remarkably similar to some of the alleged benefits of reprocessing
being touted today. The flaws in these arguments and the eventual outcome of the proposal may
thus be viewed as a case-study to guide DOE in its current decision-making.
The PUREX reprocessing plant, after being shut down between 1972 and 1983, was restarted in 1983 and reprocessed N-reactor spent fuel for five years until it was shut down in 1988
The N-reactor was placed in cold standby in early 1988 and did
because of safety
not operate again, and 2,103 metric tons of spent fuel from the N-reactor were left in the K-fist
and K-West basins. An estimated three to seven percent of the cladding was damaged due to
rough handling and corrosion?16 DOE encapsulated the spent fuel in the K-West basin in steel
containers, but the spent fuel in K-Eastbasin was left in open containers, alIowing radioactive
materials to seep into the water and ultimately leak into the ground near the Columbia River.
When DOE began to assess what to do with the N-reactor spent he1in the Iate 19809,
four main management options were considered: reprocessing it in P
m shipping it to the
Savannah River Site for reprocessing, continuing to store it in the basins while encapsulating the
K-East fuel, and transferring N-reactor fuel to new dry storage facilities. The Westinghouse
Hanford Company undertook a study of these options and concluded that "[plrocessing of the
stored N Fuel in the Hmford PUREX plant is the recommended option because the mission can
be completed in the shortest time, with the minimum duration of storage in the K-basins, at lowest
cost, and with the Ieast radiation exposure to the workers and the public and the least
environmental risk."317The study dismissed direct disposal of the spent fuel after a period of dry
storage because it claimed that the pyrophoricity of the uranium metal would prevent it from
complying with Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations.
In July 1990, the Institute for Energy md Environmental Research released a report
entitled "To Reprocess or not to Reprocess: The PUREX Question" in order to "provide a
preliminary independent assessment of the validity of the Westinghouse conclusion that
It was run for a short period from k r n b e r 1989 to March 1990 to clean-out the remnantsof the aborted 1988
operation.
316 S a l h and Makhijani 1990, p. 23
3" W letter from W.G. RUE,Deputy Manager, Defense -tioris
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Company, to J.R Hunter, Director of Opmtions at U.S.W E - Richland, trammitt@ the Wdnghouse study.
Quoted in Salesla and Makhjani 1990, p. 28

reprocessing at PUREX is the most desirable option for the disposition of f fuel."^" The report
was prepared for the Hanfbrd Education Action 'League, a DOE watchdog group, and was based
on DOE and Westinghouse documents, technical l i t m e , and a site visit to Hanf'ord.
Among the major conclwions ofthe IEER report
The problem of deteriorating N-fuel was IargeIy of DOE'S own making and could baw
been addressed much earlier (by encapsulating all the spent fuel) had minimum prudence
ken used in storing the spent fuel.

The WWhghwse study was based on distorted and incomplete analysis. It
downplayed the h i b d i t y of what may bave been the least dangerous option (dry storage)
and understated the risks from PUREX, notably omitting the fact that adding additional
high-level waste to tanks would have increased the risk of a tank qIosion, PUREX
would have generated the gratest total amount of waste of all the options,
W&nghouse cost e s h a t a for the various options were flawed and may have been
"cooked" in hvor of reprocessing. In reality PUREX may have been among the most
costly options for managingspent N-fuel.
MainN-reactor spent firel in the basins in encapsulated form or in dry storage
provided the greatest flexibiIity in the face of considerable uncertainties regarding the
permanent repository at Yucca Mountain.
Given environmental and Gost c o n s i ~ m PUREX
I
should not operate, and
"because p r e h h y information indicates that dry storage...may k the most desirable
option for interim mauagement of N-fuel, prehninary design work on dry storage W t i m
for N-fhel should begin as soon as p o s ~ i b l e . ' ~

The IEER report, citing the Westinghouse study's acknowIedgment that an added side
benefit of the PUREX option is that "uranium and plutonium would be recovered in the early
1990s and be available for Department of Energy programs,''321charged that "clean-up" concerns
behind the PUREX option may actually have been "a back-door justification for plutonium
production..."322 The report sharply criticized Westinghouse methodology and the "cavalier"
attitude of the Westinghouse analysis. It quoted testimony given by DOE contractor Dam
Powers on February 20, 1990 before the Advisory Committee on Nuclear Facility Safety:
I don't h o w that we debated it extensively but at Ieast we bought off on the idea it is
better to process that fuel whether you need the m a t e d or not than to leave it in the K-
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basin...Without what I would call detailed debate, we basically bought off on the i
h that
yeah, praaessing it was the best thing you could possibly do with that fieLrn

The release of the IEER report exposed the safety hazards and drawbacks ofPUREX and
highlighted the viability of storage alternatives. A June 1990 U.S. General Accounting Office
report to the House Government Operations Committee, Subcommittee on Environmental,
Energy, and Natural Resources generally came to the same conclusions as the IEER report:
DOE has not demomtmkdthat restarting PUREX either as a p d u c e r of plutonium or as
a processor of radioactive wash is a sound decision. More specifically, DOE has not
demonstrated that a need exists for weapons-grade plutonium from PUREX,and it has not
fully compared PUREX with other waste disposal alternatives to dctmnhe whether
PUREX is the best choice.324

The GAO report added that DOE's "plan to restart is not supported by any detailed
technical, engineering, or cost analyses that fully demonstrate that PUREX is the best option for
disposal of spent fuel as waste."lB
Immediately after the IEER study was made public, DOE announced that it would not
operate P W X for N-fueI management until a supplemental EIS was completed. This was never
completed, and PUREX was officially closed down in December 1992, N-reactor spent fuel has
remained in the East and West K-basins since the PUREX controversy. DOE's current plan is to
move the fuel to a Staging and Storage facility beginning in December 1998 and finishing in
December 2000 or eartier. There, the spent fuel will be dried and stabilized, and the fuel will then
be moved to a new dry storage facility by 2006.~" Removal of the N-fuel from the basins is now
one ofthe highest priority projects at W o r d .
The proposal to re-start PUREX is an example of how DOE and one contractor looked
favorably on reprocessing, possibly because that is what had dways been done with spent fuel,
without considering the risks of reprocessing and fu11y evaluating all alternatives. Some of the
arguments that DOE now uses in favor ofreprocessing were dso used in the Hmford N-fuel case
in 1989 and 1990, At that time DOE did not carefully consider the added risks from high-level
waste storage and potential fires or explosions. IEER's review showed that DOE and
Westinghouse had not done their homework on all of the alternatives, with lack of consideration
for dry storage being the most glaring omission. DOE's eventuJ choice of dry storage after years
of false starts and inaction also shows that costs and delays of spent fuel management can be
much reduced by a careful consideration of options at the start. Unfortunately, in many of the
Quofed in Saleska and W j a n i 1990, p. 27
GAO 1990, p. I
GAO 1990, p. 5
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EIS's and documents discussed in this report, DOE has repeated the same mistakes. On the
positive side, DOE'S few statements in the EIS's regarding the proliferation consequences of
reprocessing are a welcome departure from its past failure to recognize this problem.

CONCLUSION
On July 14, 1995, forty-seven organizations, including the Institute for Energy and
Environmental Research, sent a letter to Thomas Grumbly, Assistant Secretary of Energy for
Environmental Management, regarding some of the reprocessing proposals outlined in this
report. The letter expressed concern that "idonnationwill not be presented to you in a manner
which allows adequate consideration of the potential cumulative impacts of your decisions."
Accordingly, the letter called on Grumbly to initiate a comprehensive review of repromsing
proposals "before making any decisions other than to address immediate environmental, safety,
and health concerns."3n
As this analysis of recent DOE documents and environmental impacts statements has
shown, such a comprehensive review is badly needed. At the very least, all branches of DOE
need to harmonize their policies regarding reprocessing and cease making contradictory
statements about its non-proliferation implications and its utility as s waste management tool.
DOE reprocessing policy also needs to be brought into line with President Clinton's 1993 policy
statement on non-proliferation, especially in regard to submitting fissile material extracted under
the environmental management program to the International Atomic Energy Agency. The nonprolifbration, environmental, and safety stakes are too high for DOE to make and implement its
reprocessing policy in a haphazard manner, out of political expediency, or just because
reprocessing spent fuel was long-standing DOE practice. A more clear-sight4 approach to the
issue would show that the non-proliferation and environmental drawbacks of reprocessing far
outweigh stlleged benefits.
DOE reprocessing policy is being made in piecemeal fashion in separate EIS's with no
overall strategy, without diicient analysis, and without sufficient consideration of altemtives.
In some cases, DOE presents data in a manner that far overstates the advantages of reprocessing
and understates the advantages of non-reprocessing alternatives. DOE terminology obscures the
number of reprocessing options DOE is considering. Given the absence of a strong high-level
policy that is Wowed at each level ofthe bureaucracy and given the intend debate over
reprocessing, DOE reprocessing policy may depend on who is writing the document.
In the documents discussed in this paper, DOE has failed to make a convincing case on
environmental and safety grounds for reprocessing spent fuel, It needs to re-evaluate its
assumptions about why reprocessing may be needed, especially given the fact that it is not yet
hown which spent fuel can be directly disposed of in a repository, before rushing into
implementing reprocessing over the next several years. Reprocessing is not a complete
environmental management solution because it creates radioactive wastes that must be safely
stored and disposed oc as well as weapons-usable materials that must be safely stored,

safeguarded, and disposed of. DOE should more strongly consider storage options for spent fuel,
which the brief adysis in this report has shown to be fmiile and less hazardous to the

environment,workers and communities.
Most importantly, DOE needs to put a hnear-term end point on reprocessing because
in its current drift DOE is wnsidering options invoIving reprocessing through as long as 2012,
and reprocessing could occur even further into the future. The indefinite, open-ended nature of
repro~essingpropods is the largest drawback of DOE reprocessing policy. These proposals
represent a remarkable departure fiom DOE'S orighl 1992 plan to p b o u t reprocessing.
The United States, the only nuclear weapon state not currently reprocessing for either
civilian or military purposes, is at an important decision-makingjuncture. It can continue to
abstain from separating fissile materials from solid spent fuel, and, once it removes the solutions
from the plants, it can begin to decommission and dismantle its military reprocessing plants. On
the other hand, it can embark on an environmental management program involving reprocessing
for several years or even decades, a program which may be a spur to reprocessing activities
abroad and to commercial reprocessing in the United States. This decision cannot be taken lightly
or for the sake of politid or bureaucmtio expediency. It needs to made based on sound science,
rtn awareness of potential consequences, and a rllconsideration of dl alternatives.
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